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The influence of rapid-anneal conditions and subsequent coimplantation of oxygen ions on the
photoluminescence of erbium ions implanted with an energy of 1 MeV and dose of
531014cm22 in MOCVD-grown GaN films is investigated. The erbium photoluminescence
intensity at a wavelength;1.54mm increases as the fixed-time~15 s! anneal temperature is raised
from 700 °C to 1300 °C. The erbium photoluminescence intensity can be increased by the
coimplantation of oxygen ions at anneal temperatures in the indicated range below 900 °C. The
transformation of the crystal structure of the samples as a result of erbium-ion implantation
and subsequent anneals is investigated by Raman spectroscopy. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00101-5#
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INTRODUCTION

The growing appeal of research on the luminescenc
semiconductors doped with rare-earth elements stems
their promising potential for applications in optoelectron
devices. Gallium nitride is a promising material in this r
gard. Most of the investigations to date have been direc
toward erbium-doped GaN. This choice is dictated by
fact that radiative transitions of electrons from the first e
cited state4I 13/2 of the Er31 ion to the ground state4I 15/2 lie
in the range of wavelengthsl corresponding to minimum
losses and minimum dispersion in optical fibersl
;1.54mm) used in fiber-optic communications devices.

In the majority of the studies erbium has been introduc
into GaN by ion implantation. Appreciable photolumine
cence from Er31 in GaN has been observed only after hig
temperature anneals of the implanted samples. The influe
of the conditions attending such anneals on the photolu
nescence of Er31 has been investigated previously at ann
temperaturesT0<1000 °C with long anneal times~of the
order of several tens of minutes!.1–7 As mentioned in Ref. 2,
anneals at temperatures above 1000 °C have been avo
because of the risk of damage to the surface of GaN.
analysis of the anneal conditions in Refs. 1–4 shows tha
T0 is raised for Er-implanted GaN~GaN:Er!, the photolumi-
nescence of Er31 increases toT051000 °C. When oxygen
has been implanted in GaN along with Er@GaN:~Er, O!
samples# at a concentration 5–10 times the Er concentrati
the graph of the photoluminescence intensity (I PL) of Er31
11063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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as a function ofT0 has acquired a maximum atT05800 °C
~Refs. 1,3, and 4!. The objective of our study is to investigat
photoluminescence in the wavelength rangel;1.0
21.6mm for GaN:Er and GaN:~Er, O! samples after shorte
anneals and over a wider range of temperatures than in
vious papers: 700– 1300 °C.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Undoped n-type GaN films with a carrier densityn
;1018cm23 and a thickness of 1.2mm were grown on the
~0001! surfaces of sapphire substrates by metal-organic
por chemical deposition~MOCVD!. The growth procedure
entailed the deposition of a GaN buffer layer having a thic
ness of approximately 200 nm at a low temperature~500 °C!,
followed by the growth of a GaN epitaxial layer at a hig
temperature~1040 °C!.8 Erbium ions with an energyE
51 MeV and doseD5531014cm22 and oxygen withE
50.115 MeV andD5531015cm22 were implanted at room
temperature. The calculated projected range of the ion
;0.25mm. The implanted samples were oven-treated
achieve a rapid thermal anneal atT05700– 1300 °C for a
time t515– 400 s in a nitrogen stream. The samples w
warmed by halogen lamps. In our experiments, therefore,
warmup time to room temperature was always much sho
than the anneal time.

Radiation from a halogen lamp, selected by a bandp
light filter of SZS-24 optical glass, was used to excite ph
toluminescence. The transmission~T! spectrum of the light
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of
GaN:Er sample after a 400-s anneal at
temperature of 1300 °C. Measureme
temperature:~1! 300 K; ~2! 80 K. As a vi-
sual aid, the spectrum1 is shifted upward
by 0.25 arb. units. Inset: transmissionT
spectrum of the SZS-24 optical glass ligh
filter.
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filter in the wavelength interval 0.3– 1.65mm is shown in
the inset to Fig. 1. The power of the radiation focused b
lens system onto the sample was held at a constant v
;50 mW in all the experiments. The photoluminescence w
recorded by means of a monochromator with 3-nm reso
tion and an InGaAs photodetector operating at room te
perature. The light beam from the halogen lamp was mo
lated by a sector chopper at a frequency of 18 Hz. T
detector photocurrent pulses were transformed into an
voltage, which was recorded by a selective voltmeter. T
crystal structure of the erbium-implanted samples was inv
tigated by Raman spectroscopy. This method is one of
few by which it is possible to detect changes in the crys
lattices of the investigated objects in both short-range
long-range orders. The Raman spectra were measured o
automated spectral instrument utilizing a double-grat
monochromator. Thel5488 nm line of an argon laser wa
used for excitation, and the power of the exciting radiat
on the sample was 30 mW in a spot of diameter 50mm. All
the polarized spectra were recorded in ‘‘back-reflection
ometry’’ at room temperature. The detector was a coo
photomultiplier in conjunction with a photon counting sy
tem.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the photoluminescence spectra, m
sured at 300 K and 80 K, for a GaN:Er sample annealed
1300 °C for 400 s. In addition to the emission peak with
maximum atl51.538mm due to transitions of electron
from the first excited state4I 13/2 to the ground level4I 15/2 of
the Er31 ion, the spectra also contain a broad luminesce
band in the intervall;1.0– 1.4mm with a maximum atl
'1.17mm and a series of small peaks in the vicinity ofl
'1 mm, which can be attributed to electron transitions fro
the second excited state4I 11/2 of the Er31 ion to the ground
state4I 15/2 ~Ref. 2!. The broad emission band in the interv
l;1.0– 1.4mm is associated with photoluminescence at
fects in the GaN, because it is observed after the impla
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tion of both erbium and neodymium2 or chromium5 ions. We
should mentioned that we have not detected any signific
differences in the nature of the photoluminescence spectr
GaN:Er and GaN:~Er, O! samples. For the sample in Fig.
the photoluminescence intensity atl51.538mm increases
by a factor of 3.5 when the temperature is lowered fro
300 K to 80 K. This factor increases by a factor of 3.9 for
similarly annealed GaN:~Er, O! sample. The intensity of the
defect-induced band at the maximum more than doubles
both types of samples after cooldown from 300 K to 80 K

Figure 2 shows graphs of the photoluminescence int
sity of Er31 ions at l51.538mm and of defects atl
51.17mm plotted as a function of the anneal temperatu
for an anneal timet515 s for GaN:Er and GaN:~Er, O!
samples, measured at 300 K. It is evident from Fig. 2 that
photoluminescence intensity for Er31 increases asT0 is
raised from 700 °C to 1300 °C. AtT0,900 °C the photolu-
minescence in the GaN:~Er, O! sample is higher than in the
GaN:Er sample, but the opposite relation between the in
sities is observed atT0.900 °C. Strong emission from de
fects begins to show up atT0.1100 °C and increases as th
anneal temperature is raised.

Figure 3 shows graphs of the photoluminescence int
sity atl51.538mm and 1.17mm as a function of the annea
time of GaN:Er and GaN:~Er, O! samples at 1300 °C, mea
sured at 300 K. It is evident that the maximum photolum
nescence signal atl51.538mm for the GaN:Er sample is
already observed att515 s, whereas for the GaN:~Er, O!
sample the photoluminescence intensity increases with
anneal time. For both types of samples the defect-rela
luminescence intensity increases significantly as the an
time is increased.

The Raman spectra obtained here can be used to t
the structural transformation of the implanted layer as
anneal temperature is raised. Figure 4~curve 1! shows the
Raman spectrum of a nonimplanted GaN sample. Accord
to the selection rules for the Raman spectrum of hexago
GaN in our experimental scattering geometry~here thez axis
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FIG. 2. Photoluminescence intensit
at 300 K, wavelengthsl51.538mm
~1, 2! andl51.17mm ~3, 4!, versus
anneal temperature of GaN:Er~1, 3!
and GaN:~Er, O! ~2, 4! at a constant
anneal timet515 s.
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coincides with the optical axis of the GaN layer!, three lines
should be observed. Two of them correspond to nonp
optical phonons of symmetryE2 , and their frequencies fo
the unstrained GaN layer areE2

(1)5145 cm21 and E2
(2)

5568 cm21, respectively.9 The third line corresponds to th
longitudinal component of a polar phonon of symme
A1(LO). Its frequency is close toA1(LO)5735 cm21 for
samples having a carrier densityn;131016cm23 and in-
creases as the carrier density in the sample increases.
Raman spectrum represented by curve1 is fully consistent
with the selection rules for the first-order spectrum of he
agonal GaN. Investigations in other scattering geomet
have also exhibited a good match of the experimental res
with the selection rules for the hexagonal modification. T
investigated sample can therefore be classified as an epit
layer of hexagonal GaN with the optical axis directed alo
the normal to the plane of the substrate. On the other h
the small upward shift of the phonon frequencies indica
that the GaN is subjected to a stress of the order of 0.3 G
which has the character of a compressive stress in the p
of the layer. An estimation of the carrier density from t
position of the line A1(LO)5740 cm21 gives n53
31017cm23. The difference in the densitiesn determined
from capacitance-voltage measurements and estimated
Raman data indicate nonuniformity in the distribution
charge carriers in the sample volume.

Curve 2 in Fig. 4 represents the Raman spectrum o
GaN:Er sample. This spectrum is extremely different fro
curve 1, being characterized by broad bands in the inter
502750 cm21 instead of the sharp lines obtained for t
nonimplanted sample. The translational symmetry of the
tice is known to gradually disappear in implantation as
dose is increased. As a result, relaxation of the wave ve
selection rules takes place, and the spectra of the impla
samples acquire bands associated with phonon modes
vated by disorder. A progressive reduction in the intensity
the first-order Raman phonon modes is observed simu
neously. In the final analysis, at large doses the Raman s
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trum of the implanted samples reflects the density of vib
tional states of the investigated sample.10 The phonon
density of states is one of the fundamental characteristic
a material. As a rule, relevant information is obtained fro
neutron scattering data. However, the current literature d
not contain any such data, because GaN single crystals o
dimensions required for neutron experiments do not ex
Karch et al.11 have calculated the dispersion of the phon
branches in relation to the Brillouin zone from first principl
for hexagonal GaN and have used their phonon disper
data to reconstruct the phonon density of states. A comp
son of curve2 in Fig. 4 with the phonon density-of-state
function given in Ref. 11 reveals very good correlation b
tween the two curves in the region of dispersion of bo
acoustic and optical phonons. The fact that the Raman s
trum obtained for a GaN:Er sample actually reflects
single-phonon density-of-states function of GaN is eviden
of total relaxation of the wave vector selection rules as
result of the high defect level of the lattice.

Curves3–5 in Fig. 4 represent the Raman spectra o

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence intensity at 300 K, wavelengthsl51.538mm
~1, 2! and l51.17mm ~3, 4!, versus anneal time of GaN:Er~1, 3! and
GaN:~Er, O! ~2, 4! at a constant anneal temperatureT051300 °C.
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FIG. 4. Raman scattering spectrum.~1!
Nonimplanted GaN sample~the lines of
the Al2O3 substrate are marked with
stars!; ~2! GaN:Er sample before annea
~3–5! GaN:Er sample after anneals a
T05700 °C, t515 s ~3!; T051000 °C,
t515 s ~4!; T051300 °C, t5400 s~5!.
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tained from a GaN:Er sample annealed for a timet515 s at
temperaturesT05700 °C and 1000 °C and fort5400 s at
T051300 °C, respectively. It is clearly evident that anne
ing atT05700 °C causes sharp lines to appear at once in
Raman spectrum near 568 cm21 and 740 cm21, where they
are associated with phonons of symmetryE2

2 andA1(LO) at
the center of the Brillouin zone. The onset of lines cor
sponding to long-wavelength phonons in the Raman sp
trum indicates the beginning of the restoration of long-ran
order in the lattice as a result of the annealing proced
With a further increase in the anneal temperature~see curves
4 and5! the intensities of the phonon lines of symmetryE2

2

andA1(LO) continue to increase, and the intensities of t
bands associated with phonon modes activated by disord
the lattice decrease. However, it is evident from a comp
son of curves1 and 5 that even a 400-s anneal atT0

51300 °C has not fully restored the crystal structure. T
result is indicated by the presence in spectrum5 of a band in
the range of acoustic phonons with a maximum n
130 cm21. This band can be identified with the onset in t
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first-order Raman spectrum of forbidden acoustic phonon
the boundary of the Brillouin zone as a result of disruption
the ideal lattice by defects. Traces of bands associated
phonon modes activated by disorder in the lattice are a
observed in the range of dispersion of optical phono
(5002750 cm21).

On the whole, the transformation of the spectra of a
nealed GaN:~Er, O! samples is very close to the patte
shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted, however, that in t
spectrum of GaN:Er samples, beginning atT051000 °C, a
line appears at a frequency close to 360 cm21, and its inten-
sity increases as the anneal temperature is raised. In the s
tra of annealed GaN:~Er, O! samples the intensity of this fea
ture is almost an order of magnitude weaker. We note t
the indicated line does not exist in the spectrum of the
grown sample, but we have observed the emergence of
cisely the same line in the spectra of GaN:Mg samples~irra-
diation energy 100 keV, dose 531015cm22) annealed in a
nitrogen atmosphere atT051000 °C and higher. The natur
and specific characteristics of the behavior of the Raman
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occurring near 360 cm21 in the spectrum of annealed Ga
implanted with various ions is currently under investigatio

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the results of the study show that rapid~of
the order of a few tens of seconds! postimplant anneals a
temperatures 1000 °C,T0<1300 °C can be used to fabr
cate light-emitting structures from erbium-doped GaN. T
maximum photoluminescence signal atl;1.54mm is ob-
tained in the sample without additional coimplantation
oxygen after an anneal atT051300 °C with durations 15
<t<400 s. The intensity of the photoluminescence of
bium attains saturation when the anneal conditions are s
that the defects of crystal structure induced by erbium
plantation are not completely removed.

This work has been supported in part by the Inter
tional Science and Technology Center~Grant 168! and by a
combined grant from the International Association for t
Promotion of Cooperation with Scientists from the Indepe
dent States of the Former Soviet Union and the Russian F
for Fundamental Research~INTAS-RFFI Grant 95-0531!.
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Influence of the energy transport of electrons by optical phonon emission on the
superluminescence and reversible bleaching of a thin GaAs layer excited by a strong
picosecond light pulse

I. L. Bronevo  and A. N. Krivonosov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 103907 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted May 19, 1998; accepted for publication May 20, 1998!
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The dependence of the superluminescence and optical bleaching of GaAs during the interband
absorption of a strong picosecond light pulse on the photon energy\vex of the exciting
pulse is investigated experimentally. The bleaching~transmission enhancement, i.e., greater
transparency! mainly reflects the density of the photogenerated electron-hole plasma.
Several events are observed when the distance between the energy level at which electrons are
generated and the level from which they undergo stimulated recombination is a multiple
of the longitudinal optical phonon energy. These events are: 1! amplification of recombination
superluminescence; 2! slowing of the increase in optical bleaching as\vex is increased;
and 3! an increase in the shift of the edge of the emission spectrum toward longer wavelengths.
These phenomena are qualitatively attributed to an increase in the fraction of transitions
involving the emission ofLO phonons in the energy transport of electrons toward the bottom of
the conduction band and to the influence of this process on the heating of the electron-hole
plasma and the density of nonequilibriumLO phonons. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00301-4#
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The emission of longitudinal optical~LO! phonons by
electrons can sometimes contribute significantly to the
ergy transport of electrons in GaAs. This connection has
faced previously, for example, in experimental studies of
energy relaxation of fast electrons~see Refs. 1–3 and oth
ers!. Such experiments have been carried out at low temp
tures. The distribution of electrons in the conduction ba
occurred below the energy level at which electrons w
photogenerated. Transitions of photogenerated electron
lower energy levels through the emission ofLO phonons
resulted in the formation of ‘‘phonon’’ oscillations of th
energy distribution of electrons in the conduction band. T
oscillations were situated at some distance from the le
where electrons are generated, in the direction toward
bottom of the conduction band. The period of the oscillatio
was equal to the longitudinal optical phonon energy\vLO .
In typical situations phonon oscillations in GaAs have be
analyzed from the hot photoluminescence spectra at ca
densities;101521016cm23, i.e., when the energy relaxatio
of fast electrons is dominated byLO phonon emission pro
cesses. As the density of the electron-hole plasma~EHP!
increases, the development of phonon oscillations should
prevented by an increase in the probabilityGc of an electron
escaping from the initial state as a result of interaction w
the EHP. According to Kash,4 the probabilityGc of an elec-
tron escaping from an initial state with, say, an energy
0.3 eV increases linearly with the density of the EHP a
already at n5p5831016cm23 becomes commensura
with the probability of an electron emitting anLO phonon
~without the EHP! Ge2LO55.631012s21 ~see also Ref. 5!.
When the density of the EHP increases abo
101063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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231017cm23, the development of phonon oscillations mu
be further inhibited by stronger screening against the in
action of electrons withLO phonons.6

Previously7 we have experimentally observed a differe
type of phonon oscillations in the carrier energy distributi
from the kind described above. These oscillations were
served for a sample at room temperature with electron
hole densitiesn5p.1018cm23. The energy levels at which
the photogeneration of electrons took place were situated
side~rather than above as in Refs. 1–3! the energy distribu-
tion of electrons in the conduction band. In Ref. 7 oscil
tions appeared during the vigorous energy transport
photogenerated electrons toward the bottom of the cond
tion band with the simultaneous~in a picosecond time inter
val! generation of an EHP and strong recombination sup
luminescence. The oscillations were observed most clear
the interval from the bottom of the conduction band to t
energy levels at which electrons are generated. In lieu o
appropriate quantitative theory the onset of such oscillati
were interpreted qualitatively as follows. Superluminesce
recombination results in depletion of the population of ele
trons in the local region of energy states at the bottom of
conduction band~see, e.g., Ref. 8!. The frequency of electron
transitions into the depletion region with the emission of
LO phonon is found to be higher than the frequency of
cape of electrons from this region with the absorption of
LO phonon. As a result of this inequality, repeated regions
depletion of the electron population of the energy levels
formed in the conduction band with a repetition peri
\vLO . It can be concluded from Ref. 7 that electron-phon
interaction~although weakened by screening6! is appreciable
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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in the energy transport of a dense EHP, initiated by supe
minescence recombination. This conclusion is confirmed
the present study, where we have observed experimen
that the energy transport of electrons by the emission ofLO
phonons produces certain changes in the superluminesc
and optical bleaching~transmission enhancement! of GaAs.
The character of these changes fosters the assumption
such transport also influences the density of the photoge
ated EHP and the density of nonequilibriumLO phonons.
We note in addition to the foregoing that electron-LO pho-
non interaction in GaAs has also occurred in Ram
scattering9 when the EHP generated by a picosecond li
pulse had a density of (129)31018cm23.

The investigated sample was a
Al0.22Ga0.78As–GaAs–Al0.4Ga0.6As heterostructure with
layer thicknesses of 1.221.621.2mm, respectively, grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy on a GaAs~100!–substrate. The
width of the x-ray diffraction reflection curve, equal t
29 arcsec, characterizes the degree of defectiveness o
GaAs lattice. The concentration of phonon impurities in t
heterostructure was,1015cm23. The substrate was etche
on a 434-mm area. The AlxGa12xAs layers, which were
designed to stabilize surface recombination and provide
chanical strength, were transparent to our experimental l
beam with\v,1.7 eV. A double-layer antireflection coatin
of SiO2 and Si3N4 was deposited on the sample, there
reducing the reflection of normally incident light from th
surface to no more than 2% in the actual environment of
experiments. Bleaching was measured by the excite-pr
technique, as in Ref. 10, at a fixed probe-beam photon
ergy \vp.\vex. The exciting ~ex! and probe~p! light
pulses both had a duration of 14 ps and a spectral width~at
the base! ;6 meV. The degree of bleaching was charact
ized by the ratio log(T1/T0) ~T is the transmittance of the
sample, and the superscripts 1 and 0 indicate the excita
and nonexcitation, respectively!, which was calculated from
the results of measurements of the time-integrated ener
of the probe and exciting pulses. The bleaching log(T1/T0) is
proportional to the sum of the nonequilibrium-carrier pop
lations of the energy levels associated with direct interb
optical transition.10 The time-integrated spectra of superl
minescent radiation~generated in the photoexcitation o
GaAs for a duration in the picosecond range11,12 and inves-
tigated, e.g., in Ref. 13! were measured as in Ref. 7.

Figure 1 shows the dependence, measured in our st
of the energyWs

M at the maximum of the sample superlum
nescence spectrum on the photon energy\vex of the exciting
light. The energy density of the exciting pulseDex51 arb.
unit and the diameter of the focal spot of the exciting be
F50.5 mm were held constant in the measurement of
dependenceWs

M(\vex). Features in the form of steplike lo
cal prominences were observed on theWs

M(\vex) curve
~Fig. 1!. In addition, we observed a feature on theWs

M(\vex)
curve in the interval\vex'1.4921.54 eV for a pulse energy
densityDex;0.3 arb. unit and a spot diameterF50.65 mm
~see Fig. 1! ~inconsequential technical differences in the o
tical systems preclude a more accurate comparison of
pulse energy densities in measurements withF50.5 mm and
0.65 mm!. The above-mentioned features were no longer
u-
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served in the measurement ofWs
M(\vex) after major reduc-

tions in the diameterF and the energy densityDex ~which
weaken superluminescence13,14!, for example, to
F50.35 mm andDex;0.1 arb. unit. The antireflection coa
ing on the sample surface ruled out light interference as
explanation for the features on theWs

M(\vex) curve in Fig.
1. They are probably evidence of an increase in the supe
minescence energyWs

M due to an increase in the fraction o
transitions with the emission ofLO phonons in the energy
transport of electrons toward the bottom of the conduct
band, induced by recombination superluminescence. In
cordance with this assumption, the points of maximum lo
amplification of radiation@corresponding to maxima of th
negative curvature of theWs

M(\vex) curve# occur in Fig. 1 at
photon energies\vex,k'\vs

m1kD ~indicated by the ‘‘kLO’’
arrows!, where\vs

m is the photon energy at which the max
mum of the emission spectrum is situated,D5\VLO(1
1me /mh)540 meV,\VLO536 eV is the longitudinal opti-
cal phonon energy,me50.067m0 and mh50.5m0 are the
effective masses of the electron and the heavy hole, res
tively, andk51, 2, 3. In the absorption of photons\vex,k the
distance between the energy level at which electrons are
erated and the level at which they recombine at the ma
mum rate is equal tok\vLO . The positions of maximum
curvature of theWs

M(\vex) curve were determined from th
positions of the minima of the functiond2(Ws

M)/d(\vex)
2

5 f (\vex), also shown in Fig. 1. The~3LO! maxima of the
two Ws

M(\vex) curves measured for spot diamete
F50.5 mm and 0.65 mm~see Fig. 1! were observed for
somewhat different values of\vex,3 corresponding to
equally different emission photon energies\vs

m'\vex,3

23D.
The amplification~increase in energy! of superlumines-

cence by the recombination of electrons transported to
bottom of the conduction band through the emission ofLO
phonons is also manifested in oscillations of the width of
radiation spectrum~FWHM! D\vs as a function of\vex

~Fig. 2!. The oscillations are attributable to the fact that

FIG. 1. EnergyWs
M at the maximum of the superluminescence spectrum

GaAs versus exciting photon energy\vex . (d) F50.5 mm,Dex51 arb.
unit; (s) F50.65 mm,Dex;0.3 arb. unit. The normalized energyW0 is
equal to the value of the energyWs

M measured for an exciting photon energ
\vex51.538 eV and a spot diameterF50.5 mm; accordingly, the normal-
ized energyW01 is the same for\vex51.535 eV andF50.65 mm. The
dot-dashed curve represent the graph ofd2(Ws

M)/d(\vex)
25 f (\vex). In all

the figures the solid curve is drawn as a visual aid.
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such superluminescence amplification~for a fixed exciting
pulse! is distributed nonuniformly along its spectrum and
predominant, for example, on a side slope of the emiss
spectrum, the result is a certain broadening of the emis
spectrum relative to the case~for an exciting pulse with the
photon energy\vex,k) where amplification takes place pre
dominantly in the vicinity of the peak of the spectrum. T
emission spectral features shown in Fig. 3 are consistent
the hypothesis that the amplification of superluminescenc
distributed nonuniformly along its spectrum for a fixed e
citing pulse, and that the region of predominant amplificat
shifts along the emission spectrum as\vex is varied. A
prominence~indicated by the 2LO arrow! is observed on the
more gradual, short-wavelength slope of spectrumI in the
vicinity of the photon energy\vs'\vex22D. This kind of
prominence on the emission spectrum can be interprete
the amplification of superluminescence due to electron tra
port in the conduction band by the emission ofLO phonons
~referred to from now on asLO transport!. For spectrumII in
the same figure radiation with a photon energy\vs'\vex

22D ~indicated by the 2LO arrow! now takes place on the
steeper, long-wavelength slope of the spectrum, where
more complicated to identify the kind of small addition
amplification noted for spectrumI. However, such amplifi-
cation can be discerned from the occurrence of correspo
ing local minima on the graphs ofd2(Ws)/d(\vs)

2

5 f (\vs) ~see Fig. 3!. This assumption is supported by th
observation of local minima at emission photon energ
\vs'\vex22D, indicated by 2LO arrows, on graphs1 and
2 in Fig. 3, which represent the indicated dependence
spectraI and II . For the emission spectra that occur, f
example, at lower exciting photon energies\vex the ampli-
fication of the radiation~due to theLO transport of electrons!
in the region of photon energies\vs'\vex2D can be at-
tributed to the onset of a local minimum on curve3 at \vs

51.405 eV and the greater depth of the minimum of curv4
at \vs51.385 eV than for curves3 and5. The spectral po-
sitions of these minima are shifted relative to the pho
energies\vs'\vex2D ~indicated by 1LO arrows in Fig. 3!,
most likely on account of inaccuracy in determining the p
file of the spectrum and also the finite width of the spectr
of the exciting light. The greater depth of the minimum
\vs51.385 eV for curve4 than for curves3 and 5 ties in
with the fact that the amplification of radiation, by increasi

FIG. 2. Width D\vs of the emission spectrum of GaAs versus exciti
photon energy\vex for F50.5 mm andDex51 arb. unit.
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the amplitude of the spectrum, makes the peak of the sp
trum sharper, i.e., increases the curvature of the peak.
same is true in regard to spectrumIII in Fig. 3, where the
peak lies in the vicinity of the photon energy\vs'\vex

23D ~indicated by a 3LO arrow!. However, for the emission
spectra obtained at higher exciting photon energies t
spectrumIII ~measured at\vex51.504 eV! the amplification
on the side slope of the spectrum at\vs'\vex23D no
longer shows up with sufficient contrast~possibly because o
the large curvature of the slopes of the spectra!. Accordingly,
oscillations of theD\vs(\vex) curve in this interval of pho-
ton energies\vex are now almost unobservable.

When\vex5\vex,k , some of the photogenerated ele
trons emitLO phonons and transfer to levels with a deplet
carrier population, which correspond to the previous
reported7 phonon oscillations of the electron energy distrib
tion. This process is conducive to the enhancement of e
tron transport by the emission ofLO phonons and presum
ably to an increase in the density of these phono

FIG. 3. Emission spectra of GaAs~represented by curvesI–III ! measured
for F50.5 mm andDex51 arb. unit.~I ! \vex51.481 eV; ~II ! 1.46 eV
~III ! 1.504 eV. Curves1–5 are graphs ofd2(Ws)/d(\vex)

25 f (\vex) ob-
tained by differentiating the emission spectra measured at:~1 ! \vex

51.481 eV;~2 ! 1.46 eV~3 ! 1.449 eV~4 ! 1.423 eV~5 ! 1.415 eV.
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According to Ref. 15, the increase in theLO phonon density,
for example, when the temperature of the crystal lattice
GaAs increases, has the effect of narrowing the band gapEg

by virtue of electron-phonon interaction. Accordingly, th
increase in the density of generated nonequilibriumLO
phonons when\vex5\vex,k could further narrow the band
gap. This assumption is consistent with the observed non
form shift of the long-wavelength edge of the emission sp
trum as\vex increases. This behavior is illustrated in Fig.
which shows how the photon energy\vc

e , for which the
radiation energy at the long-wavelength edge of the spect
is equal to 0.04, varies as\vex varies.

Figure 5 shows the optical bleaching measured dur
the exciting pulse at a fixed probe-beam photon ene
\vp.\vex as a function of\vex. A comparison with the

FIG. 4. Position of the long-wavelength edge\vs
e of the emission spectrum

versus\vex for F50.5 mm andDex51 arb. unit (\vs
e is the photon en-

ergy at which the radiation energy at the long-wavelength edge of the e
sion spectrum is equal to 0.04!.

FIG. 5. Optical bleaching of GaAs versus\vex for a probe pulse photon
energy\vp51.557 eV andDex51 arb. unit. Black triangles —td56 ps,
F50.56 mm; (d) td50, F50.5 mm; heretd is the lag time of the probe
pulse relative to the exciting pulse. The dot-dashed curve represent
graph ofWs

M5 f (\vex) ~taken from Fig. 1!, the dashed curve is the calcu
lated graph of log(T1/T0)5f(\vex) at an exciting beam intensity
250 MW/cm2 ~taken from Ref. 22!. Inset: Bleaching of GaAs versus\vex

for td512 ps,F50.5 mm,Dex51 arb. unit, and\vp51.557 eV.
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Ws
M(\vex) curve reveals that in approximately identical i

tervals of \vex the graphs of the radiation amplitude an
bleaching as functions of\vex have curvatures of opposit
sign. This means that as the amplification of radiation w
increasing excitation energy\vex slows down, the bleaching
begins to increase more rapidly; when the radiation ene
begins to increase more rapidly, the bleaching increa
more slowly. In other words, as\vex is increased, the varia
tion of the growth rates of the radiation energyWs

M and the
bleaching factor have opposite signs for equal values
\vex.

The observed correlation between the variations of
bleaching and the radiation energyWs

M is tentatively ex-
plained as follows. The density of the EHP is controlled
recombination superluminescence and approximately~ne-
glecting deviations from a quasiequilibrium distribution! sat-
isfies the conditionme2mh5Eg ~see Refs. 8, 10, and 16!,
whereme andmh are the Fermi quasilevels of electrons a
holes, respectively, andEg is the width of the band gap
Under these conditions the density of the EHP increase
decreases according to whether the temperature of the
increases or decreases.16–18 We note that this behavior pro
duces approximately reversible changes in the density of
EHP and, accordingly, in the bleaching as the intensity of
exciting light pulse is varied~see Refs. 16 and 17!. The EHP
is heated by in-gap absorption of both the exciting light17–19

and the superluminescent radiation20,21 and also by the in-
volvement of electrons with energies lower than the aver
conduction band electron energy in superluminesce
recombination.10,20,22 When electron transport by the emi
sion of LO phonons~and the radiation energyWs

M in accor-
dance with Fig. 1! increases as\vex approaches\vex,k from
below, the transfer of energy from the EHP to the lattice
the emission ofLO phonons is intensified. Accordingly, th
heating of the EHP as\vex is increased and the concomita
~heating-controlled! increase in the density of the EHP slo
down. The variation of the EHP density mainly determin
the variation of the bleaching in the presence of superlu
nescence, as shown in Ref. 16. Consequently, the ab
described mechanism of slowing of the growth of the EH
density as\vex approaches\vex,k from below also accounts
for the corresponding variation of the bleaching. As\vex is
increased above the energy\vex,k , the situation becomes
the opposite of before. Electron transport by the emission
LO phonons~and the increase in the radiation energyWs

M in
accordance with Fig. 1! diminishes. The transfer of energ
from the EHP to the lattice by the emission ofLO phonons
diminishes as well. Accordingly, the heating of the EHP
\vex is increased and the concomitant increases in the d
sity of the EHP and the bleaching become more pronounc
It is interesting to note that in Ref. 23, whe
superluminescence-induced Raman scattering of the exc
light with the participation of plasmons led to the amplific
tion of superluminescence, the bleaching~and, accordingly,
the density of the EHP! increased as a result of the mo
intense heating of the EHP.

It is possible that the above-proposed explanation of
observed correlation between the variations of the bleach

is-
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and the radiation energyWs
M does not cover all the base

However, a more scrupulous investigation of this probl
taking into account, for example, the variation of the lig
amplification spectrum in GaAs as the heating of the E
varies, etc., will require further experiments.

The dashed curve in Fig. 5 shows a characteristic pro
of the bleaching as a function of\vex,1.44 eV, calculated
in Ref. 22 on the assumption that the difference in the en
gies at which an electron is created and recombines per
in the EHP after recombination of the electron. The cal
lated bleaching curve clearly exhibits a continuous incre
in the bleaching as the\vex is increased. On the experimen
tal curve the bleaching scarcely increases at all in the inte
\vex'1.40921.425 eV, and in fact even a small local min
mum is observed at\vex,k5151.423 eV. Beginning with
\vex'1.40921.425 eV, the measured bleaching increa
with increasing\vex more rapidly than on the calculate
curve. This difference in the calculated and experimen
curves has been observed previously,22 where it became
more and more conspicuous as the energy density of
exciting pulseDex was increased. The difference between
calculated and experimental curves can now be attribute
the previously discussed slowing of the growth of the E
density and bleaching due to the enhancement of elec
transport with the emission ofLO phonons as\vex ap-
proaches\vex,k51 from below.

The inset in Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the blea
ing on \vex, measured for a lag time of the probe pul
from the exciting pulsetd512 ps. It is evident that promi
nent features~anomalies in the form of local curvature vari
tions! do not exist in the range\vex.1.44 eV, and the
anomaly~deviation from the calculated curve22! in the vicin-
ity of \vex1 becomes less distinct, and as the energyDex

decreases, this anomaly is no longer observed.22 A residual
bleaching level, which does not depend on\vex.Eg , is
attained;20 ps after excitation ceases.10 Consequently, the
anomalies on the curve representing the bleaching as a f
tion of \vex disappear as the intensity of the exciting bea
decreases~astd increases!. We note that the phonon oscilla
tions in the carrier energy distribution in Ref. 7, mentioned
the beginning of the present article, also occurred as the
ergy of the exciting pulse was increased.

On the whole, the experimental results obtained here
in Ref. 7 indicate thatLO phonon emission processes c
contribute significantly to the energy transport of photog
nerated electrons, induced by strong superluminescenc
GaAs. According to the interpretation set forth in the tw
studies, the participation of these processes in energy tr
t
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port can have a certain influence on superluminescence
heating and concentration of the electron-hole plasma,
energy distribution of electrons, degree of optical bleachi
and the density of nonequilibriumLO phonons.
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Effect of ion implantation on redistribution of erbium during solid-phase epitaxial
crystallization of silicon

O. V. Aleksandrov, Yu. A. Nikolaev, and N. A. Sobolev
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It is known that Er-ion implantation and O-ion coimplantation into an amorphized Si layer affect
the final Er concentration profile when the layer is subjected to solid-phase epitaxial~SPE!
crystallization. This paper discusses how this effect depends on dose, energy, temperature, and the
parameters of the segregation model, i. e., the transition layer widthL and the coordinate
dependence of the segregation coefficientk(x). Increasing the Er implantation dose as well as
decreasing the implantation energy and temperature causeL to decrease and the
segregation coefficientk to increase more rapidly at the initial stage of SPE crystallization. These
phenomena could be due to increased defect formation in the amorphous implanted layer.
Additional O coimplantation leads to similar changes inL and k(x), due to Er–O complex
formation. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02401-1#
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INTRODUCTION

One way to make light-emitting structures based
Si : Er is to implant Er ions with subsequent therm
annealing.1 A promising approach to obtaining higher co
centrations of optically and electrically active Er centers is
use doses that exceed the threshold for amorphization2 In
the course of annealing, the amorphousa-layer is converted
into a single crystalc-layer via the mechanism of solid-phas
epitaxial~SPE! crystallization. In the process, the initial con
centration profile of implanted impurities is strongly mod
fied, due to segregation of impurities at the movinga/c-
boundary.3 Prior to this paper, there have been no studies
how the redistribution of Er changes as the implantation c
ditions change. In Ref. 4 we proposed a segregation m
for the redistribution of Er impurities during SPE crystal
zation of silicon layers amorphized by implantation. The p
rameters of the model were the width of the transition la
and the segregation coefficient, which depended on coo
nates.

Our goal in this study was to investigate how ion im
plantation conditions affect the redistribution of Er durin
SPE crystallization and the parameters of the segrega
model.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Polished silicon films with~100! orientation were im-
planted using the ‘‘high-voltage engineering Europe B2K
apparatus. The energy of the Er ions varied from 0.5 t
MeV, with doses ranging from 431014 to 3.231015cm22.
Target temperatures during the implantation were 77 or
K. Along with the Er ions, O ions were implanted with e
ergies from 70 to 280 keV and doses in the range 431015 to
3.231016cm22. The energy of the O ions was chosen
such a way that their range coincided with the range of the
ions. The films were then thermally annealed at temperat
1011063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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of 620 and 900° for 0.5 to 3 h in achlorine-containing at-
mosphere consisting of a mixture of 1 mole % of carb
tetrachloride in a flux of oxygen.4

The depth profile of the impurity concentration distrib
tion before and after thermal annealing was measured
secondary ion mass spectrometry on the ‘‘Cameca IMS
apparatus. The change in the profile as a result of SPE c
tallization was analyzed using the segregation model of R
4. In this model, the coordinate dependence of the segr
tion coefficient was described by the expression

k~x!5k0ks /$k01~ks2k0!exp@2~xa2x!/L#%, ~1!

wherek0 and ks are the initial and maximum values of th
segregation coefficient, respectively;xa is the position of the
minimum at the inflection point of the Er concentration pr
file, which appears after thermal annealing,x is the local
coordinate measured from the sample surface, andL is the
width of the transition layer. The parametersks and L are
chosen so as to obtain the best agreement between calcu
profiles and experimental ones. The initial value of the s
regation coefficient is determined from the expression

k05C~xa!L/E
0

L

C0~y!dy, ~2!

whereC(xa) is the concentration of impurities in the recry
tallized layer forx5xa ,C0(y) is the initial distribution of
impurities after implantation, andy5xa2x is the local co-
ordinate of the recrystallized layer.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

The effect of implantation temperature on the segre
tion redistribution of Er was investigated for ions with
fixed energy of 0.5 MeV. Figure 1 shows the concentrat
profile of erbium at implantation temperaturesTi577 K
~curves1 and2! andTi5300 K ~curve4!, measured before
SPE crystallization at 620 °C~curve1! and afterward~curves
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2 and 4!. It is clear from the figure that as the target tem
perature increases~1!, the thickness of the amorphized lay
initially decreases from 0.24 to 0.17mm, and~2! the charac-
ter of the Er redistribution near the surface changes.
Ti577 K the Er concentration decreases towards the surf
whereas forTi5300 K it increases. The calculated functio
3 and 5 describe the corresponding experimental pro
well for the following values of the parameterL: 31 nm at
Ti577 K and 42 nm atTi5300 K. The corresponding de
pendences of the segregation coefficientk(x) on the depth at
which the layer is located are given in Fig. 2~curves1 and
2!. It is clear from the figure that atTi577 K ~curve 1) the
segregation coefficient exceeds 1 as we approach the sur
whereas atTi5300 K ~curve2! it does not reach 1, i.e., th
Er concentration decreases near the surface in the first
due to segregation of the Er by trapping in the recrystalliz
c layer, and accumulates at the surface in the second cas
to segregation-driven outflow of Er.

Changing the anneal time at 620 °C from 0.5 to 3 ho
and adding a subsequent anneal at 900 °C had virtually
effect on the character of Er redistribution, the parameterk0

and ks of the coordinate dependencek(x), or the width of
the transition layerL ~see Table I!. These results indicate tha
the time it takes the crystallization front to travel fro
x5xa to the surface is much less than the anneal time.
cording to the data of Ref. 5, the transit time for the cryst

FIG. 1. Effect of erbium ion implantation temperature (EEr50.5 MeV,
DEr5431014 cm22) on the Er concentration profile before~1! and after
annealing~2 and4! at a temperatureTa5620 °C for ta560 min. Implanta-
tion temperatureTi , K: 1, 2 — 77, 4 — 300. The parameters for theoretic
curves 3 and 5 wereks52.5; L, nm: 3 — 31, 5 — 42.
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lization front is roughly 3 min. The subsequent anneal
900 °C has no effect because of the small value of the di
sion coefficient for Er in the recrystallized laye
(;10215cm2/s at 900 °C according to the estimates of R
6!. These facts also explain why the portion of the Er profi
located in the single-crystal substrate is unaffected by
nealing~see Fig. 1!.

We also studied the effect of implantation dose on
character of Er redistribution and the segregation parame
of the model for an ion energy of 1.0 MeV. Figure 3 al
shows the concentration profiles of Er before and a
annealing for implantation doses of 431014 and
831014cm22; the functionk(x) is plotted in Fig. 4~curves
1–4!. It is clear from Fig. 3 that increasing the implantatio
dose increases the slope of the Er concentration at the in
stage of SPE crystallization~curves2 and5!. This is due to
the rate of increase of the functionk(x) at this stage, assum
ing that the rate of SPE crystallization is constant~see Fig. 4,
curves 1 and 2!. Increasing the dose of Er ions from
431014 to 3.231015cm22 decreases the parameterL from
65 to 40 nm. As we approach the surface, the segrega
coefficients exceed 1 and approach a constant levelk(x)
'ks51.321.7.

The effect of an additional oxygen implantation on t
redistribution of Er ions implanted at energies of 0.5 and
MeV was studied for oxygen doses exceeding the erb
dose by an order of magnitude. The Er concentration profi

FIG. 2. Dependence of the segregation coefficient on distance into the
(EEr50.5 MeV, Ta5620 °C, ta560 min). Implantation temperatureTi , K:
1 — 77, 2–4 — 300. Er ion dose, cm22: 1–3 — 431014, 4 — 8
31014 cm22. O ion dose, cm22: 1, 2 — 0, 3 — 431015, 4 — 831015.
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TABLE I. Effect of anneal time and temperature on the parameters of the segregation m
(EEr50.5 MeV, DEr5431014 cm22).

Sample xa , L,
label Ti , K Ta , °C/ta , min mm k0 ks mm

104 300 620/30 0.215 5.431023 2.5 27
98 300 620/60 0.24 4.731023 2.5 27
141 300 620/180 0.22 1.231022 2.5 31
320 77 620/601 900/30 0.23 6.031023 2.5 32
102 300 620/601900/30 0.21 1.931022 2.5 35
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after implantation of O ions with subsequent SPE crysta
zation are shown in Fig. 5, and the corresponding functi
k(x) are shown in Fig. 2~curves3 and4! and Fig. 4~curves
5–8!. It is clear from these figures that coimplantation
oxygen usually leads to an increase ofk0 , and always leads
to an abrupt increase in the rate of growth of the Er conc
tration and the segregation coefficient at the initial stage
SPE crystallization. During subsequent SPE crystallizat
the Er redistribution is described satisfactorily by
coordinate-independent segregation coefficientk(x)'ks

51.121.5. The parameterL decreases from 48 to 9 nm fo
EEr50.5 MeV and from 40–65 nm to 14–18 fo
EEr51 eV. Note that coimplantation of O ions has virtual

FIG. 3. Effect of erbium ion implantation temperature (EEr51 MeV, 300
K! on the Er concentration profile before~1 and 4! and after annealing~2
and 5! at a temperatureTa5620 °C for ta560 min. Er ion dose, cm22:
1, 2— 431014, 4, 5— 831014. Parameters for theoretical curves3 and6:
L, mm: 3 — 65, 6 — 52; ks : 3 — 1.3, 6 — 1.7.
-
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no effect on the position of thea/c-boundary, which corre-
sponds to the position of the maximum at the inflection po
of the Er profile concentration.

For a fixed implantation dose we found that the ene
of the implanted ions affects the erbium redistribution p
file. When the energy of the Er ions is increased from 0.5
1 MeV, the parameterL increases from 27–48 nm to 52–6
nm. Although coimplantation of oxygen leads to a decre
in the width of the transition layer, the tendency forL to
increase with increasing erbium energy is maintained. T
width of this layer is roughly 9 nm forEEr50.5 MeV, 16 nm
for EEr51.0 MeV, and 31 nm forEEr52.0 MeV. The mag-
nitude of the ion energy was found to have no significa

FIG. 4. Dependence of the segregation coefficient on distance into the
(EEr51 MeV, EO5135 keV,Ta5620 °C, ta560 min). Er ion dose, cm22:
1, 5— 431014, 2, 6— 831014, 3, 7— 1.631015, 4, 8— 3.231015; O ion
dose, cm22: 1–4 — 0, 5 — 431015, 6 — 831015, 7 — 1.631016, 8 —
3.231016.
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FIG. 5. Effect of coimplantation of oxygen ions on the Er concentration profile before~1! and after annealing~2 and 3! at a temperatureTa5620 °C for
ta560 min. O ion dose, cm22: 1, 3 — 0, 2 — 431015. Experimental conditions:a — EEr50.5 MeV, DEr5431014 cm22, EO570 keV ~theoretical curve4
was plotted usingL57 nm, ks51.1); b — EEr51 MeV, DEr5431014 cm22, EO5280 keV ~theoretical curve4 was plotted usingL518 nm, ks51.3).
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effect on the initial and final values of the segregation co
ficient.

All the parameters of the ion implantation process un
study were found to affect the character of the segregat
induced redistribution of Er strongly, changing the rate
growth of the Er concentration at the initial stage and
character of the impurity distribution near the surface dur
the final stage of SPE crystallization. These changes, w
are well described in the framework of the segregat
model,4 are explained by the change in the width of the tra
sition layerL, which determines the rate of increase of t
segregation coefficient, both with thickness of the recrys
lized layer and with the maximum value of the segregat
coefficientks which controls the character of the segregat
near the surface. The width of the transition layer decrea
with decreasing temperature, increasing dose, and increa
implantation energy. All of these parameters of the impla
tation process affect the change in the defect content of
implanted layer: increases in the implantation dose and
creases in the energy and temperature of implantation
accompanied by an increase in the local concentration
implantation defects introduced into the single-crystal s
strate. When the threshold for amorphization is reached,
implanted layer is amorphized. Subsequent increases in
implantation dose lead to an increase in the defect conten
the already amorphized layer. Evidence for this behavior
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e.g., the appearance and growth in the density of state
transverse acoustic phonons in the wave number ra
around 200 cm21 in the Raman scattering spectra of lig
with increasing dose.7

Coimplantation of O ions was found to abruptly increa
k(x) at the initial phase of SPE crystallization and to d
creaseL. Since co-implantation of O ions does not lead to
increase in the thickness of the amorphized layer, the rea
for the growth ink and decrease ofL is probably not so much
a decrease in defect content of thea-layer as it is a manifes-
tation of the chemical nature of oxygen atoms, for examp
their ability to form Er-O complexes.8,9 An increase in the Er
segregation coefficient when O ions are coimplanted was
served previously in Ref. 10, and is explained either by
formation of Er-O complexes, which lower the conversi
enthalpy of Er from thea- to thec-layer, or by a decrease in
the density of Er traps in the amorphous layer.

Thus, we have established that all the ion implantat
conditions discussed here—temperature, dose, and energ
well as co-implantation with O ions—have a significant e
fect on the segregation redistribution of Er during SPE cr
tallization. Using our segregation model, it is possible
parametrize this effect in terms of three quantities: the wi
of the transition layerL, and the initial and final values o
the segregation coefficient. The decrease ofL is connected
with accumulation of defects in the amorphized implantat
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layer, and with the formation of Er-O complexes when
and O ions are coimplanted.
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Fano effect in the magnetoabsorption spectra of gallium arsenide
D. V. Vasilenko, N. V. Luk’yanova, and R. P. Se syan
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The magnetooptic absorption spectra of high-quality homoepitaxial GaAs layers in a magnetic
field B up to 7.5 T atT51.7 K are investigated. It is shown that the Fano effect is
involved in the formation of certain lines of the magnetooptic spectrum. The parameters of the
phenomenological Fano function are determined. It is shown that polariton effects of the
diamagnetic exciton play a significant role in the investigated processes. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00401-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetoabsorption spectra of bulk crystals
known to be formed~see, e.g., Ref. 1! by a set of diamag-
netic exciton series ‘‘linked’’ to corresponding transition
between Landau subbands that act as dissociation edges
cause of the strong anisotropy of the motion of electrons
holes along and across the magnetic field in this case, e
series in strong fields acquires a form typical of a on
dimensional quantum state and inherent, for example, in
optical absorption of quantum wires. This pattern was fi
successfully observed in InSb crystals,2 where the Elliott–
Loudon strong-field condition (b@1, whereb5\V/2Ry* ;
V is the sum of the electron and hole cyclotron frequenc
and Ry* is the exciton binding energy! is easily attained for
the exciton ground state by virtue of the smallness of
exciton binding energy and the proper effective mass of
electron. It becomes clear that the same is true for crysta
which the Elliott–Loudon condition for the ground state c
no longer be satisfied, but where excited exciton states
observed prior to the application of a magnetic field. He
the Elliott–Loudon condition holds primarily for excite
states having a lower binding energy and greater radius,
the magnetooptic spectrum is formed by a scheme simila
that of the ‘‘Rydberg’’ states of atoms and molecules.3 The
first successful observations of such spectra were reporte
the early seventies.4,5 They are characterized by a set of ve
narrow spectral features far greater in number than the
pected number of lines~judging from the spectra of allowe
transitions between Landau subbands!. The composition and
structure of the spectra have been found to result from
superposition of a whole series of effects, which could not
properly interpreted until comparatively recently, whereup
a method was devised and substantiated for calculating
binding energy of diamagnetic excitons. Certainly one
stance of these puzzling and until recently unfathoma
phenomena is the extremely unusual shape of certain line
the magnetoabsorption spectrum with their distinctive lo
wavelength ‘‘tail’’ and sharp cutoff, sinking deeply into pho
non absorption from the short-wavelength side. There h
been recent attempts to attribute this nature of the spe
lines to the Franz–Keldysh effect for diamagnetic excito6
151063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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or, similarly, to the presence of a region of negative effect
mass of one of the series of the Landau level for heavy ho
and, accordingly, the diamagnetic exciton series.5 A possible
relationship of this phenomenon to the onset of the Fa
effect in semiconductors has been reported recently.7 Having
access to ultrathin samples of extremely perfect GaAs c
tals, we have thought it might be feasible to test this pos
bility by comparing with other versions.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We have investigated samples of high-quality pure Ga
@n,531014cm23, m775(121.5)3105 cm2/(V•s)] grown
by vapor-phase epitaxy on a~100!-oriented GaAs substrate
The samples were reduced to a ‘‘prequantum’’ thickness
4.420.3mm by chemical etching of the thicker epitaxia
layer. Samples of this series have also been used for ex
ments to investigate the temperature dependence of
linewidth8 and the thickness dependence of the amplitu
and total absorption9 for the ground state of the exciton se
ries. The results of Refs. 8 and 9 clearly demonstrate
exciton-polariton character of low-temperature energy tra
fer over the entire central region of the cross section of
sample exclusive of zones of thickness of the order
0.1mm associated with surface layers up to temperature
the order of 105 K. Polariton transfer effects vanish
T.105 K ~Ref. 8! and also atT51.7 K, but only in regions
exposed to the strong, nonuniform electric field created
the charge of surface states.9 Either effect is attributable to an
increase in dissipative damping, so that forG.Gc , whereGc

is the critical damping,Gc52Em(2kDLT /Mc2)1/2, the spa-
tial dispersion of excitons is suppressed~hereEm is the ex-
citon resonance energy,DLT is the longitudinal-transverse
splitting, k is the dielectric constant, andM is the transla-
tional exciton mass!. Thus, the overall pattern of the low
temperature ‘‘absorption’’ of such ‘‘prequantum’’ objects
governed by competition between the magnitude of the
sorption in three thickness zones of the sample: two ou
surface zones characterized by maximum absorption, wh
depends on the strength of the exciton oscillators or
longitudinal-transverse splittingDLT , and a middle zone, in
which ‘‘true’’ absorption is nonexistent, but the variations
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spectra of the magnetoabsorption coefficient of GaAs~Faraday geometry! at T51.7 K andB57.5 T. ~a! Right-circular polarization, calculated
transition energies:~1 ! a2( l )ac( l 21); ~2 ! b2( l )bc( l 21); ~3 ! a1( l )ac( l 21); ~4 ! b1( l )bc( l 21), wherel 51, 2, . . . are thehole Landau numbers, which
increase with increasing energy, the longest-wavelength transition corresponding tol 51. ~b! Left-circular polarization, calculated transition energies:~1 !
a2( l )ac( l 11); ~2 ! b2( l )bc( l 11); ~3 ! a1( l )ac( l 11); ~4 ! b1( l )bc( l 11); the longest-wavelength transition corresponds tol 51 for a2 and b2 and to
l 521 for a1 andb1. The dashed lines represent spectrum in zero magnetic field. The rectangular boxes frame the lines analyzed in the text:~I! a2(2)ac(1);
~II ! a2(3)ac(2); ~III ! b1(0)bc(1); ~IV ! b1(1)bc(2). The superscripts1, 2, and c refer to the light-hole, heavy-hole, and electron magnetic subba
respectively~see Refs. 11 and 5!.
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the optical transmission of a sample that complies with
‘‘prequantum’’ condition, i.e., has a thickness commensur
with or smaller than the ballistic length of an exciton pola
iton, is determined entirely by the magnitude and variation
the real dissipative damping. For our magnetooptical exp
ments we have selected upper-limit ‘‘prequantum’’ sampl
i.e., samples having thicknessesd5324 mm. To estimate
the physical sample thickness, we used the known valu
the absorption coefficient atB50 in the continuum region
where polariton effects are eliminated by dissociation of
bound state. Here the thicknessd of the crystal can be esti
mated asd5D/a* , whereD is the measured optical densi
at E51.525 eV, anda* 583103 cm21 ~Ref. 5!. Optical
measurements were performed in a liquid-helium medium
a temperature of 1.7 K. The magnetooptic absorption spe
were determined for a broad range of magnetic fields~up to
7.5 T! with irradiation by left-handed circularly polarize
~LCP! and right-handed circularly polarized~RCP! light. The
free-form technique of packing and performing experime
on the samples without any kind of attachment or adhesiv
described in Ref. 5.

3. ‘‘QUANTITATIVE’’ OSCILLATORY
MAGNETOABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF GaAs

The general appearance of the resulting magnetoabs
tion spectra for the two circular polarizations in Faraday
ometry atB57.5 T is shown in Fig. 1. We note that th
spectra shown here are quantitative, having been plotte
show the values of the absorption coefficient but bearing
mind that the possible polariton nature of the detected li
partially detracts from the real meaning of the ordinate sc
because formally an optical polariton is nonabsorbing, a
the given data must be interpreted as a conditional absorp
calculated from the transmittance of the sample in the sa
manner as the true absorption. The spectra are quite typ
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of the magnetooptics of ‘‘Rydberg’’ exciton states, when
least one excited state (n052) is detected atB50 in addi-
tion to theground state. They are similar to those obser
initially in early studies4,5 and later in Ref. 10. Up to photon
energies exceeding the band gap by one or even two fac
the longitudinal optical photon energy\VLO the spectrum
consists of a set of very narrow lines having a half-wid
~FWHM! smaller than 1 meV. Only at energieshn.Eg

12\VLO does the magnetoabsorption spectrum lose its
structure and begin to resemble ‘‘oscillatory’’ magnetoa
sorption. It is interesting to note that while thinner samp
with d,1 mm can be used to exhibit spectra unique in th
width, which can extend up tohn.Eg1D0, whereD0 is the
spin-orbit splitting, in no way are they distinguished by t
presence of such a fine structure of lines in the ran
hn,Eg12\VLO . A method for calculating the binding en
ergies of diamagnetic excitons in connection with vario
transitions between Landau subbands has been propose
tested in the example of InP crystals.3 In the final analysis,
this method essentially entails the numerical solution of
one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation and provides remar
able agreement between theory and experiment for pho
energieshn.Eg(B), setting the stage for the totally rigorou
analysis of elements of the band structure and its parame
We have used the method of Ref. 3 and achieved good ag
ment for the principal spectral lines of GaAs. The positio
of the transitions between Landau subbands in this case
calculated using modified Pidgeon–Brown equations~see
Ref. 5!. A theoretical spectrum representing the spectrum
transitions between Landau subbands is given along the
ergy axes of Figs. 1a and 1b; the spectrum in each cas
shifted toward lower energies by amounts equal to the d
magnetic exciton binding energies. It is evident from t
figure that by and large the deviations from the theoreti
spectrum plotted in this way do not exceed an amount of
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order of 1 meV with the exception of energy intervals
which electron-phonon coupling is highly pronounced.12,1 If
we then look at the absorption spectrum recorded atB50
~dashed curves in Figs. 1a and 1b!, we see that in the vicinity
of Eg this spectrum is not equivalent to the frequenc
integrated magnetooptic spectrum, as predicted by magn
absorption theory~see Ref. 5! without regard for polariton
effects.

Our processing of the spectra enables us to identify w
certainty the parts of the spectra in which we observe
usual behavior of the spectral lines, i.e., behavior that d
not fit into conventional notions of exciton magnetoabso
tion spectra. There are at least five such spectral reg
associated with the strongest transitions:a2(2)ac(1),
a2(3)ac(2) andb1(0)bc(1), b1(1)bc(2), b1(2)bc(3) in
the RCP and LCP spectra, respectively. An unusual featu
the sharp cutoff of a line on the short-wavelength side and
deep penetration into phonon absorption, along with the
tended ‘‘tail’’ on the long-wavelength side. On the oth
hand, only symmetric behavior could be expected from
exciton line in general, and the sawtooth profile of the d
sity of states of free carriers in a strong magnetic field
known to exhibit the opposite trend~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. An
especially strange feature, however, is the formation o
relatively deep ‘‘pit’’ in the continuous spectrum near th
short-wavelength wings of the lines. We also note tha
greater number of such features can be observed in we
magnetic fields, beginning with the long-wavelength s
and skipping the first line of the spectrum. Interestingly, t
first line, in contrast with those that follow, is totally sym
metric.

4. LINE SHAPE ANALYSIS IN TERMS OF THE FANO
EFFECT

Fano13 has investigated the many-particle problem of
teraction between continuum states and a discrete level
has demonstrated the existence of constructive-destru
interference between states, which has the effect of distor
the spectral profiles of both the discrete line and the c
tinuum. The Fano effect has been observed in atomic
nuclear spectroscopy in cases where the discrete and con
ous spectra overlap. In this situation the probability of tra
sition from an arbitrary initial state to a continuum has
characteristic dependence, which can be described as fol
in application to, for example, a discrete level near«50:

V5
~«1q!2

~11«2!
, ~1!

where« is the dimensionless transition energy in the discr
spectrum in units of linewidth, andq is a quantity propor-
tional to the ratio of the amplitudes~matrix elements! of
transition between states of the discrete spectrum and tra
tion in the continuous spectrum. Bearing in mind the gene
character of the interband magnetooptic spectrum as ha
been formed by the superposition of individual diamagne
exciton series associated with optically active combinati
of four sequences of quantum states in the valence b
(a6, b6) and two such sequences in the conduction b
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(ac, bc), we can expect multiple superpositions of discre
lines on the continua associated with four groups of diam
netic excitons for each polarization. Each series of diam
netic excitons, taken separately, comprises a sequence o
crete lines, a quasicontinuum consisting of merged disc
states, and a true continuum that is an inverse square-
function of the photon energy. Figure 2 shows our postula
pattern of superposition of the first two series of diamagne
excitons for the transitionsb1(21)bc(0) andb1(0)bc(1),
which are dominant in the beginning of the LCP spectru
Also shown here is a schematic representation of the spe
changes resulting from the Fano effect. The scheme m
nearly approximates the actually observed pattern of an L
spectrum in which the discrete diamagnetic exciton lev
associated with the stateb1(0)bc(1) overlap the continuum
of the stateb1(21)bc(0). Forlocal modeling of the experi-
mental data we have used the phenomenological Fano f
tion in the form

f ~E!5
@~E2V!/G2q#2

11@~E2V!/G#2 , ~2!

whereV is the energy of the corresponding resonance, anG
is the linewidth. The parameters of the Fano resonances h
been determined by curve fitting and are summarized
Table I; the phenomenological~fitted! and experimental line
shapes are shown in Fig. 3. It follows from an inspection
Table I and Fig. 3 that the agreement is good, especially
light of the appreciable noise generated by series of lines
originate from other types of transitions and are not involv
in the interacting system. This consideration is evident in
example the weaker experimental maxima to the left and
the right of the absorption line analyzed in Fig. 3. The
sulting data can be used to refine the ‘‘true’’ positions of t

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the formation of the spectrum of
magnetic excitons and variations of the line shape in connection with
Fano effect~interference of the discrete line of the diamagnetic excit
ground state is constructive to the left of line A and destructive to the ri
of line A!. The regions of spectra of the continuum and their boundaries
shown hatched;n50, 1, 2 are the principal quantum numbers of the on
dimensional exciton.
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lines, which are shifted 0.1–1.2 meV toward higher energ
to estimate the half-width of the linesG as 0.35–0.42 meV
and to ascertain the asymmetry factor2q.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

An analysis of the results leaves us no choice but
regard the ideas set forth in Refs. 5 and 6 as to the diam
netic exciton absorption line shapes observed in GaAs c
tals as not fully consistent. Indeed, the phenomenon is
served for both heavy-hole and light-hole transitions, leav
no room to develop the ideas in Ref. 5 associated with
region of negative effective mass of one of the systems
heavy-hole Landau levels (b23/2

2 ). Not to be overlooked is an
explanation based on the possibility of tunneling into d
magnetic exciton states under the influence of an elec
field ~an effect of the Keldysh–Franz type, first discussed
exciton states by Merkulov and Perel’ in Ref. 14! both by
virtue of the relative smallness of the regions of the sk
layer field in our samples~according to Ref. 9, we hav
2dsc /d,10% in the samples used in our study! and because
the ‘‘sawtooth’’ line shape clearly observed over the ent
extent of the spectra forhn.Eg(B) is not observed at all a
the first line of the magnetooptic spectra, which does
have a background of continuous states.

Thus, following the results described in the preced
section, we can concur with Ref. 7 and regard the line sha

TABLE I. Phenomenological parameters of certain magnetooptic absorp
lines of GaAs, evaluated by fitting the Fano function to the experime
data.

Emax, eV Emax, eV
Polarization Transition experiment theory q G, eV

RCP a2(2)ac(1) 1.5386 1.5387 24.38 3.931024

RCP a2(3)ac(2) 1.5537 1.5538 24.10 3.531024

LCP b1(0)bc(1) 1.5457 1.5458 23.18 4.131024

LCP b1(1)bc(2) 1.5662 1.5674 23.57 4.231024

FIG. 3. Example of numerical fitting of the line shape by means of the F
function. The point symbols represent the experimental data contained i
rectangular box III in Fig. 1b@transitionb1(0)bc(1)#, and the solid curve is
fitted according to Eq.~2! using the parameters in Table I.
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observed in the magnetoabsorption spectra as a consequ
of the Fano effect. We note that the Fano effect has b
observed in magnetooptic absorption spectra at dozen
spectral lines in much earlier studies,4,5 but without appro-
priate interpretation. It is interesting that this effect probab
also occurs in the magnetoabsorption of other mater
when samples of high perfection are used, for example
InP ~Ref. 3! and in CdTe~Ref. 15!. Bellani et al.16 have
demonstrated the extinction of the Fano effect in the mag
tooptic spectra of luminescence excitation in GaAs as a
sult of electrons and holes interacting with longitudinal o
tical phonons. When the magnetic field is increased until
distance between the corresponding electron Landau leve
equal to the longitudinal optical phonon energy, polaron
teraction attains resonance, and one observes anticrossi
the level corresponding to Landau quantum numberl c with
the virtual l c21 level shifted from the origin by the amoun
\VLO . Now a conspicuous feature is clearly observed on
curves ofG as a function ofuqu: They rise, tending to infin-
ity, and the line shape becomes more nearly Lorentz
shedding its ‘‘sawtooth’’ appearance. A similar behavior c
be witnessed in the results of Refs. 12 and 17, where
effects of interaction with a longitudinal optical phonon ha
been studied in detail in GaAs samples of extremely h
quality, as well as in our experimental work. The Fano eff
is found to be a very universal phenomenon and, as beco
clear, can also be observed in impurity photoionization sp
tra ~see Ref. 18! and in quasi-two-dimensional structure
with a relatively broad quantum well.19 In the latter case an
inverse line shape with positiveq for the forbiddenLH3E1
transition can be observed. The absolute value ofq increases
as the magnetic field is increased, eradicating Fano inter
ence and imparting symmetry to the lines as a result of
crete structure of the continuum~in Faraday geometry!.

We note, however, the emergence of a new fact. All
above-described phenomena appear to be observed prim
in samples exhibiting polariton behavior of the discrete e
citon lines, whenG,Gc and, accordingly, spatial dispersio
effects are significant. The application of a magnetic fie
preserves the polariton properties at least for the first d
magnetic exciton series. This result demonstrates that
only does the intensity of the first magnetoabsorption line
increase, as might be expected in connection with magn
enhancement of the strength of the transition oscillator, bu
even decreases in a magnetic field. Observing the behavi
the half-width of lines associated with higher energy sta
for higher Landau numbersl c>1, we can assume that th
indicated trend remains possible up to energieshn,Eg(B)
12\VLO , where the conditionG,Gc most likely still
holds. With increasing energy, the dissipative damping
creases as a result of the probability of emission of an opt
phonon, and the lines begin to broaden considerably, los
their ‘‘fine structure’’ at high energies. On the other hand
magnetic field merely diminishes the dissipative dampi
promoting the ‘‘flareup’’ of lines. This assertion in all like
lihood is supported by the distinct observation of a set
narrow lines in spectra recorded in relatively weak fie
B5(223) T, when the interval 2\VLO contains many mag-
netooptic transitions, up tol c515220.
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The polariton nature of the lines of the discrete spectr
breaks down their quantitative relationship with the discr
spectrum. While the intensity of the continuum states is
termined entirely by the strength of the transition oscillat
the area of the discrete lines is only a measure of the
dissipative damping, increasing withG until the levelGc is
attained; it then remains constant and corresponds to
strength of the state oscillator. The magneti-field-induced
crease in the oscillator strength with the possibility of a
multaneous decrease in the effective linewidthG causes the
critical thresholdG5Gc(B) for the observation of exciton
polariton effects with spatial dispersion to shift toward larg
values ofG.

In summary, we can affirm that diamagnetic exciton p
lariton effects can be involved in the observed phenome
Their role warrants further careful study. A magnetic fie
can be used to simulate the behavior of a one-dimensi
polariton, specifically under conditions~with respect to the
level of active dissipative dampingG) that are all but inac-
cessible for as-grown one-dimensional heterostructures,
ing to the influence of heterointerfaces and also to inter
defects, together with closely spaced barrier defects and
uniform ~geometric! broadening.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the significant role of the Fa
effect in the formation of the magnetoabsorption spec
lines of GaAs. We have analyzed its role in the examples
previous observations of the magnetooptic spectra of G
recorded when the Elliott–Loudon strong-field condition
not satisfied and when it is satisfied. We have suggested
ramifications of the Fano effect are very likely to show up
the magnetooptic spectra of other materials and, hence,
it has a certain universality. At the same time, we have ca
attention to the involvement of exciton-polariton processe
the observed effects and the possibility that they have
independent role, which requires further investigation.
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Correlation between the material parameters and conditions for the excitation
of recombination waves in Si ŠS‹

M. K. Bakhadyrkhanov, U. Kh. Kurbanova, and N. F. Zikrillaev

Tashkent State Technical University, 700095 Tashkent, Uzbekistan
~Submitted April 1, 1998; accepted for publication May 25, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 25–26~January 1999!

The conditions for the self-excitation of current oscillations in the form of recombination waves
in sulfur-doped silicon are investigated as a function of the electrical parameters of Si^S&
samples. The data reveal regular and reproducible self-excited oscillations with controllable
parameters. A distinct correlation is established between the resistivities and the type of
conductivity of the SîS& samples, and the parameters for the excitation of recombination waves
are determined, specifically, the excitation electric field and temperature. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00501-3#
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Many authors have investigated self-excited oscillat
processes in various semiconductor materials.1–5 An analysis
of the data in these papers reveals, despite the acquisitio
several interesting results, essentially a failure to exploit
functional capabilities of this important phenomenon in el
tronics. The dilemma stems from the following factors.

1. The results are difficult to reproduce, and a clear c
relation is lacking between the parameters of the mate
the excitation conditions, and the parameters of the s
excited current oscillations.

2. Self-excited oscillations are observed in these mat
als in high electric fields, in a narrow temperature interv
and in illumination by light at a definite wavelength.

3. The amplitude of the self-excited current oscillatio
and the percentage modulation of the oscillations are sm
@ I 51210, K5(0.1230)%].

In view of these considerations, the main objective of
present study is to establish laws governing the variation
the current self-excitation conditions as a function of the
rameters of compensated silicon with a view toward gen
ating stable, reproducible oscillations with prescribed a
controllable parameters.

We have chosen single-crystalline silicon compensa
by sulfur atoms as the object of investigation. This choice
dictated by the availability of a well-developed, reproducib
technology for the preparation of such materials.6,7 For the
investigations we used~111!- and ~110!-oriented single-
crystallinep-type silicon, marks KDB-1 and KDB-10, with
an oxygen content of (526)31017cm23. A well-developed
technology8 was used to diffuse S in the Si. The diffusio
regimes were chosen in such a way as to yield uniform
doped SîS& samples with various resistivities in the ran
r51022105 V•cm at T5300 K and with bothp-type and
n-type conductivities. The self-excited current oscillatio
were investigated in a cryostat designed so that the temp
ture, the electric and magnetic fields, the illuminance, a
the pressure could be varied between wide limits.9–12 The
self-excited current oscillations were recorded on an S1-4
oscilloscope and an SKI-56 spectrum analyzer, which
201063-7826/99/33(1)/2/$15.00
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forded the possibility of determining the parameters~ampli-
tude and frequency! and waveform of the current oscillation
with high accuracy.

The results of the investigations show that self-exci
current oscillations of the recombination wave type are
served when the sample is exposed to an electric field
excess of a certain threshold,E.Ethr . It has been estab
lished that under identical conditions~i.e., for the same tem-
perature and illuminance! the value ofEthr is determined
mainly by the resistivity of the material. We have therefo
investigated self-excited current oscillations in Si^S& as a
functionr. It should be noted that three to five samples we
prepared for each value of the resistivity to obtain relia
and reproducible results and also to establish a correla
betweenEthr andr. The data show that self-excited curre

FIG. 1. Dependence of the threshold fieldEthr for current self-excitation in
the form of recombination waves on the resistivity in Si^S& samples.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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oscillations of the recombination wave type are obser
over a broad range of resistivitiesr51022105 V•cm for
p-type Sî S& and in the ranger51022104 V•cm for the
n-type. It is evident from Fig. 1 that the threshold elect
field for recombination waves increases linearly with the
sistivity, and this dependence can be described by the e
tion

Ethr5E0~11ar!,

where E0530 V/cm is the threshold electric field for
sample withr533102 V•cm, and the coefficienta has a
valuea53.19 (V•cm)21.

It is important to note, in contrast with the recombinati
wave modes investigated in Si^Mn& and SîZn& samples, that
self-excited current oscillations are observed over a fa
broad interval of resistivities of the Si^S& samples, and tha
their threshold fieldEthr is relatively low. The amplitude and
waveform of the self-excited oscillations are stable, and
percentage modulation attains 40% in this case.

The temperature ranges in which self-excited current
cillations exist as a function of the resistivity and type
conductivity of the SîS& samples are shown in Fig. 2. It i
evident from the figure that for compensatedp-type Sî S&
samples the upper temperature limit for the existence of s
excited current oscillations is essentially independent or
and attainsT5350 K, while the lower limit increases from

FIG. 2. Temperature domain for the existence of self-excited current o
lation as a function of the resistivity ofp-type andn-type Sî S&.
d

-
a-

y

e

s-

lf-

160 to 250 K as the resistivity increases from 33102 V•cm
to 105 V•cm. In overcompensatedn-Sî S& samples both the
upper limit and the lower limit decrease slightly with in
creasingr, and the finite domain of existence of self-excite
current oscillations occupies the temperature interval 23
330 K. It should be noted in this regard that reproducib
self-excited current oscillations are observed in this tempe
ture interval, independently of the resistivity and the type
conductivity. The dependences of the parameters~amplitude
and frequency! on the temperature, the electric field, and t
resistivity of the SîS& sample are similar to data in Ref. 13

In contrast with the data in Refs. 1–11, therefore, for t
first time we have established a clear-cut correlation betw
the excitation conditions, the parameters of the self-exc
current oscillations, and the parameters of the mate
These investigations are conducive not only to the genera
of regular and stable self-excited current oscillations,
also to the reproduction of this phenomenon over a br
range of temperatures and resistivities of silicon, providin
basis for the fabrication of solid-state oscillators with co
trollable parameters.
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Self-compensation in PbSe:Tl thin films
V. A. Zykov, T. A. Gavrikova, S. A. Nemov, and P. A. Osipov

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 25, 1998; accepted for publication May 17, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 27–30~January 1999!

Processes of defect formation are investigated in epitaxial PbSe:Tl films prepared by vacuum
evaporation from molecular beams at various condensation temperatures from mixtures
with a thallium content of 0–1.6 at. %. It is established that an increase in the content of the
acceptor impurity in the film is accompanied by a significant increase in the number of selenium
donor vacancies through the self-compensation mechanism. The thallium concentrations in
the films are determined, along with the impurity transport coefficients, which vary from 0.82 to
0.44 as the condensation temperature varies from 250 °C to 350 °C. The carrier densities
are calculated theoretically as a function of the thallium content in the films. The noticeable
discrepancy between theory and experiment for thallium concentrations in the filmNTl

,0.3 at. % is attributed to the presence of growth-induced nonequilibrium donor defects in the
sample, whose influence is taken into account by simply substituting their concentration
into the electroneutrality equation. Estimates based on self-compensation theory lead to the
conclusion that the films must be evaporated atTK.400 °C to obtain films having a
low carrier density. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00601-8#
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It is a well-known fact1 that a thallium impurity in PbSe
manifests acceptor properties and produces one hole pe
purity atom in the valence band. Self-compensation in eq
librium bulk PbSe:Tl samples has been studied in deta2

where it has been shown that the acceptor action of thall
is compensated by solitary, doubly ionized lead donor vac
cies. The properties of PbSe:Tl films has been investigat3

Film samples differ from the bulk kind primarily in that the
are prepared under nonequilibrium conditions. The temp
ture at which vacuum evaporation is performed is mu
lower than the homogenizing anneal temperature of b
samples. The drop in temperature makes it difficult to exh
the self-compensation effect, because the width of the b
gap Eg and the density of states in the bandsNC and NV

decrease. Moreover, bulk diffusion processes are insig
cant during the preparation of film samples, and the do
nant role is played by diffusion directly onto the grow
surface. In Ref. 3 it has been determined from several in
rect clues that despite the nonequilibrium growth conditio
the self-compensation effect occurs in PbSe:Tl thin films j
as it does in bulk samples. However, a lack of reliable inf
mation about the content of the Tl impurity in the Pb
samples made it impossible for the authors of Ref. 3 to ca
out a quantitative analysis of the experimental data.

In the present study we have obtained quantitative in
mation about the onset of the self-compensation effec
epitaxial PbSe:Tl films. This information has been acqui
by analyzing the dependence of the density of current ca
ers in the samples on the content of thallium impurity a
stoichiometrically excess lead.

We have investigated lead selenide films prepared
vacuum evaporation onto oriented BaF2^111& substrates by
the procedure described in Ref. 4. Two independent sou
were used for deposition: a main source containing Tl-do
221063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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PbSe and a secondary source containing lead. The mole
vapor streams were mixed directly in the vicinity of the su
strate surface. The substrate temperatureTK was 250–
400 °C, the temperature of the main source was 700 °C,
the temperature of the secondary lead sourceTPb was varied
in the range 100–650 °C.

In the first part of the paper we use a procedure
scribed in Ref. 4 to obtain estimates of the concentration
thallium and electrically active native defects in the PbSe
films. The principal relation used to calculate the correspo
ing concentrations is the electroneutrality equation, which
written as follows for PbSe:Tl:

NTl
212@VPb

22#1n52@VSe
21#1p, ~1!

whereNTl
2 is the thallium concentration in the film,@VPb

22#
and @VSe

22# are the concentrations of lead and selenium
cancies, andn andp are the densities of electrons and hole
respectively.

In turn, the quantities needed for the calculations ha
been obtained in experiments to compare the carrier dens
in a set of films prepared in identical technological regim
from mixtures with a constant thallium content but differe
excess lead contents. At sufficiently high doping levels
dependence has at least two characteristic segments
which the carrier density does not depend on the excess
in the sample. The first corresponds to the part of the reg
of homogeneity where the relationsNTl@@VPb# and
NTl@@VSe# hold and, accordingly, the electroneutrality co
dition has the formNTl5p. The length of this segment in
creases with the impurity concentration. The second s
ment, which corresponds to saturation of the carrier dens
refers to samples with the limiting excess Pb content~includ-
ing two-phase samples!. Obviously, the impurity concentra
tion is determined from the results of measurements of
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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carrier density in samples associated with the first inter
the carrier densities in the second segment characterize
self-compensated sample.

The foregoing considerations are illustrated by typi
experimental plots, shown in Fig. 1, of the carrier density
a function of the temperatureTPb of the secondary lead
source for a set of PbSe:Tl films deposited from a mixt
with a 0.2 at. % Tl content. It is evident from the figure th
the curves have two constant-density segments: one in
region of low vapor flux densities~at low temperaturesTPb,
region I! and the other in the region of high vapor flux de
sities ~high TPb, region II!. In region I the quantity of lead
entering the film in the described experiments is much low
than the injected Tl impurity concentration, so that the e
cess Pb does not influence the carrier density. Also, in
region

NTl
2@@VSe

21#2@VPb
22#.

The quantity @VSe
21#2@VPb

22# in the experiments on the
vacuum evaporation of undoped PbSe films has been
mated as being of the order of 1018cm23, i.e., an order of
magnitude smaller than the concentrationNTl . This consid-
eration can be used to simplify Eq.~1!, which then assume
the form

NTl
25p, ~2!

i.e., the hole density in segment I is equal to the concen
tion NTl in the film.

The saturation level in region I for films prepared from
mixture containing 0.2 at. % thallium isp52.831019cm23

at a substrate temperatureTK5250 °C,p52.131019cm23 at
a substrate temperatureTK5300 °C, and p51.5
31019cm23 at a substrate temperatureTK5350 °C. For a
different mixture composition~0.4 at. %Tl! and TK5350 °C

FIG. 1. Density of current carriers in PbSe:Tl:Pbex versus temperatureTPb

of the secondary lead source,NTl50.2 at. %. Substrate temperatureTK : ~1 !
250 °C; ~2! 300 °C; ~3! 350 °C.
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we haveNTl5p52.831019cm23. These data can be used
estimate the transport coefficient of Tl impurity from th
mixture into the film for various deposition conditions. Th
transport coefficient is defined as the ratio of the Tl conc
tration in the film to its content in the mixture. The calc
lated mixture-to-film transport coefficients of Tl are 82%
62%, and 44% atTK5250 °C, 300 °C, and 350 °C, respe
tively.

We now turn to region II. The interval of saturation i
this region characterizes films saturated to the limit with P
For films prepared from a mixture withNTl50.2 at. % the
saturation level isn51.731019cm23 at TK5250 °C, n52
31018cm23 at TK5300 °C, and p51.131019cm23 at
TK5350 °C. For films prepared from a mixture wit
NTl50.4 at. % the saturation level atTK5350 °C is p52
31018cm23.

Using these data, we can calculate the density of def
in the film at various condensation temperatures and thall
impurity contents. For these calculations we use a simplifi
electroneutrality equation obtained with allowance for t
condition@VSe

21#@@VPb
22#, which is obvious for the given re

gion and reduces Eq.~1! to the form

NTl
21n52@VSe

21#1p. ~3!

We infer from Eq.~3! that forNTl50.2 at. % andTK5350 °C
the concentration of donor defects is@VSe

21#50.67
31019cm23. For NTl50.4 at. % andTK5350 °C we have
@VSe

21#51.331019cm23. On the other hand, the concentr
tion of native defects, calculated from the phase diagram
approximately 331018cm23 ~Ref. 1!. These data show tha
an increase in the thallium concentration in the film increa
the concentration of donor defects, which is equivalent
raising the limiting solubility of Pb in a PbSe film by increa
ing the Tl content. This result is direct evidence of the on
of self-compensation in epitaxial PbSe:Tl:Pb films prepa
by vacuum evaporation.

Using the procedure for the determination ofNTl in a
film, we attempt to describe qualitatively the characteris
features of self-compensation in PbSe:Tl:Pb films. It follo
from the self-compensation theory developed in Ref. 2 t
the most complete information about defect-forming p
cesses can be acquired by analyzing the dependence o
carrier density on the thallium content in samples satura
to the limit with lead. Consequently, to investigate the ch
acteristics of self-compensation in PbSe:Tl:Pb films, we h
prepared series of such samples with a thallium conten
the mixtureNTl5021.8 at. %. The experiments were carrie
out at substrate temperaturesTK5250 °C and 350 °C. The
thallium concentration in the samples was estimated from
Tl concentration in the mixture with allowance for the tran
port coefficient determined in the preceding sections.
note that precipitations of the second phase~Pb! were ob-
served on the surfaces of all the samples in this series, i
cating that the boundary of the region of homogeneity h
been approached from the excess-lead side.

The dependence of the carrier density on the thalli
contentNTl in samples saturated to the limit with lead at
substrate temperatureTK5250 °C is shown in Fig. 2a. It is
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evident from the figure that the carrier density varies ins
nificantly in the region of smallNTl,0.16 at. %, electrons
are the majority carriers, and their density is of the order
2.831019cm23. When the concentrationNTl in the film is
increased above 0.16 at. %, the hole density increa
abruptly, and the type of conductivity changes. Now t
point of total self-compensation corresponds
NTl'0.2 at. %. The carrier density varies only slightly with
further increase in the thallium concentration. For the giv
film deposition conditions we have carried out a theoreti
calculation using a previously proposed2 model of self-
compensation of the thallium impurity by solitary vacancie
The calculated dependence of the carrier density on the
lium concentration atTK5250 °C is represented by th
dashed curve in Fig. 2a. It is evident from the graph that
experimental and theoretical curves are in good agreem
for NTl.0.5 at. %. The main differences in the behavior
the curves is observed at low thallium concentrations. In
range the theoretical calculation predicts that the chang
type of conductivity atTK5250 °C takes place at very low
thallium concentrations, while forNTl.0.1 at. % the hole

FIG. 2. Carrier density versus thallium concentrationNTl in PbSe:Tl
samples saturated to the limit with Pb at different substrate tempera
TK : ~a! 250 °C; ~b! 250 °C. The points represent the experimental resu
and the curves represent the results obtained by calculations according
theory in Ref. 2~dashed curves! and according to the same theory wi
allowance for additional~nonnative! defects~solid curves!.
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density is large and changes insignificantly. The the
agrees with experiment if we assume that nonequilibri
donor defects are present in the samples, having been for
there as part of the film growth processes. If the nonequi
rium defects are taken into account by simply adding th
concentration to the electroneutrality condition

NTl
21n5p12@VSe

21#1Ng , ~4!

whereNg is the concentration of nonequilibrium defects, t
experimental and theoretical~dashed curve in Fig. 2a! curves
are found to agree, for all practical purposes, over the en
range ofNTl . The concentration of nonequilibrium defect
calculated from the carrier density in undoped lead selen
films saturated to the limit with lead, is equal to 2
31019cm23 at a substrate temperatureTK5250 °C.

The dependence of the carrier density onNTl in samples
saturated to the limit with lead and prepared atTK5350 °C is
shown in Fig. 2b. It is evident from the graph that a sha
increase in the hole density and a change in the type
conductivity are observed asNTl is increased in the range o
low thallium contents. AtNTl.0.1 at. % the hole density in
creases smoothly asNTl is increased. We note that all th
samples~except the as-grown! exhibit acceptor conductivity
and a carrier density of at least 1018cm23. A point of total
self-compensation has not been observed experimental
the given series. The concentration of nonequilibrium defe
in PbSe:Tl films grown atTK5350 °C is estimated to be
231018cm23. Figure 2b also shows the calculated depe
dence of the carrier density on the thallium content. Clea
the theoretical and experimental curves are in good ag
ment for a substrate temperatureTK5350 °C. We note that
the concentration of nonequilibrium defects decreases c
siderably as the condensation temperature is raised. Fo

FIG. 3. Calculated curves of the carrier density in PbSe:Tl versus thall
content. Substrate temperatureTK : ~1! 350 °C; ~2! 450 °C; ~3! 550 °C; ~4!
650 °C.
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ample, their concentration atTK5250 °C is equal to 2.8
31019cm23, and at TK5350 °C it is equal to 2
31018cm23, i.e., is an order of magnitude lower.

It follows from these data that the experimental curv
of the carrier densities as a function ofNTl in epitaxial Pb-
Se:Tl films are satisfactorily described on the basis of
model of impurity self-compensation by solitary vacanc
with a simple procedure for taking nonequilibrium defec
into account, and the influence of nonequilibrium defects
be disregarded in films prepared atTK.350 °C. This means
that the behavior ofn, p5 f (NTl) for PbSe:Tl films prepared
at TK.350 °C can be estimated from the results of calcu
tions using the model of impurity self-compensation by so
tary vacancies. The results of such calculations are show
Fig. 3. An analysis of the curves reveals the following.
TK is raised, the point of total self-compensation shifts
ward higher concentrationsNTl , and the derivatived(n
2p)/dNTl also decreases in the vicinity of this point. We c
conclude from this behavior that raising the substrate te
peratureTK in the deposition of epitaxial PbSe:Tl film
should facilitate the preparation of samples with low carr
densities and improve the reproducibility of the techni
results.
s

e
s

n

-
-
in

-

-

r
l

In summary, the reported investigations show that
compensation of the doping effects of the thallium impur
in epitaxial PbSe:Tl films is well described by the theory
impurity self-compensation by solitary, doubly ionized v
cancies. The discrepancy between theory and experime
thallium concentrations in the filmNTl,0.3 at. % is ex-
plained by the presence in the samples of nonequilibri
donor defects associated with growth processes; the in
ence of these defects is taken into account by simply sub
tuting their concentration into the electroneutrality equatio
Estimates based on self-compensation theory lead to the
clusion that the preparation of samples having a low den
of current carriers requires evaporation of the films at a s
strate temperatureTK.400 °C.
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Electronic structure of C 60 films
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A complete set of fundamental optical functions of fullerite~C60) films in the range 1.5–7 eV is
calculated from the known spectra of the imaginary and real parts of the dielectric
permittivity. The total permittivity spectrum is expanded into elementary components. Three
main parameters are determined for each component~the energy of the band maximum, the band
half-width, and the oscillator strength!. An interpretation of these components of the
permittivity is proposed on the basis of published theoretical band calculations for fullerite.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00701-2#
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In recent years there have been many publications on
third ~after diamond and graphite! modification of carbon —
the giant C60 molecule — in the form of a free molecul
~fullerene!, in solutions, and in the solid state~fullerite! as
thin films and small single crystals.1–5 The absorption spec
tra of free C60 molecules and C60 molecules in various sol
vents as well as the absorption and reflection spectra of
lerite have confirmed that the individuality of the electron
structure of the C60 molecule is retained, for the most part,
the crystal.5–8

Fullerite C60 is the lowest representative of the fulleri
Cn group. The properties of fullerites can be modified co
siderably, including elevation of the superconducting tran
tion temperature to 30 K, by the intercalation of various i
purity atoms. It is therefore of fundamental importance
investigate the electronic structure of fullerite over a wi
range of intrinsic absorption energies.

The objective of this report is to remedy deficiencies
Refs. 7 and 8, to derive a complete set of optical functions
fullerite in the energy range 1.5–7 eV, and to determine
most complete spectrum of optical transitions and their
rameters.

The most accurate spectra of the imaginary part («2) and
the real part («1) of the dielectric constant of C60 films in the
range 1.5–7 eV have been obtained in Ref. 7 from the ro
temperature reflection and transmission spectra. The fi
were deposited on fluorite and fused quartz substrates
substrate temperature of 393 K. The air-exposed surfac
the film changes with time. The spectra of the reflect
R(E) from the films through the substrate~Figs. 1 and 2!
were therefore used for the calculations of«2 and «1 . We
calculate all the remaining optical functions on the basis
the spectra in Ref. 7, using standard equations9,10 ~Fig. 1!.
The experimental«2 spectrum contains maxima at 2.75 e
3.55 eV, 4.50 eV, and 5.50 eV, along with a weak band
;2.05 eV and a step at 2.5 eV. The calculated absorp
functions m ~absorption coefficient!, k ~extinction coeffi-
cient!, and E2«2 have a similar structure except that th
maxima are shifted approximately 0.05 eV toward higher
ergies, and the absorption coefficientm is a maximum in the
261063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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two shortest-wavelength bands. The maxima of the real
of the dielectric consrant«1 are situated at 2.4 eV, 3.18 eV
4.1 eV, and 5.3 eV, i.e., they are shifted approximately 0
0.4 eV toward higher energies from the«2 maxima. The
spectra of the reflection coefficientR and the refractive index
n also contain four principal bands; the maxima ofn and«1

are very close to each other, while the reflection bands
shifted quite far toward higher energies, with theR maxima
near the«2 maxima. The curve representing the numberneff

of valence electrons involved in transitions up to a giv
energy E closely resemble the«2 spectrum, where
neff.0.25 and 1.5 in the first two long-wavelength tran
tions (E,4 eV) and;6210 in the next two, strongest tran
sitions (E.4.525.5 eV). The maxima of the bulk an
surface electron loss characteristics2Im «21 and 2Im
(11«)21, situated at;6.5 eV and 6 eV, are associated wi
the excitation ofp-plasmons3; the remaining maxima a
2.8 eV, 3.7 eV, and 4.9 eV and the structures at;6.1 eV are
shifted approximately 0.05–0.5 eV from the«2 maxima and
are attributable to transitions similar in nature to those id
tified with the«2 maxima.

This complete set of fundamental optical functions o
fullerite C60 single crystal in the energy range 1.5–7 eV a
fords the first graphic evidence of the relationship of th
structures and gives them absolute numerical values. It
be used to analyze the spectrum of possible transition
greater detail and for theoretical calculations of the electro
structure.

Chiu et al.11 have measured the transmission spectr
of a thick ~thicknessd50.3 cm) C60 single crystal. Accord-
ing to the calculations, allowed direct transitions begin at
energyE'1.7 eV ~300 K!. The experimental data on the ab
sorption spectra of C60 thin films in the range 1–6 eV~Ref.
12! are in good agreement with our calculated data on
positions of the maxima of the bands and the values of
absorption coefficient. The spectrum of characteristic el
tron losses of C60 films, obtained with use of high-resolutio
instrumentation, contains peaks at 2.8 eV, 3.7 eV, and 4.8
~Refs. 13 and 14!, in good agreement with our calculation
The good agreement between the cited experime
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental«1 spectrum~1!
from Ref. 7 and calculated spectra ofR ~2!
andn ~3!. ~b! Experimental«2 spectrum~1!
from Ref. 7 and calculated spectra ofk ~2!,
m ~3!, andE2«2 ~4!. ~c! Calculated spectra
of neff ~1!, 2Im «21 ~2!, and 2Im(1
1«)21 ~3!.
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data11–14and our calculated data for the absorption and ch
acteristic electron loss spectra attest to the reliability of
«2 and«1 measurements in Ref. 7 and our calculations of
complete set of optical functions for C60 films in the range
1.5–7 eV.

We have obtained the following conceptually new info
mation by expanding the total«2 curve into components. Fo
this purpose we have relied on the method of Argand d
grams used many times in previous work.15,10 The spectrum
r-
e
e

-

of the total curve is often reconstructed by a set ofN sym-
metric Lorentz oscillators with parametersEi ~energy!, Hi

~half-width!, andf i ~oscillator strength! by fitting 3N param-
eters, despite the obvious ambiguity and excessive numb
fitting parameters~e.g., as in Ref. 8, the number of suc
parameters for ten bands attains 30!!. The method of Argand
diagrams avoids fitting parameters altogether. Its ba
scheme is to treat the spectra of two functions simu
neously: not only the imaginary part of the permittivity, b
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FIG. 2. Total spectrum«2(E) ~upper
curve! from Ref. 7 and its compo-
nents for fullerite films.
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also its real part. The experimental«2 and «1 ~Ref. 7! are
used to expand the«2 curve into nine bands~Fig. 2!. Natu-
rally, the strongest bands emerge first:E8 ~4.51 eV!, E5

~3.56 eV!, and E9 ~5.51 eV!, which are clearly structurally
observable in the total«2 spectrum. Instead of a broad ban
with a maximum at 2.75 eV and a weak step at;2.5 eV, we
now distinguish theE2 ~2.71 eV! and E3 ~2.89 eV! bands.
The E1 , E7 , E10, andE11 bands are established in additio
to the foregoing. In addition to the energiesEi at which the
maxima occur, for all nine of the identified bands we ha
also determined the half-widthsHi , the oscillator strengths
f i , and the areas of the bandsPi ~Table I!. To within a
constant factor, the band intensities and the oscilla
strengths correspond to their areasPi in the spectrum«2(E).
Their absolute values are usually calculated, for simplic
by averaging over the total number of valence electronsNv ,
i.e., dividing byNv , independently of the transition energ
this case is conveyed through the parameterPi (Pi /Pmax). It
might be more correct, however, to estimate the oscilla
e

r

,

r

strengths, not in fractions of the total number of valen
electronsNv , but in fractions of only the total number in
volved in transitions up to a given energy,neff(E); the esti-
mates obtained by this method are denoted byf i in the table.

As a result of these calculations, five more bands, lat
in the total«2 spectrum, have been established, in addition
the four bands distinctly observed in the total«2 curve, and
all the parameters of these nine bands (Ei ,Hi , f i , and Pi)
have been determined. It should be emphasized that in
conventional approximation where the total dielectric p
mittivity is represented by the sum of the Lorentz oscilla
contributions, the Argand diagram method used by us p
mits the total«2 spectrum to be single-valuedly expand
into a minimal set of bands without any fitting paramete
Transitions that have close energies but are not necess
similar in nature are summed in each band. They can th
fore be further expanded into several components each
the basis of theoretical models postulating the fine struc
of the bands.
TABLE I. Energies of the maximaEi , half-widthsHi , oscillator strengthsf i andSi , and optical areasSi /Smax

andPi /Pmax of the spectral bands for fullerite C60 films.

Ei , eV Hi , eV f i Pi /Pmax Si Si /Smax

Oscillator
~band! Calc. Ref. 8 Calc. Ref. 8 Calc. Ref. 8 Calc. Ref. 8

Nature of
transition

No.

1 ~2.5! ~2.41! 0.17 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.002 ~0.007! hu→t1g

2 2.75 2.70 0.29 0.30 0.03 0.07 0.174 0.5 (v1→c2)
3 2.89 ~3.2! 0.34 0.20 0.02 0.05 0.015 0.05 hg ,gg→t1u

4 ••• 3.49 ••• 0.24 ••• ••• 0.07 0.2 (v2→c1)
5 3.55 3.54 0.46 0.30 0.05 0.46 0.33 1
6 ••• 3.99 ••• 0.13 ••• ••• 0.01 ~0.03! hu→hg

7 4.26 4.36 0.28 0.47 0 0.04 0.23 0.7 (v1→c3)
8 4.50 4.54 0.75 0.29 0.06 1 0.27 0.8
9 5.50 5.50 0.62 0.65 0.03 0.43 0.18 0.55 hg ,gg→t2u

10 5.97 5.77 0.69 1.25 0.02 0.19 0.32 0.9 (v2→c2)
11 6.36 ••• 0.57 ••• 0.01 0.06 ••• ••• gu ,t2u→hg

(v3→c3)
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Hora et al.8 have recently calculated only the«2 spec-
trum of C60 thin films in the range 2.4–6.0 eV using ellips
metric measurements~2–3.4 eV! and reflection spectra~1.4–
6.0 eV!. The «2 spectra in Refs. 7 and 8 exhibit goo
agreement. The total«2(E) curve in Ref. 8 is reconstructe
by means of a set of eleven oscillators with a total of
fitting parameters and a formidable general expression
«2(E) in terms of the parameters, includingEi ,Hi , andSi ,
that govern the band intensities~in the table theE1 , E3 , and
E6 bands are found to be very weak, falling almost with
the error limits, and are therefore enclosed in parenthe
the E1 band lies outside the range of measurement of«2 ,
making its identification in Ref. 8 problematic at best!. It is
interesting to note that the values ofEi for bands 2, 5, 8, and
9, according to our data and the results of Ref. 8, agre
within DE50.0120.03 eV, whereas for all other band
DE'0.120.2 eV. The half-widths agree for bands 2 and
and differ considerably for all other bands. To compare
data on the oscillator strengthsf i in the two papers require
additional reprocessing of the results of Ref. 8 for the para
eter Si . Owing to the closeness ofEi for bands 4 and 5 in
Ref. 8 (DE.0.05 eV, they actually need to be joined into
single band 5, and the longest-wavelength band 1 in Ref.
introduced artificially, so that its parameters clearly diff
appreciably from our data. Moreover, the reconstruction
the «2 curve in the range 2.4–6.0 eV by ten oscillators
Ref. 8 required the artificial introduction of an additiona
very strong band in the vicinity of 10 eV, and the autho
have attempted to solve the multivalued problem of extra
lating the permittivity spectrum into a broad range of en
gies where measurements had not been performed@see Eq.
~1! in Ref. 8#.

The foregoing brief analysis of the characteristic featu
of the expansion of the«2 and«1 spectra of fullerite by the
method of Argand diagrams and the reconstruction of the«2

spectrum using an enormous number of fitting parame
~41!! with the additional use of arbitrary approximations pr
vides a strong case in favor of the first method. The met
of Argand diagrams for achieving a parameter-free, sing
valued expansion of the spectral curves of«2 and «1 into
elementary components is not yet adequately perfected
serves in effect as a ‘‘zeroth’’ approximation to a more s
phisticated solution of the problem.

Many papers have been devoted to theoretical calc
tions of the electronic structure and absorption spectra of60

molecules and crystals.3,16–21 They are simplified consider
ably by the unique properties of C60 molecules and the
known features of their experimental absorption spectra:
the most part the spectra consist of three strong, slig
overlapping bands, whose parameters (Ei ,Hi , and f i)
change comparatively little in the order$free molecule→C60

in solutions→ crystal%. Consequently, it is assumed at th
outset that at least the stronger bands are attributabl
small-radius excitons of the Frenkel’ type, which are usua
typical of molecular crystals.

The uppermost narrow valence band (v1) of fullerite
~total width 0.4 eV! consists of five subbands. Situated belo
this band, in the intervals 1–2 eV and 2.8–3.8 eV, are a s
ond (v2) and third (v3) valence band, which partially exhib
or
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strong dispersion in certain directions of the Brillouin zon
The two lower conduction bands (c1 andc2) are also narrow
~of width ;0.4 eV) and have a triplet structure. Transitio
between the bandsv1 andc1 are forbidden by virtue of their
identical odd symmetry; this prohibition is partially lifted b
virtue of exciton-phonon and electron-phonon interactio
The longest-wavelength strong transitions are associ
with bandsv1 andc2 , which are expected to be followed i
rank by transitions of the typev2→c1 , v1→c3 , v2→c2 ,
andv3→c3 . The last column of Table I presents a conce
able general model of the nature of the absorption and«2

bands according to the known results of theoretical calcu
tions in the approximation of molecular term
hu ,hg ,gu ,gg ,tu and bands. This model provides a satisfa
tory general explanation for the very complex structure
the established spectrum of transitions in fullerite. A detai
quantitative analysis of the parameters of our establis
transitions in fullerite will require more sophisticated matc
ing theoretical calculations. On the other hand, the m
comprehensive new information that we have obtained h
will help to develop substantially more rigorous models
the electronic structure of fullerite and related materials.

The main results of the study are the first-time derivat
of a set of fundamental optical functions of fullerite films
the range 1.5–7 eV, the first-time expansion of the total sp
trum of the dielectric permittivity into nine transition band
without fitting parameters, and a hypothesis as to the na
of these bands in the Frenkel’ exciton model, based on
tablished band calculations.
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Quasi-gapless semiconductor: p-type indium arsenide
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Data on the Hall coefficientR and the resistivityr as functions of the magnetic field~to H
512 kOe) and electric field~to E525 V/cm) in a heavily doped, compensated semiconductorp-
type InAs with a density of excess acceptorsNext5(NA2ND).1016cm23 and a ratio
NA /ND.0.9 are used to calculate the characteristic carrier parameters at hydrostatic pressures up
to P51.5 Pa and temperaturesT577.6 and 300 K. It is found that a deep acceptor band is
situated in the tail of the density of states of the conduction band, and a state of the heavily doped,
fully compensated semiconductor type is established at low temperatures. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00801-7#
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Having analyzed published data on the anomalous
netic properties of narrow-gap, heavily doped, compensa
p-type semiconductors CdSnAs2^Cu& ~Refs. 1–6!, HgCdTe
~Ref. 7!, InAs with Next,1017cm23 ~Refs. 8 and 9!, and
InSb̂ Cr& ~Ref. 12!, we have come to the conclusion4–6 that
these substances exhibit a common uniformity in their e
tronic spectra, which is governed, on the one hand, by
presence of a deep acceptor band situated in the tail of
density of states of the conduction band and, on the other
the influence of a large-scale fluctuating potential. Since
gapless state in these substances is induced by defects
have come to be known as quasi-gapless semiconducto5,6

In this brief communication we report investigation
of certain electrophysical properties of crystals of the hea
doped, compensated semiconductorp-InAs with
Next.1016 cm23 under hydrostatic pressure~Figs. 1–3,
Table I!.

The experimental procedure, the techniques used to
culate the effective characteristic parameters of the cha
carriers — their mobilitiesmc ,mA ,mn and densitiesn, pA ,pn

~the subscriptsc, A, andn refer to the conduction, accepto
and valence bands! — and the model representations perta
ing to p-CdSnAs2^Cu& are described in detail in Refs. 1–
In view of the similarity of the kinetic properties and th
common nature of the investigated phenomena inp-type
CdSnAs2^Cu& and InAs, we discuss them briefly below.

In sample 3~see Table I! we haveNext.NA , whereNA
311063-7826/99/33(1)/3/$15.00
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is the density of deep-level acceptor centers. The spe
nature of the situation and the usefulness of comparing w
the data forp-CdSnAs2^Cu& sample 10, which has simila
characteristics~see Ref. 5!, have prompted us to focus ou
attention on the kinetic properties of this particular samp

Known information about the dispersion law and the v
ues of the effective electron mass at the bottom of the c
duction bandmc /m0 , the width of the band gap«g , and the
spin-orbit splitting of the valence bandsDs ~Refs. 8,9, and
12! are used in the calculations. It has been assumed pr
ously thatDs and the effective hole mass with respect to t
density of statesmp /m0 do not depend on the pressureP.
The broadening of the deep acceptor level at 300 K has b
disregarded.2 At 300 K, in contrast withT577.6 K, the func-
tion n(P) exhibits exponential behavior. It is therefore legi
mate to use the ideal-semiconductor dispersion relation f
semiconductor with a fluctuating potential such as
heavily doped, compensated semiconductorp-InAs ~see
Refs. 1, 2, 4, and 5!. It follows from the results of a quanti
tative analysis at 300 K that

mc /m050.02214.3431023P,

«g5~0.361931022P! eV, ~1!

«A5~20.132931022P! eV.
TABLE I. Parameters of the samples.

Sample No. 3 Sample No. 4

T, K P, R0 , r, pA , mA , pA /n pn /n mc /mA mc /mn P, R0 , r,
GPa cm3/C V•cm 1016 cm23 cm2/(V•s) GPa cm3/C V•cm

1024 24000 1.67 1.84 95.5 1.4•102 35.3 88.4 44.0
1024 21800 1.53

300 1.46 520 3.76 1.84 41.0 1.4•104 3500 186 33
` 931 5.81 1.84 10.2 ` ` 0 0 1.5 135 3.76

1024 23450 9.09 2.26 25.3 915 7 133 18.7
1024 23340 4.92

77.6 1.1 21560 25 2.26 9.03 2570 19.8 179 9.0
` 36000 200 2.26 0 ` ` 0 1.17 26432 45.64
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Here the pressureP is expressed in GPa units, and«A is the
energy of the deep acceptor level~the energy is measure
upward from the unperturbed edge of the conduction ba!.

The relative occupation number of the acceptor ba
KA5(NA2pA)/NA decreases from 0.19 to 0 asT decreases
from 300 K to 77.6 K, and the Fermi energy varies as

«F5~20.172931022P! eV. ~2!

Together with holes from the valence band, therefore, ca
ers from the deep acceptor band also take part in the tr
port processes. The position of the Fermi level is fixed re
tive to the top of the valence band for hole statistics, beca
n!pA , pn , and the energy interval between the valence a
acceptor bands does not depend on the pressure. The r
ing values ofd«g /dP andmp /m050.44 are consistent with
published data.9,12

The random oscillations of the potential grow as t
temperature is lowered, and below 100 K they attain val
of the order of the distance from the unperturbed edge of
conduction band to the Fermi level ‘‘frozen’’ in the accept
band, i.e., a state of the heavily doped, fully compensa
semiconductor~HDFCS! type is formed.4–6 The electron
density in this case tends to a finite value in the lim
T→0. Moreover, the difference in the dynamics of localiz
tion of conduction-band electrons and acceptor-band ho
as observed, for example, in the analogous case inp-type
CdSnAs2^Cu& ~Refs. 1 and 4–6!, causes the ratiomc /mA to
increase considerably as the temperature is lowered.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the Hall coefficient in a minimal magnetic fieldR0

~1, 4!, the resistivityr ~2, 5!, the acceptor-band hole mobilitymA ~3, 6!, and
the width of the band gap«g ~7! at T577.6K ~1–3! andT5300K ~4–7! on
the pressureP in sample 3. The experimental data~point symbols and solid
curves! are plotted with the pressure increasing; the dashed curves repr
extrapolations.
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FIG. 2. Experimental~points! and theoretical~curves! magnetic-field depen-
dence of the Hall coefficientR in sample 3 atT577.6K ~1, 2! and
T5300K ~3–5!. PressureP: ~1! 0.4 GPa;~2! 1.1 GPa;~3! 1024 GPa; ~4!
1.06 GPa;~5! 1.4 GPa.

FIG. 3. Electric-field dependence of the electrical conductivity normaliz
to atmospheric pressures/s0) ~1–4! and the Hall coefficientR ~5, 6! at
T577.6K ~1–3, 5, 6! and T5300K ~4! in sample 4. PressureP: ~1, 5, 6!
1.05 GPa;~2! 0.67 GPa;~3! 0.03 GPa;~4! 1.42 GPa. Magnetic fieldH: ~5!
2 kOe; ~6! 15 kOe.
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For example, the formation of a state of the HDFCS ty
in a quasi-gapless semiconductor naturally accounts for
negative sign ofR and the anomalous behavior of theR(T)
curve at low temperatures~Fig. 3!.8,9 We emphasize that th
opinion attributing the nature of the anomalous behavior
R(T) and the conditionR,0 at low temperatures inp-type
InAs to the formation of a degeneraten-type surface layer
with a bulk density of electrons of the order of 1018cm23

~Refs. 7–9! contradicts the pressure curves of the kine
coefficients~Figs. 1–3!. The inversion layer, which is sup
posed to~according to Ref. 8! envelop the entire surface o
the sample, would have to completely shunt its volume,
Hall coefficient could not depend on the pressure, and
resistivityr could increase only slightly~not more than 50%
at 1 GPa!. In closing, we note the timeliness of the propos
model representations in that the influence of the rand
potential, which is responsible for the formation of a state
the HDFCS type in a quasi-gapless semiconductor is t
cally ignored in discussions of experimental results.7,11,13

The authors are indebted to the Russian Fund for F
damental Research for support~Project 97-02-16545!.
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Optical absorption in PbGa 2Se4 single crystals
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Optical measurements are performed in a PbGa2Se4 single crystal. The nature of the optical
transitions is determined in the interval of photon energies 2.24–2.46 eV in the temperature range
77–300 K. It is shown that indirect and direct optical transitions take place in the energy
intervals 2.28–2.35 eV and 2.35–2.46 eV, corresponding toEgi52.228 eV andEgd52.35 eV,
respectively, at 300 K. The temperature coefficients ofEgi andEgd are equal to20.6
31024 eV/K and24.7531024 eV/K, respectively. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00901-1#
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INTRODUCTION

The compound PbGa2Se4 was first synthesized by Eho
lie et al.1,2, who confirmed that this semiconductor has
orthorhombic lattice with parameters a510.64 Å,
b510.94 Å, c56.36 Å and space groupBbmm. This com-
pound ~PbGa2Se4) is photosensitive in the regio
0.421.4mm with a multiplicity of 1032104 and is a high-
resistance semiconductor with a resistivity of approximat
1011V•cm at 300 K.

To ascertain the mechanisms underlying the electro
effects in PbGa2Se4 single crystals, it is necessary to inve
tigate the electrical and optical properties over a wide ra
of temperatures and photon energies. To the best of
knowledge, the optical properties of PbGa2Se4 have not been
studied. In this paper we give the results of experimen
studies of the optical absorptiona in PbGa2Se4 single crys-
tals.

1. GROWTH OF PbGa2Se4 SINGLE CRYSTALS

The compound PbGa2Se4 was synthesized by meltin
the components together in stoichiometric ratios in evacua
(1025 Torr) quartz cells. Single crystals of PbGa2Se4 with
dimensions 13132 cm were grown by the Bridgman
Stockbarger method. The compound has a layered c
structure. Its color varies from yellowish orange to deep r
depending on the thickness.

2. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The spectral curvesa(hn) of the PbGa2Se4 single-
crystal samples were measured in the temperature ra
77–300 K and photon energies 2.24–2.46 eV. The m
component of the instrumentation used for the measurem
was an MDR-12 monochromator. Various single-crys
samples having thicknesses of 352200mm were investi-
gated.
341063-7826/99/33(1)/3/$15.00
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3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND
DISCUSSION

The results of the measurements ofa(hn) for a sample
of thickness 35mm at eight different temperatures are show
in Fig. 1. Similar results have been obtained for the other fi
samples. It is evident from the figure that thea(hn) curves
shift toward shorter wavelengths as the temperature is l
ered from 300 K to 86 K. In the interval of photon energi
2.24–2.46 eV the absorption coefficienta(hn) varies from
1000 cm21 to 2500 cm21. The a(hn) curve is divided into
three sections: 1! In the interval of photon energies 2.24
2.28 eVa is almost independent ofhn or increases relatively
little; 2! a increases significantly in the interval 2.28
2.35 eV; 3! a rises sharply in the interval of photon energi
2.35–2.46 eV.

FIG. 1. Spectral curves of the optical absorption coefficient in a PbGa2Se4

single crystal at various temperatures:~1! T586 K; ~2! 112 K; ~3! 134 K;
~4! 157 K; ~5! 214 K; ~6! 258 K; ~7! 271 K; ~8! 294 K.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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We analyze these results in accordance with the the
of indirect and direct optical transitions.3–6 The coefficient
a(hn) can be written in the form

a5a i1ad1ab , ~1!

wherea i ,ad , andab are the optical absorption coefficien
in indirect and direct transitions and in phonon absorpti
respectively. Here phonon absorption is interpreted to m
absorption due to defects, scattering, etc.3–6

In analyzing the functiona(hn), we extrapolate its com
ponentab , which is independent or only slightly depende
on the photon energy, to higher photon energies and sub
it from the total absorption, i.e., we work witha2ab . Bear-
ing in mind that the dependences of (a2ab)1/2 and
@(a2ab)1/2hn# on hn are almost identical, we display th
experimental data in coordinates (a2ab)1/2;hn ~Fig. 2!.
Two linear segments with different slopes are discerned
each curve; the slopes of these segments decrease wit
creasing temperature. These segments are attributable t
absorption and emission of phonons, and in this case
optical absorption is given by the equation

a~hn!5AS ~hn2Egi1k!2

eu/T21
1

~hn2Egi2k!2

12eu/T D , ~2!

TABLE I.

T, K Egi , eV Ke , cm21/2eV21 Ka , cm21/2eV21 u, K k, eV

86 2.235 105 70 69 0.0060
112 2.234 110 75 86 0.0074
134 2.233 110 80 86 0.0073
157 2.233 110 80 100 0.0086
214 2.231 145 100 159 0.013
271 2.229 160 125 133 0.011
294 2.228 185 159 123 0.010

FIG. 2. Graphs of (a2ab)1/2;hn at various temperatures:~1! T586 K; ~2!
112 K; ~3! 134 K; ~4! 157 K; ~5! 214 K; ~6! 258 K; ~7! 271 K; ~8! 294 K.
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whereEgi is the width of the band gap in indirect transition
k is the phonon energy,u is a characteristic temperature,T is
the absolute temperature, andA is a constant which is nearly
independent ofhn and T. If we bear in mind that the first
term is associated with phonon absorption (aa) and the sec-

FIG. 3. Graphs of (a2ab)2;hn at various temperatures:~1! T586 K; ~2!
112 K; ~3! 134 K; ~4! 157 K; ~5! 214 K; ~6! 258 K; ~7! 271 K; ~8! 294 K.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the width of the band gap for direct
indirect transitions:~1! Egd ; ~2! Egi ,
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ond term is associated with phonon emission (ae), the
slopes of the linesaa

1/25 f (hn) andae
1/25 f (hn) can be de-

termined from the expressions

Ka5S A

eu/T21
D 1/2

, Ke5S A

12eu/T D 1/2

. ~3!

From Eqs.~3! we readily deduce the expression

Ke
2

Ka
2 5exp

u

T
. ~4!

These equations can be used in conjunction with the
perimental data at various temperatures to determineEgi ,u,
andk, which are given in Table I.

The absorption coefficient rises abruptly at higher en
gies (hn>2.35 eV). To determine the nature of the optic
transitions in a PbGa2Se4 single crystal, we analyze this in
terval of photon energies in accordance with Ref. 7. It h
been established that the experimental values of the abs
tion coefficient provide a good fit to a straight line in th
coordinates (a2ab)2; f (hn) ~Fig. 3!. The linear depen-
x-

r-
l

s
rp-

dence of (a2ab)2 on hn indicates that the intrinsic absorp
tion edge in PbGa2Se4 single crystals is formed by direc
allowed optical transitions. At different temperatures t
width of the band gap is determined by extrapolating
lines (a2ab)25 f (hn) to the value (a2ab)50 ~Fig. 4!.

The temperature dependences ofEgi andEgd are shown
in Fig. 4, from which we obtain the following values for th
temperature coefficients of these quantities:20.6
31024 eV/K and24.7531024 eV/K, respectively.
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Characteristic features of the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence
polarization of ˆGa vacancy ‰– SnGa„SiGa… complexes in GaAs produced as a result of
resonant polarized excitation
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The excitation and induced polarization spectra of the photoluminescence band with the
maximum near a photon energy of 1.18 eV in Sn- or Si-dopedn-GaAs with an electron density
;1018cm23 are measured at various temperatures. It is shown that the temperature
dependence of the induced polarization of this photoluminescence due toVGaSnGa or VGaSiGa

complexes in the temperature range 77–230 K is close to the corresponding dependence
for VGaTeAs complexes. In addition, a slight decrease in the induced polarization as the temperature
is increased, not observed forVGaTeAs complexes, is observed in the range 77–125 K for
the investigated complexes. It is hypothesized that the difference is attributable to the existence
of excited configurations in the absorbing and emitting states of theVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa

complexes, where the populations of these configurations in the absorbing state increase with the
temperature. The difference between the total energies of the excited and ground
configurations of the absorbing state is 10–20 meV forVGaSnGa complexes and 15–30 meV for
VGaSiGa complexes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01001-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The broad photoluminescence band with a maxim
near a photon energy of 1.18 eV inn-type GaAs is associate
with complexes consisting of a Ga vacancy plus a donor
is induced by the recombination of holes trapped by th
complexes with electrons from the conduction band or fr
localized states near its bottom.1–4 Several characteristics o
this photoluminescence inn-GaAs doped with various do
nors ~Te, Sn, or Si! are qualitatively identical and quantita
tively differ very little.1–5

An exception is the dependence of the polarization
low-temperature photoluminescence on the uniaxial pres
(P) along the crystallographic@111# or @110# direction. For
VGaSnGa and VGaSiGa at liquid-helium temperatures th
curves representing this dependence contain a steppe
crease in the linear polarization of the photoluminescence
P.426 kbar~Refs. 5 and 6!, whereas forVGaTeAs a similar
variation of the polarization is observed forP'0 ~Ref. 7!.
Such a disparity in the behavior of the radiation polarizat
of the indicated complexes is attributable to a difference
the position of the donor relative to the vacancy in t
VGaTeAs andVGaSnGa (VGaSiGa) complexes. Because of thi
difference, the three Jahn-Teller equivalent monoclinic c
figurations of theVGaTeAs complex with a symmetry plane
passing through the initial trigonal axis ofVGaTeAs is re-
placed in theVGaSnGa and VGaSiGa complexes by a single
monoclinic and two triclinic configurations and have diffe
ent total energies.5,8 However, the difference in the energie
of these configurations is not too great. When uniaxial pr
sure is applied to the crystal, the axes of the optical dipo
of the higher-energy configurations in certain groups of s
complexes with their components in a definite arrangem
371063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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are closer to the pressure axis than the dipole axis of
ground configuration. In these groups of complexes the
ference between the energies of the ground and excited
figurations decreases as the pressureP is raised, and when
the latter exceeds a certain thresholdPcr , whichever con-
figuration had the higher energy forP50 becomes the
ground configuration. At low temperatures this behav
stimulates a transition of these groups of complexes int
new configuration~alignment of distortions! and an abrupt
change in the radiation polarization of the entire set of co
plexes in the crystal. InVGaTeAs complexes all three configu
rations have the same energy forP50, so that the alignmen
of distortions and the stepped variation of the radiation
larization at low temperatures take place as soon asP be-
comes greater than zero.

It is important to note that the above-described proces
involving transitions between configurations occur in the a
sorbing state, i.e., the state preceding hole localization
defect, where the hole subsequently undergoes radiative
combination with an electron. In the emitting state form
after hole capture or after the optical excitation of an elect
from the complex into the conduction band, the configurat
of the complex is preserved,9,10 i.e., excited configurations
also exist in the emitting state. It is reasonable to expect
the occupation of excited configurations of the absorb
state ofVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa complexes should also be po
sible at elevated temperatures and, if their parameters d
appreciably from those of the ground configuration, th
should be observed in various phenomena. The observa
of such effects could serve as subsequent confirmation o
above-described model of complexes containing a dono
the second coordination sphere of a vacancy and could
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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used to acquire information about the properties of their
cited configurations. With this objective in mind, we ha
investigated the temperature curves of the polarization of
photoluminescence ofVGaSnGa and VGaSiGa complexes ex-
cited in resonance by linearly polarized light.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND ITS RESULTS

The n-type GaAs samples investigated in the pres
study had an electron density;1018cm23 and were cut from
an n-GaAs:Sn crystal doped during growth by the Czochr
ski method and from ann-GaAs:Si crystal prepared by or
ented crystallization. The broad photoluminescence band
duced byVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa complexes with a maximum
at a photon energy;1.18 eV is dominant in such samples
the temperature range 2–200 K when photoluminescenc
excited by light in the intrinsic absorption band.

The procedure for the investigation of this band is sim
lar to that used in previous studies.5,8,10 Its excitation spectra
at various temperaturesT are shown in Fig. 1. Their behavio
with increasing temperature is characterized by a shift i
the long-wavelength part of the spectrum and broadenin
the long-wavelength edge of the band. It scarcely diff
from the behavior of the corresponding spectra ofVGaTeAs

complexes.10

We have measured the photoluminescence polariza
resulting from resonance excitation of the complexes by
larized light with a photon energy less than the width of t
band gap in an orthogonal scheme where the photolu
nescence-exciting light beam propagates along the cryst
graphic @110# axis, and we have observed photolumine
cence in the@001# direction. The electric vector of the emi
ting light was parallel to the@11̄0# axis. In this experimenta
geometry the induced polarization of the vacancy-do
complexes inn-GaAs at low temperatures is high,5,8 a fact
that can be exploited to determine its slight temperat
variations. The degree of induced polarizationr were mea-
sured for radiation in a band of width;50 meV around the
photoluminescence maximum induced by the investiga
complexes. The distribution ofr along the excitation spec
trum at various temperatures is shown in Fig. 2. If the te
peratures are moderately high, saturation is observed in tr
spectra for emitting light having low photon energi
(\vex), but thenr decreases as\vex is increased~Fig. 2!.
As in the case ofVGaTeAs complexes,10 the polarizationr at
saturationrs can be assumed to correspond to the situa
where free holes vulnerable to capture by the complexes
not generated by the emitting light. The temperature dep
dence ofrs in the high-temperature range is shown in Fig.
The sharp drop ofrs in the high-temperature range re
sembles the same drop observed forVGaTeAs complexes10

and is attributable to the thermal emission of holes forme
the complexes when electrons are optically excited in
conduction band and to the subsequent equiprobable re
ture of some of these holes by complexes with any orien
tion of the distortions.10 This process must be accompani
by a drastic reduction in the photoluminescence intensity
the complexes and an increase in the edge photolumi
cence intensity,10 as has indeed been observed for the inv
-
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tigated samples in the corresponding temperature ra
Since the ratio of the intensities of edge photoluminesce
to photoluminescence of the complexes are the same in o
of magnitude forVGaSnGa,VGaSiGa, andVGaTeAs in samples
having the same electron density during the excitation
photoluminescence by interband optical transitions, we
assume that the lifetimes of the emitting state of the co
plexes are similar. Accordingly, as in the case ofVGaTeAs

complexes,10 the fact that a sharp drop in the degree of
duced polarization of the photoluminescence of theVGaSnGa

andVGaSiGa complexes occurs only in the region of therm
emission of holes for complexes in the valence band~activa-
tion energy;0.18 eV) implies that the barriers between d
ferent configurations of the emitting state ofVGaSnGa and
VGaSiGa are not lower than;0.2 eV.

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence excitation spectra ofVGaSnGa ~a! and VGaSiGa

~b! complexes. Temperature:~1! 78 K; ~2! 120 K; ~3! 160 K; ~4! 200 K; ~5!
240 K.
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In addition to the sharp drop inrs at high temperatures
a slight decrease inrs asT increases is also observed for th
VGaSnGa and VGaSiGa complexes at medium temperatur
~77–120 K!; this behavior is nonexistent forVGaTeAs com-
plexes~Fig. 3!. As mentioned in the introduction, the diffe
ence can be attributed to the existence in theVGaSnGa and

FIG. 2. Distribution of the induced polarization ofVGaSnGa ~a! andVGaSiGa

~b! complexes along the excitation spectrum. Temperature:~1! 78 K; ~2!
120 K; ~3 ! 160 K; ~4 ! 200 K.
VGaSiGa complexes of excited configurations of the abso
ing state whose energies do not differ too much from
energy of the basic configuration.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
THE DEGREE OF POLARIZATION IN THE
TEMPERATURE RANGE UP TO 120 K

To describe the role of excited configurations in the te
perature dependence of the induced photoluminescence
larization of the complexes, we consider a model in wh
the VGaSnGa or VGaSiGa complex has one ground configura
tion, whose symmetry is monoclinic.8 In this case each com
plex contains two equivalent excited configurations of t
clinic symmetry,3,8 in which the directions of the optica
dipoles are symmetric about a~110! plane containing, in
their initial positions, the Ga sublattice sites occupied byVGa

and a donor.8 This model is thought to be more natural tha
a previously discussed~see, e.g., Refs. 5 and 6! model in
which two triclinic configurations have ground status, and
monoclinic configuration is excited. Since a comple
localized hole is closer to the donor in triclinic configuratio
than in the ground configuration, the influence of the don
on vacancy-like hole orbitals will be stronger. This fa
causes the direction of the optical dipole of the complex
deviate much farther from the@111# axis, which corresponds
to the dipole direction of the isolated vacancy subjected
the Jahn–Teller effect, than the same sort of deviation in
ground configuration. As a result, the degree of radiat
polarization of the set of complexes present in excited c
figurations (r2) is smaller than the degree of radiation pola
ization of the set of complexes in the ground configurat
(r1). Because of the relatively low energy of the excit
configurations and the large width of the excitation and p
toluminescence bands, the complexes situated in these
figurations transfer to the emitting state with the absorpt
of photons of the same energy as complexes situated in
ground configuration, and the recorded part of the photo
minescence band contains radiation from defects situate
l

:

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofrs

for VGaSiGa ~1!, VGaSnGa ~2!, and
VGaTeAs ~3! complexes, experimenta
~points! and calculated from Eq.~1! for
the following values of the parameters
~1! r1529%, r250, DW0516 meV, g
50.2; ~2! r1526%, r250, DW0

510 meV, g50.2; ~3! r1528%, r2

528%, DW050 meV, g51.
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both configurations. Under these conditions the increas
the populations of the excited configurations of the absorb
state with no change in the configuration after excitat
should lower the degree of polarization of the total radiat
rs measured in the experiments.

Assuming that a Boltzmann distribution of defects in t
absorbing state among the various configurations is m
tained under the experimental conditions, we readily in
that the degree of polarization of the observed radiation
related to the defect parameters by the equation

rs5
r112r2g exp~2DW0 /kT!

112g exp~2DW0 /kT!
, ~1!

where DW0 is the difference between the energies of t
excited configurations and the ground configuration of
absorbing state,g is the ratio of the photoluminescence i
tensities of the sets of defects situated in the excited
ground configurations, subject to the condition of equal
fect densities, andk is the Boltzmann constant. The deviatio
of g from unity is caused not only by difference in the wa
functions of the carrier localized in different configuration
but also by a difference in the excitation and emission sp
tra of the defects in these configurations. The quantityr1

represents the degree of radiation polarization at liqu
helium temperatures, when the excited configurations are
populated, and has been determined previously.8 For the ex-
perimental geometry and emitting light polarization used
the present study we then letr150.26 for VGaSnGa and r1

50.29 forVGaSiGa. Calculations for defects of triclinic sym
metry in the single-dipole approximation~expressions for the
degree of polarization in this case are given in Ref. 8! show
that r1 cannot be less than zero in our experimental geo
etry.

The difference between the excited and ground confi
rationsDW0 in Eq. ~1! can also be estimated from indepe
dent measurements. It has been shown earlier6 that the pho-
toluminescence polarization ratior for VGaSnGa complexes in
the presence of uniaxial compression along the@111# axis
with excitation by light from the intrinsic absorption band
a temperature of 2 K and pressureP.6 kbar corresponds to
‘‘saturation’’ of the functionr (P) after the jump ofr at P
5Pcr'4.5 kbar. Consequently, for the group of complex
in which excited~at P50) triclinic configurations of the
absorbing state were found to have the lowest energy u
the influence of uniaxial compression, only these configu
tions occur forP>6 kbar ~the Boltzmann filling of other
configurations atT52 K is negligible!. On the other hand, a
T577 K andP510 kbarr (P) attains almost the same valu
as atT52 K ~see Fig. 4b in Ref. 6!. This means that atT
577 K andP510 kbar the population of the other config
rations in the above-indicated group of centers is small. C
sequently, allowing for the error of experimental determin
tion of r, which does not exceed65%, the difference
DW(P510 kbar) between the energies of the triclinic a
monoclinic configurations forP510 kbar is negative, and it
absolute value is within~2–3! kT (T577 K). On the other
hand, forP5Pcr'4.5 kbar we haveDW(P5Pcr)50 ~Refs.
3 and 6!, from which, assuming thatDW varies linearly with
the pressure, it follows that
in
g

n
n

n-
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DW052
DW~P!

P2Pcr
Pcr . ~2!

SubstitutingPcr54.5 kbar andDW(P510 kbar) into Eq.~2!,
for the VGaSnGa complexes, we obtain

1.6kT&DW0&2.5kT ~T577 K!. ~3!

Since the Jahn-Teller effect, and not the influence of don
plays the dominant role in the formation of vacancy-li
states of the complex,5,8 and since theVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa

complexes do not differ in the position of the donor, it
reasonable to assume that the rates of change of the ene
of different configurations as the pressure is varied cha
only slightly with a change in the chemical nature of t
donor. For theVGaSiGa complexes (Pcr'6 kbar forPi@111#;
Ref. 5! we then have

2kT&DW0&3.3kT ~T577 K!. ~4!

Making use of the above estimates, we approximate the
perimentalrs(T) curves in the temperature range 77–125
by Eq. ~1!. We find that the best match between the calcu
tions and experiment is actually achieved whenDW0 falls
within the limits indicated in expressions~3! and~4! ~Fig. 3!.
In the case ofVGaSnGa the consistency of the calculation
with the measured dependence within the experimental e
limits for DW0510 meV is obtained forr250222% asg is
varied from 0.2 to 4, respectively. ForDW0516 meV we
haver250222% andg50.427. In the case ofVGaSiGa:
for DW0516 meV we haver250226% andg50.226;
for DW0526 meV we haver250226% andg50.5213.
For intermediate values ofDW0 the ratiog has intermediate
values as well.

These estimates seem reasonable and lead to the co
sion that the given model ofVGaSnGa and VGaSiGa com-
plexes, which postulates the existence of excited configu
tions, is capable of explaining the experimentally observ
features of the temperature dependence of the induced p
ization of the photoluminescence of the complexes.

This work has received partial support from the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 98-02-18327!.
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Photoconductivity spectra of CdHgTe crystals with photoactive inclusions
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This paper analyzes how both wide- and narrow-band-gap inclusions in CdHgTe host material
affect the generation-recombination behavior of the latter. It is found that the shape of
the photoconductivity~PC! spectral characteristic is sensitive to the type of inclusion present in
the host: wide-band-gap inclusions lead to additional maxima in the spectral region near
the fundamental absorption edge, while narrow-band-gap inclusions wash out the edge at long
wavelengths. It is found that the shape of the PC spectra of these nonuniform crystals
depends on the magnitude and polarity of the applied bias voltage. A photovoltage which alternates
in sign as a function of wavelength and which is similar to the photosensitivity spectra of
opposing barriers in graded-gap layers, is observed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01101-1#
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INTRODUCTION

The optimum functional parameters of a semiconduc
photoelectric material are generally limited by the degree
structural perfection of the material.1–3 This is particularly
true of narrow-gap semiconducting solid solutions such
CdHgTe, which is characterized by a well-developed sys
of intrinsic point and extended defects. In Refs. 4–6 it w
shown that photosensitivity in these materials is limited
composition fluctuations, inclusions of a second phase
particular, Te and low-angle Q boundaries. The authors
Ref. 7 established that the mechanism for degradation
CdHgTe is related to decomposition of the solid soluti
mediated by mass transport and gettering of the mobile c
ponent Hg in the strain fields of lattice macrodefects. Ho
ever, the photoelectric properties of crystals with spatial n
uniformities have not yet been analyzed in detail. In t
paper, experimental data on the photoelectric characteri
of CdHgTe crystals with photoactive inclusions are cor
lated with x-ray data indicating the type of spatial nonunifo
mity. Here ‘‘photoactive’’ inclusions are defined as incl
sions whose photoconductivity parameters~generation,
recombination, or nonequilirium charge carrier transpo!
differ from those of the host.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Because microfluctuations in composition and shallo
impurity doping levels lead to the appearance of ‘‘tails’’
the density of states, they affect the photoconductivity sp
trum of a semiconductor primarily by washing-out the lon
wavelength edge of the latter. Hence, the effect of micr
luctuations on the photosensitivity can be taken into acco
by introducing an absorption coefficienta associated with
transitions between tails of the density of states that is qu
uniform throughout the volume, and consequently a pho
generation rateG which depends exponentially onhn ~in
accordance with the Urbach rule; see Ref. 8!. In this case the
lifetimes of nonequilibrium charge carrierst and their mo-
bilities m can also be modeled as spatially averaged, sp
411063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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trally independent quantities, and the influence of diffusi
and diffusion-drift microcurrents of nonequilibrium charg
carriers can be disregarded.

The electron-probe x-ray spectral microanalysis~Cam-
ebax! data shown in Fig. 1 indicate that CdHgTe solid so
tions contain inclusions with compositions that differ fro
the host by higher or lower Hg content~Figs. 1a and 1c! and
hence have smaller or larger band gap widthsEg , respec-
tively. They also can contain inclusions of a second pha
for example, Te~Fig. 1b!.

In order to analyze the spectral distribution of the ph
tosensitivity of these crystals, we must consider generat
recombination parameters for the host and inclusions se
rately, taking into account the diffusion- drift exchange
nonequilibrium charge carriers between them. We must a
include the properties of the transition layer~at the host-

FIG. 1. Distribution of components in nonuniform CdHgTe crystals—C
Hg, Te: a! with Cd-rich inclusions, b! with Te inclusions, c! with Hg-rich
inclusions.JCd

o marks the level of zero Cd content.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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inclusion boundary!, which generally is characterized by a
increased density of dislocations~due to lattice paramete
mismatch, difference in thermal expansion coefficients, e!,
variations in the concentration of point defects, and resid
elastic compressive or tensile strains. These latter pertu
tions can give rise to a complicated energy band profile
whose ‘‘trenches’’ nonequilibrium charge carriers can u
dergo strong recombination or heating. The authors of R
4 and 7 demonstrated that when Te inclusions and mech
cal damage are present, these regions become so enr
with Hg that the material around them becomes semime
lic, with an increased recombination rate and low photos
sitivity. It is natural to assume that these structures will ha
altered transport parameters for nonequilibrium charge ca
ers, which determine the carrier mobility in them.

The influence of these regions is even more evid
when we take into account their long-range interaction, i
the distances over which they perturb the distribution of n
equilibrium charge carriers (Leff). The difference in the pa
rameters for generation, transport, and recombination of n
equilibrium charge carriers in these regions accounts for
appearance of diffusion fluxes, which are usually accom
nied by a superimposed drift in the~quasi! electric fields
arising from graded-gap~var Eg) or concentration-induced
~var n0) potentials. The spatial distribution of the concent
tion of nonequilibrium charge carriersDn(r ) becomes com-
plicated and depends on the form of the vector field made
of the electric~quasi-electric! fields. While for large inclu-
sions the magnitude ofLeff is determined by the diffusion
and drift parameters, for small inclusions the geometric s
of the latter~see Ref. 9! ~more precisely its shape! enters into
the problem and must be studied individually for each s
cific shape.

In the approximation that the nonequilibrium charge c
rier distribution arises primarily from diffusion and that n
energy barriers exist between host and inclusion, Grigor
et al.6 obtained the following solution to the continuity equ
tion for the distributionDnv(r ):

Dnv~r !5GvtvH 12
r c

r
expS 2

r 2r c

Lv
D

3
~12Git i /Gvtv!@r c /Li2tanh~r c /Li !#

r c /Li1tanh~r c /Li !@Dv~11r c /Lv!/Di21#J ,

~1!

wherer is the radius vector,r c is the radius of the inclusion
D is the diffusion coefficient, andLv,i5(Dv,i•tv,i)

1/2 ~the
labelsv andi refer to the host volume and inclusion, respe
tively!. The parametersGv,itv,i determine the nonequilib
rium charge carrier concentration.

Figure 2 shows curves for the spatial distribution of no
equilibrium charge carriers in a system consisting of
spherical inclusion in a host, calculated using Eq.~1! and
various ratiosGit i /Gvtv for ann-type CdHgTe crystal with
x50.2 ~here n0v'331014cm23, tv'631026 s,
Ln'50mm, t i'631027 s, Li'15mm, andDi'Dn).

Decreasing the ratio untilGit i /Gvtv,1 ~which makes
the inclusion a getter! increases the effective volume ov
al
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which the inclusion absorbs nonequilibrium charge carri
from the host. Increasing the ratio untilGit i /Gvtv.1
~which makes the inclusion an injector! increases the effec
tive host volume into which nonequilibrium charge carrie
are injected from the inclusion. Note that whenr c.Li , we
must take into account diffusion and recombination of no
equilibrium charge carriers within the inclusion, and wh
r c@Li , all of the nonequilibrium charge carriers generat
in the inclusion are injected into the host. Note also the s
sitivity of Dn(r ) to the ratio of parametersDi /Dv ~particu-
larly when the conductivity type of the inclusion is oppos
that of the host; in that caseDi andDv can differ by as much
as one to two orders of magnitude!. In real situations we
must take into account that the distributionDn(r ) enters
self-consistently into the generation of barriers to recom
nation of nonequilibrium charge carriers between the h
and the inclusion.

In the analysis that follows, we will not take into accou
the fact that the recombination and transport parameters
fer from those of the host in regions immediately adjacen
the inclusions. We will also assume that the inclusions
defined by abrupt boundaries and isolated from one ano
by the host. When this is not true, the inclusions may form
continuous cluster with a photoconductivity channel in p
allel with the host.

Let us first consider material with wide-gap inclusion
i.e., for which Egi.Egv ~Figs. 1a and 1b!. When such a
material is illuminated by photons with energieshn>Egi ,
nonequilibrium charge carriers are generated only in inc
sions located a distancel from the surface, wherel does not
exceed the penetration depth of the light in the correspond
spectral range, i.e.,l ,1/a. It is obvious that in the region
wherea is saturated for both the host and inclusion comp

FIG. 2. Relative spatial distributions of nonequilibrium charge carriers
the neighborhood of an inclusion, calculated from Eq.~1! for the following
values of the parameterGit i /Gvtv : 1 — 30, 2 — 10, 3 — 3, 4 — 1, 5 —
0.3, 6 — 0.1.
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sitions ('1024 cm21; see Ref. 10! we haveGi'Gv . When
the nonequilibrium charge carrier concentration in the inc
sions exceeds that of the host (Git i.Gvtv , which is pos-
sible only for t i.tv), the regions adjacent to the inclusio
will be enriched with nonequilibrium charge carriers due
their injection from the inclusions~Fig. 2, curves1–3! ~when
a continuous cluster forms, the inclusions themselves
contribute to the photoconductivity!. Subsequent recombina
tion of nonequilibrium charge carriers can take place both
the skin layer, with a lifetimets determined by recombina
tion at the surface which defines the inclusion shape,
within the bulk of the host with the bulk lifetimetn , which
generally exceedsts .11,12When the crystal is illuminated by
photons with energiesEgv,hn,Egi , the inclusions pas-
sively transmit this light into the depth of the crystal~the
transparency channel!, where nonequilibrium charge carrie
are generated and recombine in host layers adjacent to
inclusions over distances'1/a, as in the previous case, wit
lifetime tv . This can happen when the sizes of the wide-g
inclusions, and consequently the distances from the sur
to points where the nonequilibrium charge carriers are g
erated, exceed a distancel s5(Dvts)

1/2, which, based on the
estimates of Ref. 12, can be as large as 15–20mm for sur-
face recombination velocitiess'103 cm/s.

Grigor’ev et al.6 noted that a host illuminated throug
transparent wide-gap inclusions by photons with energ
hn.2Eg can have its quantum yieldb increased via colli-
sional generation. In CdHgTe withEg'0.1 eV this effect
begins to appear forhn>0.5 eV.13

The phenomena listed above can make the crystal p
tosensitive in the spectral rangehn.Egv and cause the pho
toconductivity spectral characteristic to become nonmo
tonic, with additional maxima athn'Egi . Note that this can
happen only when recombination forces the surface of
host- inclusion boundary to be neutral. When the surf
recombination velocity at the inclusion boundary is hi
(si@1), the inclusions play the role of sinks for nonequili
rium charge carriers both on the inclusion side and on
host side, and the photosensitivity decreases over the e
spectral range.4

For hn<Egv , the photoconductivity should develop a
exponential edge derived from the Urbach absorption e
as long as there are no narrow-gap inclusions.

Figure 3 shows photoconductivity spectra at vario
temperatures for a crystal containing wide-gap CdHgTe
Te inclusions in the surface region~Figs. 1a and 1b for a
probe depth of 2–3mm!. The maxima in the vicinity of the
fundamental absorption edge are associated with photoa
ity of these inclusions. The maxima in the rangel53
24 mm correspond toEg for Te ~or CdHgTe withx50.4).
Also noteworthy are the maxima in the rangel50.8
21mm, which are quite commonly seen in these cryst
and correspond to compositions withEg close to CdTe. With
increasingT and the conversion of the material conductiv
to intrinsic, the carrier lifetimes in the host and inclusio
approach one another, which changes the photoconduct
spectral profile. The spectral sensitivity of these maxima
changes inT differs from that of the long-wavelength max
mum, which is explained by the different coefficien
-
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dEg /dT for the host and inclusion compositions.14

It is obvious that wide-gap inclusions in the bulk of th
host at distances from the surface exceeding the absorp
depth for photons withhn.Egi are not photoactive and d
not introduce additional maxima into the photoconductiv
spectrum. However, these inclusions can strongly supp
the experimentally determined values ofmh ~due to the al-
tered conditions for current transport through the crystal!. It
is important to take into account the decreased working v
ume of photoactive host when theoretically calculating qu
tum yields and photosensitivities of device structures.

When the parameters of the wide-gap inclusions are s
that Git i,Gvtv , nonequilibrium carriers generated in th
inclusions will recombine within them~without injection into
the host! without making the sample photosensitive. On t
other hand, diffusion- driven drainage and recombination
nonequilibrium charge carriers in the inclusions~i.e., getter-
ing of these carriers from the adjacent host regions! will also
be hindered by the presence of a potential barrierDE'uEgi

2Egvu, which, as previously, leads to exclusion of carrie
from the photoactive volume of the host~for recombination-
neutral surfaces!.

We now discuss material with Hg-rich, narrow-gap i
clusions, i.e.,Egi,Egv ~see Fig. 1c!. @Note that regions ad-
jacent to Te inclusions are also Hg- rich~Fig. 1b!.# Assume
that Git i.Gvtv . When such crystals are illuminated b
photons withhn.Egv , photogeneration can take place in
surface layer one optical absorption depth thick, in both
host material and in the narrow-gap inclusions located in
layer. Sincea i'avs in the layer10 andGi5Gvs ~where the
label s indicates the surface layer of the sample!, t i will be
larger thantvs . In practice this case can occur in strong
compensated material~and also in crystals withx.0.23, for
which the nonequilibrium charge carrier lifetime is dete

FIG. 3. Photosensitivity spectral distributionUc for a sample with wide-gap
inclusions and Te inclusions.T, K: 1 — 85, 2 — 145,3 — 300.
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mined by the Shockley–Read mechanism in the host and
Auger processes in the narrow-gap inclusions11,15!. When the
photoactive volume is significant, these inclusions can m
the crystal photosensitive. The photosensitivity of the sam
in this spectral region can also be increased when none
librium charge carriers can overcome the potential bar
DE'Ev2Ei and be injected into the host~when inclusions
extend deep into the crystal, nonequilibrium charge carr
can be injected into the crystal bulk, thereby sensitizing
host!. Low- temperature activation of photoconductivity ma
be related to this effect.

When the crystal is illuminated by photons in the spe
tral range Egi,hn,Egv , photogeneration of nonequilib
rium charge carriers in the sample takes place prima
within the inclusions (Gi@Gv), and the conditionGit i

.Gvtv can be satisfied even fort i,tv , which is normally
the case for narrow-gap inclusions, leading to increased p
tosensitivity in this spectral range. Evidence for this
washing-out of the long-wavelength edge or the appeara
of additional long-wavelength bands in the photoconduc
ity spectral distribution curves. When inclusions are pres
both with xi.xv and xi,xv ~Figs. 1a–1c!, which is nor-
mally observed in practice, the photoconductivity spec
characteristics will contain all the features discussed abo
Figure 4 shows photoconductivity spectra for one su
sample.

The shape of the photosensitivity spectral characteri
of nonuniform crystals, and of its long-wavelength edge,
ten depend on the magnitude and polarity of an applied
Ub ~Fig. 4, curves1 and2!. In a nonuniform material with a
potential profile this effect can be due to generation of n
equilibrium charge-carrier pairs by photons withhn,Eg in
the neighborhood of barriers as a result of interband tra
tions with tunneling. The stronger the internal field in t
barrier is, the farther into the infrared region the tail f
photosensitivity extends. Chaging the magnitude or pola
of Ub changes the electric field of the barrier, shifting t
low-energy edge of the photoconductivity toward higher

FIG. 4. Photosensitivity spectral distributionUc for samples with narrow-
gap and wide-gap inclusions for various bias polaritiesUb : 1 — .0, 2 —
,0, 3 — 50.
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lower energies~the Franz–Keldysh effect!.8 The observed
photovoltage~Fig. 4, curve3!, whose magnitude and polarit
depend onhn, may be related to the presence of oppos
potential barriers in graded-gap regions of the sample.16

If the parameters of the narrow-gap inclusions are s
that Git i,Gvtv ~which happens whent i!tv ; in this case
Gi can also exceedGn), the photosensitivity of the crysta
falls off over the entire spectral range. This effect is observ
in a rather large group of nonuniform crystals with equili
rium carrier concentrations in the range 331014 to 3
31015cm23, which havet<1027 s, although the theoretica
t for interband Auger recombination is>1026 s. This has
not been explained.

CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed generation-recombination activity
wide-gap and narrow-gap inclusions in a CdHgTe host a
function of the photoexcitation spectral range. We ha
found that the shape of the photoconductivity spectral ch
acteristic is sensitive to the type of inclusion present in
matrix, with additional maxima appearing in the neighbo
hood of the fundamental absorption edge for wide-gap inc
sions and washing-out of its long-wavelength edge
narrow-gap inclusions.

We have established that the shape of the photocon
tivity spectra of nonuniform crystals depends on the mag
tude and polarity of an applied bias voltage. We have
served wavelength-dependent, sign-alternating photovolt
analogous to the photosensitivity spectra of opposing barr
in graded-gap layers.
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Theory of photovoltaic effects in crystals without an inversion center
R. Ya. Rasulov, Yu. E. Salenko, A. Tukhtamatov, T. Éski, and A. É. Avliyaev
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Photon mechanisms of the shift and ballistic linear photovoltaic effects in semiconductors with a
degenerate valence band are investigated theoretically. These mechanisms are attributed
both to real-space hole shift in direct optical transitions between branches of the valence band
and to the asymmetry of electron-phonon interaction, with allowance for Fro¨lich electron-
phonon interaction. The temperature and frequency dependences of the photocurrent are
determined, and the results are compared with experimental data forp-type GaAs. The
light absorption coefficient, the current due to entrainment of electrons by photons, and the shift
linear photovoltaic~LPV! effect, all associated with direct optical transitions accompanied
by electron spin flip, are calculated for crystals without an inversion center. Allowance is made
for the contribution to the entrainment current from inclusion of the wave vector in the
energy conservation law and in the momentum conservation law and for the interaction of the
magnetic field of the light wave with the electron magnetic moment. The contribution of
‘‘isotropization’’ of the photocarrier distribution function to the shift LPV current in
semiconductors with a complex valence band is calculated. It is shown that the scattering of
photocarriers byLO-phonons in each stage of the cascade scattering process yields a current
contribution. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01201-6#
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INTRODUCTION

It has now been established that the momentum al
ment of photoexcited carriers in crystals without an invers
center under the influence of linearly polarized radiation p
duces ordered motion, i.e., a photocurrent due to asymm
of the scattering of carriers by phonons, photons, and o
imperfections of the crystal structure.1

The currents generated by the shift and ballistic lin
photovoltaic~LPV! effects in semiconductors with a dege
erate valence band as a result of the asymmetric scatterin
carriers by longitudinal optical~LO! phonons ~phonon
mechanism! have been investigated theoretically.2,3 It was
shown that the predominant mechanism of the effect
p-GaAs at a temperatureT.250 K and a hole density
p5101521019cm3 in excitation by a CO2 laser is transitions
between the heavy-hole and light-hole branches, and tha
temperature dependence of the photocurrent for the indic
mechanism is roughly described by the equation

j a5Ixudabguebeg , ~1!

x~T!5pS E*

kBTD 3/2

expS 2
E*

kBTDaphonNV1bphon~NV11!

2NV11
.

~2!

Here E* 5\vm2 /(m12m2), m1 and m2 are the effective
masses of heavy and light holes,v is the frequency,I is the
intensity, e is the polarization vector of the exciting ligh
andNV is the occupation number ofLO phonons. The coef-
ficientsaphon andbphon in Eq. ~1! depend on the paramete
of the band structure, the electron-phonon interaction c
stants, and the light frequency.
451063-7826/99/33(1)/6/$15.00
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Lyanda–Geller and Rasulov3 have calculated numeri
cally the current due to the phonon mechanism of the s
and ballistic LPV effects forp-GaAs and have compared th
theoretical values of the coefficientsaphon and bphon in Eq.
~2! with experimental results. They noted an apprecia
quantitative discrepancy between the theoretical and exp
mental temperature dependences of the photocurrent.
discrepancy can be attributed to the numerical calculati
being carried out without regard for the contribution of t
photon mechanism of the shift and ballistic LPV effects d
to the presence of terms of different parities with respec
the wave vectork in the effective hole HamiltonianH(k) for
the G8 band. Estimates of this contribution in Ref. 4, bas
on then-available data on the coefficientD8 characterizing
the value of thek-cubed term inH(k), have indicated that
the role of the photon mechanism is smaller than that of
phonon mechanism. However, other data5 show that the co-
efficientD8 is 2.7 times the value assumed in Refs. 3 and
It is important, therefore, to calculate the photon mechan
of the shift and ballistic LPV effects, which is the objectiv
of the present study. To make the problem complete, we
investigate the precession mechanism of the photovoltaic
fects ~photon entrainment due to the transfer of photon m
mentum to the system of carriers, and the shift LPV effect! in
piezoelectric crystals.

PHOTON MECHANISM OF THE SHIFT AND BALLISTIC
LINEAR PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECTS

In addition to the phonon mechanism of the shift LP
effect, there is also a photon mechanism associated with r
space hole displacement in direct optical transitions betw
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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branches of the valence band of GaAs. To calculate the
rent produced by this mechanism, we use the equation2,6

j a52
e3Iebegudabgu

2pm0
2v2\cnv

E dk ImFP21
~b!* ]

]ka
P21

~a!G
3 f 1kd~E22E12\v!. ~3!

Here nv is the refractive index of light,P21 is the matrix
element of the momentum operator

P5
m0

\
¹kĤ, ~4!

Ĥ is the hole Hamiltonian,El5\2k2/(2ml) is the energy
spectrum,ml is the effective mass of holes of thel th branch
( l 52 corresponds to the light-hole subband, andl 51 corre-
sponds to the heavy-hole subband!, anddabg is an antisym-
metric third-rank tensor;a, b, g5x, y, z.

From now on, in addition to thek-squared term

Ĥ5S A1
5

4
BD k22B~J•k!2 ~5!

we also include in the Hamiltonian thek-cubed term

Ĥ35D8J•K ~6!

and the term linear ink

Ĥ15
4

A3
k0V•k, ~7!

where

Ka5ka~ka11
2 2ka12

2 !, Va5@Ja~Ja11
2 2Ja12

2 !#.

HereJa denotes the matrices of the operator of projection
the angular momentum inG8 representation,7 and

A6B5\2/~2m1,2!.

Now, making use of Eq.~4! with allowance for~5!–~7! and
summing over all degenerate states, after several transfo
tions we obtain

j a,n
phot5e

I

\v
K~v,T!L ~n!ebegudabgu, ~8!

where

K~v,T!5
e2

c\nv
f 0~E* !A\v

2B
~9!

is the light absorption coefficient associated with direct o
tical transitions of holes between the light-hole and hea
hole branches of the semiconductor valence band,f 0(E* ) is
the equilibrium hole distribution function,L (n) is a quantity
having units of length:

L ~3!52
D8

2B S 11
21

16p
I 0D , ~10!

L ~1!52
k0

\v S 11
4

A3

m12m2

m11m2
D , ~11!
r-

f

a-

-
-

I 05E
21

11

dmE
0

2pFOy
2Oz

2(
a

Oa
2~Oa11

2 2Oa12
2 !2G1/2

,

O5k/k ~12!

and the ratioj a,n
phot/K does not depend on the temperature.

We note that not only the contributions to the shift LP
current from the product of the linear term ink and the
k-independent ork-squared term in the matrix element of th
momentum operator, but also the contributions due to
perturbed part of the wave functions and splitting of t
light-hole and heavy-hole subbands are included in the
culations. The inclusion of terms~5! and ~6! in the Hamil-
tonian Ĥ leads to splitting of the light-hole subband:

El
65

\2k2

2ml
6D8k3F(

a
Oa

2~Oa11
2 2Oa12

2 !G1/2

~13!

~the heavy-hole subband does not split in this case!, and the
inclusion of~7! in Ĥ leads to identical splitting of both sub
bands:

El
65

\2k2

2ml
6A3k0kAOx

21Oy
2. ~14!

The inclusion of splitting in the energy conservation law~in
the argument of thed-function! yields an additional contri-
bution @the emergence ofJ0 in Eq. ~4!# to the shift LPV
current in the first case and does not do so in the second c
The latter is attributable to the fact that the linear splitti
El(k) has no effect on the differenceE2

12E1
6 , which re-

mains fixed.
It is evident from relation~8! that the temperature varia

tion of the current due to the photon mechanism of the s
LPV effect is determined by the temperature dependenc
the light absorption coefficientK(T). The photon mecha-
nism of the ballistic LPV effect is attributable to the asym
metric part of the probabilityW(as) of the optical transition
of holes between the branches of the valence band. Here
probability W(as) contains odd-k terms, which are the resul
of the product of terms of different parities with respect tok
in the matrix element of the electron-photon interaction o
erator.

Given Boltzmann statistics, the ballistic LPV current
determined primarily by eight functionsFm , which are pro-
portional to the imaginary part of the product of the mat
elements of the momentum and electron-phonon interac
operators.3 In addition to thek-squared terms inH(k), we
also take into account thek-cubed terms in calculating th
current due to the photon mechanism of the ballistic LP
effect, and we restrict the problem to Fro¨lich electron-
phonon interaction.2 Making transformations similar to thos
in Ref. 8, using the anticommutator expressions given in
Appendix @see Eq.~32! ~Ref. 8!#, and integrating over the
solid angles of the wave vectors of the initial and final sta
V andv8, we obtain the equations for
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TABLE I. Numerical values of the coefficientsal and bl ~in nm! in p-GaAs for exciting light frequencies\v5117 meV and\v5130 meV at room
temperature.

Photon Types of optical transitions

energy, A B C Ballistic Shift Total

meV a b a b a b a b a b a b

Phonon mechanism
117 214.1 22.7 15.3 4.0 24.5 2.8 22.3 4.1 23.0 23.0 26.3 1.1
130 215.3 21.6 16.0 3.3 24.7 2.8 24.0 4.5 22.0 22.9 26.3 1.6

Photon mechanism
117 0.326 20.119 0.5 20.06 20.551 0.0 0.278 20.2 0.2 0.2 0.467 0.04
130 0.318 20.161 0.54 20.05 20.562 0.0 0.3 20.17 0.3 0.3 0.482 0.09

Resultant mechanism
117 213.77 22.88 15.8 3.64 25.05 2.8 23.03 3.915 22.81 22.84 25.83 1.1
130 214.98 21.77 16.59 3.35 25.53 2.8 23.7 4.33 22.72 22.72 26.42 1.69
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F̄n5^kaFn& and F̄ n85^ka8Fn&VV8 , ~15!

F̄15F0@kk821Q12~Q012Q2!/2#, F̄25F0~Q02Q2!,

F̄ n85~21!nF̄n~k↔k8!, n51, 2 ,

where

F05
32p2

5\2
BD8C2UL

2m0
2~kk8!2,

Qm5
1

2E21

11

Pm~x!~a2x!21dx, ~16!

Pm is a Legendre polynomial of orderm, a5(k2

1k82)/2kk8, and UL is the amplitude of the relative dis
placement of optical vibrations of the two sublattices,

Expressions for the current due to the photon mechan
of the ballistic LPV effect, calculated on the basis of t
functionsF̄n andF̄n8 according to Eq.~8!, are derived from
Eq. ~1! by replacingBd0 /A3 with CD8 and replacingaphon

and bphon with aphot and bphot. The extremely cumbersom
expressions foraphot andbphot are not given here.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

For our subsequent quantitative calculations we use
following values for the parameters of GaAs:LO-phonon
energy \V536 eV; m150.51m0 , m250.09m0 ; low-
frequency and high-frequency dielectric constants«0512.5
and«`510.9; uD8u53.9310223eV•cm3; r55.31 g/cm3.

We begin by estimatingL (n). For different crystals the
constantk0 lies in the interval (126)310210eV•cm ~see,
e.g., Ref. 5!. For GaAs irradiated by a CO2 laser (\v
50.12 eV) these values correspond toL1

(1)5(0.221.4)
31028 cm5(0.1521)Xexp, whereXexp50.1731027 cm at
room temperature. These estimates show that the cont
tion to the shift LPV current from the asymmetry of th
photon processes due to relativistic terms linear ink in Ĥ are
also comparable with the experimental values.

In the calculations ofaphot andbphot we have allowed for
the fact that when light is absorbed, the photons gene
carriers with an anisotropic velocity distribution, whic
m

e

u-

te

eventually begin to be scattered by phonons, by impurit
and by each other, depending on the energy, shifting in
space in each step of the cascade scattering process
yielding a corresponding contribution to the total photoc
rent ~see the Appendix!. This current differs from the curren
generated in the scattering of holes from the initial state,
only by virtue of the collision-induced reduction in the d
gree of anisotropy of the distribution, but also because of
energy dependence of the average displacement. The ‘‘
tial’’ photocurrents can have opposite signs in this case. T
coefficientsaphot and bphot for the shift and ballistic LPV
currents due to the asymmetry of hole-photon interact
with inclusion of the squared and cubic terms ink in H(k)
and for the total current are given in Table I, where t
lettersA, B, and C refer to the processesA, B, and C dis-
cussed in Ref. 4~the values of the coefficientsaphonandbphon

are taken from Ref. 3!. Clearly, the ballistic and shift contri
butions of the photon mechanism to the current are com
rable in order of magnitude, and these contributions partia
cancel each other.1!

The calculated and experimental temperature dep
dences of the photocurrent for ap-type GaAs sample with a
hole densityp57.431016cm23 are compared in Fig. 1. It is
evident from the figure that the best agreement betw
theory and experiment occurs in the vicinity of room tem
perature, and allowance for the photon contribution to
photocurrent in the temperature rangeT.200 K diminishes
the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimenta
sults by 30%. It is important to note that the above theory
photon mechanisms in the shift and ballistic LPV effects
p-GaAs does not involve any fitting parameters.

PRECESSION MECHANISM OF PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECTS
IN THE CASE OF A SIMPLE BAND

It is a well-known fact6 that spin splitting of the conduc
tion band takes place in crystals without an inversion cen
in crystals of cubic symmetry (Oh) it is proportional tok3,
and in gyrotropic crystals~symmetryD3) it is proportional to
k, wherek is the electron wave vector. Spin-orbit interactio
induces not only rippling of the conduction band, but al
direct optical transitions of electrons between spin branc
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at low temperatures and high hole densities, together w
indirect optical transitions. It will be shown below that th
possibility of such transitions leads to various optical a
photovoltaic effects.

The state of conduction electrons in crystals of symm
try Td is described by the Hamiltonian~see, e.g., Ref. 9 and
the bibliography cited there!

Ĥ5
\2k2

2mc
2d~sQ!, ~17!

and for tellurium10

Ĥ5
\2k2

2mc
2bcszkz1ac~s1k21s2k1!

1d1~s1k1
2 1s2k2

2 !1 id2k1~k2s12k1s2!,

~18!

where

s65~sx6 isy!/2, k65kx6 iky , k'
2 5k1k25kx

21ky
2 ,

k25kz
21k'

2 , Q5k3p, p i5ki 11ki 12 ,

sa (a5x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices,mc is the effective
mass of electrons at the bottom of the conduction band,

d05\3gc/2A2mc
3Eg,

Eg is the width of the band gap,2! andbc ,ac ,d1 , andd2 are
semiconductor band parameters characterizing the ripp
of the energy spectrum, which is given by the relation

Ek
65

\2k2

2mc
6DE. ~19!

Here 2DE is the spin splitting:

DE5d0k3Af

for III-V semiconductors;

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the linear photovoltaic current
p-GaAs with a hole densityp57.431016 cm23. Wavelength: ~1! l
510.6mm; ~2! l59.5mm. The points represent experimental data fro
Ref. 4, and the solid curves are calculated from the photon mechanism i
shift and ballistic linear photovoltaic effects.
th

d

-

g

DE5Abc
2kz

21ack'
2

for Te; 0< f <1/4,

f 5Oz
22Oz

41Ox
2Oy

2~129Oz
2!, O5k/k.

We note that in tellurium the distortion of the electron e
ergy spectrum in association with the last two terms in E
~2! is slight ~see, e.g., Ref. 10!.

The light absorption coefficient due to direct optic
transitions with spin flip3! is given by the equation

Kdir5
e2

2pcnv\2v
~12e2b\v!

3E d3kuepk,ku2f 0~Ek
2!d~2DE2\v!, ~20!

whereb215kBT. For tellurium4! with s-polarization (e'z)
we then have

Kdir5
e2mcac

2

4pcnv\4bbcv
ebEF~12e2b\v!

3expbS \v

2
2

\2k0
2

2mc
D , ~21!

and for n-type III-V semiconductors the absorption coef
cient is5!

Kdir5
e2I 8

cnvvd0
~12e2b\v!, ~22!

whereEF is the chemical potential,k05\v/2bc , and

I 8~v,T!5
1

4pE k dkE d dV f 0~Ek
2!d~Wk2Af !,

Wk5\v/~2d0k3!. ~23!

At low temperatures and in the presence of strong
generacy electrons with momenta differing from the Fer
momentumkF\ by an amount of the order ofd0mckF

2\ can
participate in optical transitions, including the direct kin
photon entrainment effects, and shift LPV effects involvi
spin flip, where

d5d0A2/AmEg

characterizes the intensity of spin-orbit interaction, a
m52mcmv /(mc1mv), wheremv is the effective mass o
holes at the top of the semiconductor valence band.

Calculations show that for strong degeneracy and l
temperatures, i.e., in approximations where the density
electrons is defined asn5kF

3/3p2 ~Ref. 9!, for the
z-component of the shift LPV current inn-type GaAs

Jz5e
4e2

3cnv\

d0~3p2n!

\v

I

\v
~12e2b\v!exey , ~24!

and for tellurium

j a52e
e2Ja

2pcnv\

I

\v

mcd1d2

b\3vbn

f ~v!, ~25!

where

or
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f ~v!5eEFbexpbS \v

2
2

\k0
2

2mc
D ,

Ja5@~ uexu22ueyu2!dax2~exey* 1eyex* !day#.

Entrainment effects inn-type III-V semiconductors dur-
ing direct transitions between spin branches were first inv
tigated theoretically in Ref. 9 without regard for the cont
butions to the photon entrainment current due to
influence of the magnetic field of an electromagnetic wa
on the electron magnetic moment11 and due to inclusion of
the photon wave vector~q! in the momentum conservatio
law.12 For these contributions we have the expression

J152
7p

3
d0

e3~3p2n!2/3

cnv\2

I

\v
qtFg, ~26!

which stems from the interaction described by the operat11

VH5
eA0

c\
g

\2

2m0
i s•~q3e!, ~27!

whereg is the electron Land factor,A0 is the amplitude of
the vector potential of the light wave, and

J252
2pe

mc
KdirtF

^q~k•¹kF !d~WF2Af !&

^Fd~WF2Af !&
. ~28!

The latter contribution arises when the photon momentum
taken into account in the momentum conservation la
where the angle bracketŝ•••& signify angular averaging
Here WF5\v/(2d0kF

3) is the reduced frequency, equal
the ratio of the photon energy to twice the maximum sp
orbit splitting energy in semiconductors of symmetryTd

~Ref. 9!, and

F5k24~k22kz
2!$124WF

22k26@~kx
22ky

2!222kx
2ky

2#kz
2%.

~29!

The ratio of the shift LPV and photon entrainment cu
rents inn-GaAs is equal to 4A7 (3p2n)1/3/(3qvtF), where
tF5t(E5EF). Here the photon energy is assumed to
approximately equal to the maximum spin-orbit splittin
The entrainment electron current density in Te can be wri
in the form

J52
32

3
e

e2

cnv\

I

\v

ac
3~3p2n!2/3

\3v2

3qtFS 12bEF1
] lntF

] lnEF
1

g

24D . ~30!

We note that the inclusion of the photon wave vector
the momentum conservation law provides zero contribut
to the photon entrainment current in Te. The possibilities
discriminating the currents due to the precession mechan
of the photon entrainment and shift LPV effects occurring
both direct and indirect optical transitions are identical,
that for the shift LPV effect this problem must be treat
exactly as in Ref. 9, where it is discussed for photon entra
ment in semiconductors of symmetryTd .
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APPENDIX

We consider a semiconductor with a complex band.
a charge carrier be situated in thel th subband of themth
level with energyElk , and let the type of collision processe
be characterized by the quantityml5Elk /\V, where\V is
theLO-phonon energy. The integral part ofml is the number
of LO-phonons emitted by the carrier. Forml.1 the aniso-
tropic part of the distribution function decreases as a resu
scattering processes involvingLO-phonons~and forml,1 it
decreases on account of the scattering of carriers by aco
phonons, impurities, etc., whose contribution we disrega!.
To calculate the distribution function, we expand it in Le
endre polynomialsPm(x), x5k–k8/kk8:

f lk
~m!5 (

n50

2

bnl
~m!Pn~x!, ~A.1!

whereb0l
(m) is a coefficient characterizing the density of ca

riers in thel th subband at themth level, andb1l
(m) and b2l

(m)

are coefficients characterizing the diagonal and off-diago
~with respect to the band orders! contributions to the LPV
current. Now the variation of the anisotropic part of the d
tribution function in transition from the state (m8, l 8, k8) to
the state (m, l , k) by virtue of the emission (m85m11) and
absorption (m85m21) of an LO-phonon is given by the
relation

bnl8
~m8!

b0l
~m!

5

E
21

11

Pn~x!Gl 8 l~x!~zl 8 l2x!21dx

E
21

11

Gl 8 l~x!~zl 8 l2x!21dx

. ~A.2!

Here13

Gl 8 l~x!5
1

2
@P01~21! l 1 l 8P2#, zl 8 l5

kl
21kl 8

2

2klkl 8

,

kl5~2ml* Elm\22!1/2, kl 85kl~ l→ l 8!, ~A.3!

Elm5Elk1m\V, El 8m8 are determined from the energ
conservation law,El 8m85Elm6\V, where the plus sign cor
responds to absorption, and the minus sign to emission, o
LO-phonon;m, m850, 1, 2, . . . . Substituting Eq.~33! into
~32!, we then have

bnl8
~m8!

bml
~m!

5
Gl 8 l

~n!
~zl 8 l !

Gl 8 l
~0!

~zl 8 l !
, ~A.4!

where

Gl 8 l
~0!

5
1

2
@Q0

~0!1~21! l 1 l 8~3Q2
~2!2Q0

~2!!/2#,

Gl 8 l
~1!

5
1

2
@Q1

~0!1~21! l 1 l 8~3Q3
~2!12Q1

~2!!/5#, ~A.5!

Gl 8 l
~2!

5
1

2
@Q3

~0!1~21! l 1 l 8~36Q4
~2!155Q2

~2!114Q0
~2!!/105#,

Qn
~n8!5Qn

~n8!~zl 8 l !5E Pn~x!Pn8~x!~zl 8 l2x!21dx.
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Assuming thatl 5 l 8, for n52 we at once obtain from Eq
~34! the expression derived in Ref. 14 to describe the
crease in the anisotropic part of the photoelectron distri
tion function in the conduction band. For a simple parabo
band we obtain the following expression from Eq.~34!:

b1l
~m8!

b1l
~m!

5
m1m8

2Amm8
2 ln21UAm81Am

Am82Am
U , ~A.6!

wherem andm8 are the carrier energies before and after
emission or absorption of anLO-phonon in units of\V.

We note that for large values ofm ~and m8) the ratios
b11 /b0 andb21 /b0 differ very little from one another. Fo
example, ifEm510\V, these ratios assume values of t
order of 0.7 for gallium arsenide, implying that the anis
tropic part of the distribution function in the first stage of t
cascade scattering process decreases by a factor of 1.4

1!The ratio obtained for the total current isuatotu/ubtotu.5, in agreement with
the experimental data, according to whichuatotu@ubtotu, whereas for the
photon mechanism we haveuatotu/ubtotu.10.

2!The value ofugcu determined from the spin relaxation time of electrons
gallium arsenide, according to Ref. 5, is equal to 0.022.

3!The photon entrainment effect and the linear photovoltaic effect have b
investigated earlier without regard for spin flip.8

4!The spin-orbit splitting of the conduction band in Te is much greater t
in III-V semiconductors. Consequently, a number of polarization opt
and photovoltaic effects9 can be detected by simpler methods.

5!An expression forI 8(v, T) has been derived previously3 for the case of
strong degeneracy.
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Ultrashallow p 12n junctions in Si „111…: electron-beam diagnostics of the surface
region
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Ultrashallowp12n junctions fabricated in Si~111! are investigated by low- and intermediate-
energy electron-beam probing of the surface region in order to determine how the
crystallographic orientation of the silicon films affects the mechanisms for nonequilibrium
diffusion of boron. A comparative study is made ofp12n junctions made on both~111! and~100!
silicon with regard to how the irradiation-induced conductivity depends on the energy of the
primary electron beam, and also its distribution with area. Using this method, it is possible to
determine how the probability of an electron-hole pair being separated by the electric field
of the Si~111! and Si~100! p12n junctions varies with depth into the crystal, which experiments
show is different, depending on whether diffusive motion of impurities is dominated by the
kick-out or dissociative-vacancy mechanisms. It was found that for boron in silicon the kick-out
type of diffusion mechanism is strongly enhanced in the@111# crystallographic direction,
whereas diffusion in the@100# direction is primarily driven by vacancy mechanisms. It is shown
that collection of nonequilibrium carriers in thep12n junction field is strongly enhanced
when the diffusion profile consists of certain combinations of longitudinal and transverse quantum
wells. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01301-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

When single-crystal silicon acts as a getter of oxygen
a silicon-SiO2 boundary, excess fluxes of vacancies or intr
sic interstitial atoms are generated at the boundary interf
As these defects migrate into the silicon, they drag impu
atoms along with them. Study of the distinctive features
the annealing and generation of these defects as they mi
could lead to practical use of this effect to obtain ultrash
low diffusion profiles of boron and phosphorus with a sha
boundary.1,2 The depth and properties of ultrashallo
diffusion- inducedp12n junctions depends on the thickne
of the predeposited oxide, the diffusion temperature, and
crystallographic orientation of the silicon single crysta
These parameters determine the intensity of the excha
interaction between doping impurities and intrinsic inters
tial atoms and nonequilibrium vacancies, which stimul
impurity diffusion via either the kick-out or vacancy mech
nisms, respectively.1–4 In this paper we describe the resu
of our studies of how crystallographic anisotropy of the
diffusion mechanisms influences the transport propertie
nonequilibrium carriers in ultrashallowp12n junctions
made in Si~100! and Si~111!. Our experimental method i
based on probing the surface region with low- and hig
energy electrons,5,6 which allows us to determine how th
511063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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probability of separation of electron-hole pairs by the field
the p12n junction varies with depth into the Si crystal.

2. OBTAINING ULTRASHALLOW p 12n JUNCTIONS IN
SILICON

Ultrashallow p12n-junctions were made by diffusion
of boron inton-type silicon single crystal films with a thick
ness of 350mm and various resistivities: for Si~100!, r
>1.0 and 20V•cm, and for Si~111!, r>5 and 90V•cm.
The first step in fabicating thep12n junctions was to oxi-
dize both sides of the film in dry oxygen at 1150 °C, aft
which circular windows 3 mm in diameter were opened
the oxide layer on the working side of the film by photo
thography. These windows were then exposed to gas-p
boron, which was allowed to diffuse into the Si for a sho
time ~4 min!. In the course of these studies, we varied t
diffusion temperature~800, 900, and 1100 °C! while holding
the thickness of predeposited surface oxide constant. T
procedure allowed us to simulate conditions for the kick-o
and vacancy impurity diffusion mechanisms.1,4 Making the
thickness of predeposited oxide on both sides of the fi
greater thand0>0.44 mm provided additional injection of
vacancies at all the diffusion temperatures used.3 The high
concentrations of intrinsic interstitial atoms and vacanc
responsible for dragging and braking the doping impur
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Boron concentration profileNB ~a! and collection function~b! in silicon p12n structures obtained atTdif51100 °C. Film crystallographic orienta
tions: 1, 2 — ~111!; 3, 4 — ~100!; original doping level of phosphorus substrateN~P!, cm23: 1 — 931014, 2 — 531013, 3 — 531015, 4 — 531014. ~c!
sample raster image of the distribution of irradiation conductivity over the surface of the structure for excited electron energyEp51800 eV andN(P)55
31013 cm23.
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atoms were provided by adding dry oxygen and chlor
compounds to the boron-containing gas phase during the
fusion process. During the final stage of the fabrication p
cess, ohmic contacts were made along the perimeter o
windows and from the back side of the films. The spa
distribution of boron concentration in these ultrashallow d
fusion profiles was determined by secondary-ion mass s
trometry ~SIMS!.1,2,7

3. ELECTRON-BEAM DIAGNOSTICS OF SURFACE LAYERS
OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL SILICON

The small diffusion depth of thep1 profile ~5–30 nm! in
these ultrashallowp12n junctions favors the use of irradia
tion conductivity created by a focused electron beam to st
them.5,6 Varying the energy of the electron beam (Ep) in the
range from 0.1 to 3.0 keV smoothly varies the probing de
from 2 to 250 nm.5 Moreover, by scanning the electron bea
along the area of the structure under study we can estim
the degree of uniformity of the doping impurity distributio
within the diffusion window.6 The experimental dependenc
of the irradiation conductivity on beam energyg(Ep) can be
processed using regularizing algorithms from the theory
ill-posed problems, making it possible to recover the u
known collection functionf (x) for nonequilibrium carriers
that enters into the integral equation

g~Ep!5E
0

` g~Ep ,x!

D«
f ~x! dx, ~1!

where g(Ep ,x) is the one-dimensional distribution of sp
cific energy loss by primary electrons with respect to de
into the silicon,D« is the average energy expended in ge
erating a single electron-hole pair, andf (x) is the collection
function of the p12n junction,5,8 which determines the
number of electron-hole pairs excited at a depthx that are
capable of contributing to the induced current. For irradiat
by electrons with energies in the range 0.1 to 3.0 keV,
function f (x) can be studied directly within the limits of th
space-charge region of thep12n junction. The behavior of
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f (x) in this region is related to the probability of separati
of electron-hole pairs by thep12n junction field, and is
determined primarily by the nonequilibrium carrier lifetim
and electric-field distribution.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF ULTRASHALLOW p 12n
JUNCTIONS ARISING FROM CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
ANISOTROPY OF THE MECHANISMS FOR
NONEQUILIBRIUM IMPURITY DIFFUSION

Figures 1–3 show the results of our studies of ultrash
low p12n junctions formed at various diffusion temper
tures on the surface of single- crystal Si films with~100! and
~111! orientation andn- type conductivity. At temperature
of 1100 and 800 °C, boron penetrates into the single-cry
silicon under conditions dominated by kick-out and vacan
mechanisms for impurity diffusion~Figs. 1a and 2a!.1,2 In
both cases the diffusion process is accelerated by an int
exchange interaction between impurity atoms and defec
intrinsic interstitial atoms in the first case and vacancies
the second.1,2 The velocity of the diffusion leading edge i
found to be a minimum atT5900 °C due to the approxi
mately equal contributions of various diffusion mechanism
which lead to complete elimination of intrinsic interstitia
atoms and vacancies near the working surface of the sili
film ~Fig. 3a!. Diffusion profiles obtained under condition
of short-time nonequilibrium diffusion differ in shape from
the classical profiles. The boron profile is ultrashallow, bo
when impurity diffusion is suppressed~Fig. 3a! and when it
is accelerated~Figs. 1a and 2a!, which is further evidence of
the important role played by dragging of doping impuriti
by vacancies and intrinsic interstitial silicon atoms in imp
rity diffusion.

By diffusing boron into single-crystal silicon atT
51100 °C, i.e., under conditions where the dominant mec
nism is the kick-out type, we ensure that the diffusion profi
lies deeper in the crystal. However, the concentration of d
ing impurities on lattice sites~Fig. 1a! is lower than it is
when the diffusion takes place at 800 °C, i.e., when vacan
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FIG. 2. Boron concentration profileNB ~a! and collection function~b! in silicon p12n structures obtained atTdiff5800 °C. Film crystallographic orientations
1, 2 — ~111!; 3, 4 — ~100!; original doping level of phosphorus substrateN~P!, cm23: 1 — 931014, 2 — 531013, 3 — 531015, 4 — 331014. ~c! sample
raster image of the distribution of irradiation conductivity over the surface of the structure for excited electron energyEp51800 eV andN(P)5931014 cm23.
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related diffusion mechanisms operate~Fig. 2a!.
A clear indicator9,10 of how the kick-out type of diffu-

sion mechanism is enhanced as the crystallographic orie
tion for the sample changes from~100! to ~111! is the cor-
responding increase in the depth of the diffusion profile~Fig.
1a!. Furthermore, the impurity diffusion coefficient depen
on the charge state both of the diffusing impurity and
intrinsic interstitial silicon atom,11 whereas their diffusion
process is most effective inn- and p-type samples and is
relatively suppressed in lightly doped silicon~Fig. 1a!. This
implies that a major contribution to the impurity-^ interstitial
silicon atom& type of exchange interaction, on which th
mechanism for the kick-out type of diffusion in a silico
lattice is based, comes from rearrangement involving a bo
and an interstitial silicon ion:

~BiVSi!
21Sii

1→Sii
01Bs

0 . ~2!
ta-

e

n

Here (BiVSi)
2 is a center with symmetryC3V ~Ref. 12!,

whereas Bs
0 and (BiVSi)

1 form centers with symmetriesTd

andD2d ~Refs. 12 and 13!.
Because rearrangement of negatively charged accep

takes place predominantly along the@111# axis, this crystal-
lographic direction determines the maximum effectiven
for nonequilibrium diffusion via stimulated injection of ex
cess interstitial silicon atoms. It is noteworthy that the rate
reaction~2!, which depends on the rate at which impuri
and intrinsic ions are generated by trapping of electrons
holes from the conduction and valence bands, is in princ
an indicator of the original degree of doping of then-type
silicon. Because the capture cross section for thermally
cited electrons by boron acceptors

Bs
01e→~BiVSi!

2,
:
FIG. 3. Boron concentration profileNB ~a! and collection function~b! in silicon p12n structures obtained atTdiff5900 °C. Film crystallographic orientations
1, 2 — ~111!; 3, 4 — ~100!; original doping level of phosphorus substrateN~P!, cm23: 1 — 931014, 2 — 531013, 3 — 531015, 4 — 331014. ~c! sample
raster image of the distribution of irradiation conductivity over the surface of the structure for excited electron energyEp51800 eV andN(P)5531013 cm23.
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is larger than the analogous capture cross section for am
teric interstitial silicon

Sii
01e→Sii

2 ,

the most effective process is found to be an Auger proc
which induces recombination of thermally excited carrie
via the diffusing boron atoms dragged by the flux of inters
tial silicon atoms:

2~e1h!1Bs
01Sii

0→~BiVSi!
21Sii

11e1h→Bs
01Sii

0 .
~3!

Therefore, reaction~2!, which describes impurity diffusion
accompanied by charging of the diffusive component, has
highest rate in heavily doped silicon of either conductiv
type, due to the high probability for generation of therma
excited holes~see Fig. 1a!. Consequently, nonequilibrium
diffusion of boron in silicon films with crystallographic ori
entation~111! under conditions where the kick-out type
mechanism dominates can be enhanced by increasing
concentration of original donor impurities.

Electron-beam probing ofp12n junctions obtained un-
der conditions where the dominant mechanism for diffus
is the kick-out type shows that an increase in the collect
function, which reflects the depth distribution o
recombination-active centers, accompanies the increa
depth of the diffusionp1-profile as the crystallographic ori
entation of the film is changed from~100! to ~111! ~Fig. 1b!.
This is associated with enhancement of the excess fluxe
intrinsic interstitial atoms in the direction@111#, which
stimulates gettering in the bulk of the film and decreases
concentration of point defects that are centers of recomb
tion for nonequilibrium carriers near the film’s working su
face. This improvement in the transport properties of n
equilibrium carriers is also reflected in the shape of th
collection function~curve1, Fig. 1b!, whose abrupt increas
at x' 50 nm is connected with multiplication of holes an
electrons within a diffusion profile that is a combination
longitudinal and transverse quantum wells.14 A raster image
of the distribution of excitation photoconductivity shows th
the mobility of intrinsic interstitial atoms in Si~111! is suffi-
cient for generation of a uniformp12n junction over the
entire area of an open window~Fig. 1c!. In contrast to analo-
gous raster pictures ofp12n junctions in Si~100!,6 the im-
age obtained does not exhibit any suppression of excita
photoconductivity near the boundaries of the open windo
due to the rapid annihilation of vacancies and intrinsic int
stitial atoms that form continuously at the silicon-oxid
boundary. This is connected with a lower average diffus
length of vacancies, one that is considerably lower in
@111# direction than it is for Si~100! films.1,3,9,10

The impurity concentration within these ultrashallo
diffusion profiles increases at low diffusion temperatu
~800 °C! under conditions where vacancy mechanisms
nonequilibrium impurity diffusion play a decisive role~Fig.
2a!. Even though the diffusion temperature and oxide thi
ness favor the formation of a diffusionp1-profile, p12n
junctions obtained in Si~111! films are shallower than analo
gous p12n junctions created in Si~100!, and not so uni-
formly distributed over the area of the open window~Figs.
o-
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2a and 2c; see Ref. 6!. This behavior is also attributable t
the fact that the@100# crystallographic direction in silicon is
most favorable for motion of vacancies. Furthermore,
boron-vacancy exchange interaction weakens as the orig
concentration of phosphorus increases~see Fig. 2a, curves1
and 2!. This implies that the position of the Fermi level i
n-type silicon determines the rate of nonequilibrium impur
diffusion mediated by vacancy mechanisms involving the
teraction of charged boron centers and ionized vacancie

Bs
21VSi

1→VSi
0 1Bs

0 . ~4!

Because theV1 vacancy with energyEV1 0.13 eV in
silicon is a center with symmetryD2d ~Ref. 15!, injection of
excess vacancies most effectively accelerates impurity di
sion in the @100# direction. This process is primarily con
trolled by the generation of negatively charged boron cen
(EV1 0.044 eV! and positively charged vacancies via tra
ping of electrons and holes from the valence band:

Bs
01VSi

0→~BiVSi!
21VSi

0 1h→~BiVSi!
21VSi

1→VSi
0 1Bs

0 .
~5!

Consequently, increasing the initial concentration of d
nor impurities decreases the concentration of positiv
charged vacancies, thereby braking the diffusion proc
when excess vacancies are injected~Fig. 2a!. The decreased
rate of impurity diffusion in the~111! direction also leads to
the generation of vacancy complexes near the boundar
the p12n junction, which strongly decreases the lifetime
nonequilibrium carriers.16,17@In this case, the role of the bac
face of the film in suppressing impurity diffusion vi
oppositely-moving vacancy fluxes will be considerab
weaker in Si~111! than in Si~100!.# The discussion given
here explains the increase in the ‘‘dead layer’’ region,
flected in the step-like shape of the collection functionf (x),
in which excited electron-hole pairs do not participate
generating irradiation conductivity because of the small c
rier lifetime and the presence of longitudinal quantum we
~parallel to the plane of thep12n junction! within the dif-
fusion p1- profile6,14 ~Fig. 2b!. In certain cases the presenc
of a combination of longitudinal and transverse quant
wells14 leads to a step-like shape forf (x) ~Fig. 2b, curve2!
for the same reasons as when the kick-out type of impu
diffusion mechanism dominates~Fig. 1b!.

The high doping impurity concentrations within the di
fusion profile obtained when the mechanisms discus
above are equally effective indicate the important role
surface vacancy injection in creatingp12n junctions~Fig.
3a!. Nevertheless, the fact that the depth of the diffus
profile and concentration of shallow donors inn-type silicon
both increase as the orientation is changed from~100! to
~111! indicates a certain dominance of the kick-out type
impurity diffusion mechanism under these conditio
(Tdiff5900 °C!. Moreover, because the rate of diffusion
lower over the entire area where thep12n junction forms, it
is possible to reach steady-state conditions. This make
possible to obtainp12n junctions with doping impurity dis-
tributions that are independent of the crystallographic ori
tation of the film ~see Fig. 3c of Ref. 6!. The results of
electron-beam probing demonstrate that the collection fu
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tion increases under conditions of weak dominance by
kick-out type of diffusion mechanism atT5900 °C in
Si~111! ~Fig. 3b!. Comparative analysis of the data given
Fig. 3b indicate that changing the crystallographic orien
tion of the silicon films from~100! to ~111! increases the
gettering efficiency of secondary defects from the region
the p12n junction. Thus,p12n junctions in Si~111! ob-
tained under conditions where the diffusion mechanisms
equally effective collect excited nonequilibrium carrie
most efficiently.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Electron-beam diagnostics of the surface region of
trashallow diffusionp12n junctions makes it possible t
identify the role of crystallographic orientation of silico
films in the mechanisms for nonequilibrium impurity diffu
sion. It is observed that the kick-out type of diffusion mech
nism is strongly enhanced in the@111# crystallographic di-
rection, whereas the@100# direction favors impurity diffusion
under conditions where vacancy mechanisms dominate.
shown that collection of nonequilibrium carriers in the fie
of a p12n junction can be strongly enhanced if the diff
sion profile consists of certain combinations of longitudin
and transverse quantum wells.
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Investigating the photosensitivity spectra of n-type GaAs–As 2Se3 heterojunctions

I. P. Arzhanukhina, K. P. Kornev, and U. V. Seleznev

Kaliningrad State University, 236041 Kaliningrad, Russia
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The spectral photoresponse characteristics of heterojunctions made withn-type GaAs and
amorphous films of As2Se3 are investigated for various thicknesses of the chalcogenide-glass
semiconductor film. Expressions are obtained for calculating the following quantities: the
fraction of light absorbed in the chalcogenide-glass semiconductor; the fraction of light absorbed
in the GaAs, taking into account multiple reflections within the structure; and their ratio.
Light absorption in the structure is analyzed, and the origin of the heterostructure photoresponse
is modeled. Experimental results are found to be in agreement with the theoretical
calculations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01401-5#
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INTRODUCTION

The majority of papers devoted to investigating the pro
erties of heterojunctions have dealt with heterojunctio
based on crystalline materials. Such heterojunctions hav
ready found application as radio-engineering elements, p
todetectors, and injection lasers.1,2 Recently, a search ha
begun for new heterostructure materials and concepts
cluding crystal-amorphous film heterojunctions.3–5 These
heterojunctions are interesting because it is possible to in
tionally change their properties by changing the composit
of the amorphous films. In this paper we will describe o
studies of the photosensitivity spectrum of heterojunctio
made with epitaxialn-GaAs and an amorphous film o
As2Se3.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

In order to obtain the photosensitivity spectra of
n-GaAs–As2Se3 heterojunction, we first made
Al– i -GaAs–n-GaAs–As2Se3–Al structure. The heterojunc
tions were made from single-crystal samples of intrinsic g
lium arsenide, on whose surface was grown an epitaxial la
with n-type conductivity. In all the samples, the carrier co
centration in the epitaxial layers was of the order of
31022m23. In order to obtain a heterojunction we deposit
a layer of the chalcogenide glass semiconductor As2Se3 on
the epitaxial layer of GaAs by thermal sputtering in vacuu
In making the heterojunctions we varied the thickness of
chalcogenide glass semiconductor~CGS! from 0.3 to 5mm.
We then deposited semitransparent but thick layers of alu
num on the film surface by vacuum sputtering. Before sp
tering on the thick layer, we covered the central portion
the sample with a mask, beneath which the semitranspa
layer of aluminum was preserved. This layer served simu
neously as a collector electrode and a window through wh
the heterostructure could be illuminated. We also deposit
thick layer of aluminum on the back side of the intrins
GaAs substrate in order to contact the sample from the b

Our method of investigating the photosensitivity spect
and also our measurement apparatus, were described in
561063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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study6 which was published previously. Measurements w
made with both positive and negative voltages on the col
tor electrode. The magnitude of the voltageUC could be
varied from 0 to 20 V.

RESULTS

We investigated the photoresponse spectral charact
tics of heterostructures with CGS film thicknesses of 0.3
and 5mm. By changing the film thickness we were able
vary the region of maximum sensitivity of the heterostru
ture. Figure 1 shows the photoresponse spectral charact
tics of heterostructures with various CGS film thickness
These plots were obtained forUC51 V and are normalized
to the value of the maximum photoresponse. For heterost
tures with a CGS film thickness of 0.3mm, the photore-
sponse spectral characteristic has one maximum in the ra
of optical photon energies of 1.4 eV. For a heterostruct
with a CGS thickness of 1mm, two maxima were observe
in the photoresponse spectral characteristic, one athn51.4
eV and one athn51.85 eV. The peak associated wi
photoconductivity of gallium arsenide is virtually unobser
able on the third curve, which was plotted for a heterostr
ture with a CGS film thickness of 5mm; here the main
contribution to the photoconductivity comes from th
As2Se3. The photosensitivity maximum in this case lies
the range 1.9 eV~Fig. 1!. The response curves obtained
high voltages on the collector electrode~Fig. 2! provide evi-
dence that the photoresponse spectral characteristic of a
erostructure with an arsenic triselenide film thickne
d51mm is derived from the GaAs and As2Se3 photoconduc-
tivity. The curves shown in this figure clearly exhibit tw
peaks, one at photon energyhn5 1.4 eV ~the GaAs photo-
conductivity! and a second at photon energyhn5 1.95 eV
~the As2Se3 photoconductivity!.

In investigating the photoresponse spectral characte
tics of heterostructures with various thicknesses of the C
film we can compare the experimental results with calcu
tions that take into account absorption in the semicondu
layer with multiple reflections from the layer boundaries th
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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make up the heterostructure. The results of such calculat
show that for a CGS film thicknessd50.3mm absorption in
the arsenic triselenide is strong only at photon energ
hn.1.9 eV, and hence the primary source of photocond
tivity will be absorption in the GaAs over the entire range
photon energies for which the photoresponse spectral c
acteristics were measured~Fig. 1!. Moreover, recombination
processes play a significant role at moderate voltages on
collector, and therefore the distinctive features of the pho
response spectral characteristics, as has been observe
perimentally, are washed out. For samples with CGS fi
thicknessd51 mm the transition from absorption in GaAs t
absorption in As2Se3 takes place athn.1.7 eV, and there-
fore the photoresponse spectral characteristic should ex
both a region associated with GaAs photoconductivity an
region associated with As2Se3 photoconductivity, which is
actually seen in the experimentally obtained photorespo
spectral characteristics. For thick films (d55 mm! absorp-
tion in the CGS becomes dominant at still lower photon
ergies, which should lead to an even more distinct region
As2Se3 photoconductivity in the photoresponse spect
characteristics of the heterostructure. Moreover, increa
the thickness of the As2Se3 film leads to an increase in it
resistance, until at large thicknesses the resistance of the
makes the dominant contribution to the total resistance of
heterostructure. Therefore, the contribution of GaAs pho
conductivity to the photoresponse spectral characteristic
comes small, although the region of GaAs photoconductiv
is still observable on the photoresponse spectral charact
tic ~Fig. 1, curve3!. The distinctive features discussed abo
are easily seen on curves obtained at high collector volta
when the external field causes separation of carriers and
combination processes no longer modify the shape of
photoresponse spectral characteristic so strongly.

In studying the voltage dependence of the photorespo
spectral characteristics of these heterostructures, we sc
the curves to the same intensity of incident light over

FIG. 1. Spectral characteristics of the photoresponse of ann-GaAs-arsenic
triselenide heterostructure at various CGS film thicknessesd, mm: 1 — 0.3,
2 — 1, 3 — 5.
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entire voltage range. The resulting normalized curves,
tained for a CGS film thicknessd51 mm and negative po-
larity on the collecting electrode, are shown in Fig. 2. For t
curves corresponding to collector voltages of20.5 V and
21 V the photocurrent increases rapidly in the photon
ergy range 1.3 to 1.4 eV, develops a shoulder athn51.4 eV,
and then continues to increase more slowly. For voltages
the collecting electrode in the range24 V to 220 V, the
feature athn51.43 eV is no longer a shoulder, but rather
peak which is clearly distinguishable from the rest of t
curve. At low collector voltages, the curves have their p
mary maxima at photon energieshn51.75–1.8 eV; in this
voltage range, the peak shifts toward higher photon ener
with increasing collector voltage. For voltages in the ran
24 to 220 V the peak is located at an energyhn51.97 eV.
For negative polarity on the collecting electrode the pho
current corresponds to motion of positive charge towards
collecting electrode for all the cases investigated.

For all the photoresponse spectral characteristics m
sured at zero or positive potential on the collecting electro

FIG. 2. Spectral characteristics of the photoresponse of ann-GaAs-arsenic
triselenide heterostructure for negative polarity on the collecting electr
UC , V: a! 1 — 20.5, 2 — 21; b! 1 — 24, 2 — 210, 3 — 220.
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the corresponding photocurrent consists of motion of e
trons toward the collector while holes move toward the th
aluminum layer on the back side of the heterostructure.
cause the mobility of holes in CGS is considerably high
than that of electrons, it is the motion of holes in these m
terials that determines the direction of current through
heterostructure. Figure 3 shows photoresponse spectral
acteristics obtained at voltages from 0 to 4 V on thecollec-
tor. The curves were measured for a CGS film thickn
d51mm. At low positive voltages~0.5, 1 V! the photocur-
rent is larger in magnitude than the photocurrent for the sa
negative-polarity voltage. At voltages above 4 V the photo-
current for a given negative-polarity voltage on the collec
is much highr than the photocurrent for the same positi
polarity voltage.

For zero external voltage on the heterostructure, and
at low collector voltages (UC;1 V!, the photoresponse
spectral characteristics exhibit a rapid increase in photo
rent in the range of quantum energies 1.3,hn,1.4 eV, and
a shoulder athn51.4 eV. As the photon energy continues

FIG. 3. Spectral characteristics of the photoresponse of ann-GaAs-arsenic
triselenide heterostructure for positive polarity on the collecting electr
UC , V: a! 1 — 0, 2 — 1; b! 1 — 3, 2 — 4.
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increase, the photocurrent increases more slowly and rea
a maximum athn51.8 eV. In this range of collector volt
ages, reversing the polarity produces only a slight chang
the magnitude of the photocurrent.

Increasing the voltage on the collector electrode to 3
causes a rapid increase in the magnitude of the photocu
~by roughly a factor of 30!. Any further increase in the volt-
age is also accompanied by a considerable increase in
photocurrent. Increasing the collector voltage not only
creases the photocurrent but also changes the shape o
photoresponse spectral characteristics. At high voltages
ratio of the photocurrent at its maximum to the photocurr
near the shoulder athn51.4 eV increases, and the positio
of the primary maximum shifts. While for low collector volt
ages the maximum is located athn51.8 eV, at high voltages
it shifts toward photon energieshn51.9–1.95 eV. This shift
is analogous to that observed for the negative-polarity ca

The appearance of a photocurrent with no external v
age applied to the heterostructure is explained by the
that the photogenerated carriers are separated by fields
the barriers that arise in the heterostructure at the bounda
of the contacting materials. Evidence for this occurrence
the fact that at moderate positive voltages (UC;1 V! the
magnitude of the photocurrent differs only slightly from i
magnitude in the absence of an external voltage~Fig. 3!. As
the positive voltage applied to the collector is increased f
ther, the photocurrent increases rapidly. In this case the p
tocarriers are being separated by the external field. Thus
long as the external field is small compared to the fields n
the boundary in the heterostructure, the direction and ma
tude of the current is primarily determined by internal bar
ers. Additional confirmation is the fact that for small neg
tive biases on the collector the photocurrent is considera
smaller than for positive voltages of the same magnitude
this case it is noteworthy that the photocurrent maxim
increases with increasing negative voltage on the colle
more rapidly than it does for increasing positive volta
~Figs. 2 and 3!. Thus, at a voltage of24 V on the collector
the maximum value of the photocurrent is roughly 2.5 tim
larger than at a voltage of14 V. Since the maximum value
of the photocurrent lies in the region determined by pho
conductivity of the CGS film, this is easily explained by th
fact that the majority carriers in CGS are holes. For nega
voltages on the collector, the photogenerated holes ar
immediately at the collector electrode from the CGS.
GaAs the mobility of electrons is larger than that of hole
consequently, the recombination processes will play
smaller role, and therefore the photocurrent will be larger
the range of photon energieshn51.4 eV, when light is ab-
sorbed not in the CGS but rather in the GaAs, the mag
tudes of the photocurrent at voltages24 and14 V on the
collector are nearly the same~Fig. 3!. In this case, the asym
metry of the hole and electron mobilities in As2Se3 and
GaAs does not play a decisive role, since in GaAs electr
can move both towards the thick aluminum layer~‘‘ 2’’ on
the collector!, and towards the CGS film~‘‘ 1’’ on the col-
lector! where they then can recombine with holes.

In the range of photon energies 1.0,hn,1.4 eV we
observe a photocurrent for negative polarity on the collec
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that is not present for positive polarity. The presence of t
photocurrent can be explained by photoemission of ho
from the thick Al layer on the back side of the heterostru
ture. For negative voltages on the collector, these photoe
ted holes can reach the collector through the GaAs
As2Se3. Hole photoemission was observed in studies of
tential barriers at an Al–GaAs boundary in Ref. 7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a model for the origin
photoresponse in GaAs–As2Se3 heterostructures. We hav
shown that the shape of the photoresponse spectral ch
teristics of these heterostructures is determined by the th
ness of the amorphous As2Se3 layer. At film thicknesses of
0.3 mm and smaller, the photoresponse spectral charact
tics are determined primarily by absorption in the GaAs. A
film thickness of 1mm both the GaAs and As2Se3 contribute
to the photoresponse spectral characteristics, while for a
thickness of 5mm and larger the primary role is played b
absorption in the As2Se3.

We have found that when a positive-polarity voltage
applied to the aluminum electrode on the GaAs side,
shape of the photoresponse spectral characteristics is n
independent of the magnitude of the voltage. For negat
is
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polarity voltages, the magnitude of the peak associated w
the GaAs photoconductivity increases with increasing ab
lute value of the voltage. The increase in photocurren
more rapid for increasing negative-polarity voltages than i
for positive-polarity voltages.

When there is no external voltage applied to the hete
structure, and for low positive voltages (UC,1 V!, the pho-
togenerated carriers are separated at barriers that are pr
in the heterostructure. At higher voltages the carriers
separated by the external field.
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Thermally stimulated currents and instabilities of the photoresponse in PbTe „In… alloys
at low temperatures

B. A. Akimov, V. A. Bogoyavlenski , L. I. Ryabova, V. N. Vasil’kov, and E. I. Slyn’ko

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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The photoelectric properties of Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! epitaxial films (0.06,X,0.2, 0.08,Y
,0.12) with In concentrations of 0.5–1 at. % on BaF2 substrates are investigated in the
temperature range 4.2 K,T,30 K. Thermally stimulated single current~TSC! peaks are observed
at T;6214 K. It is established that a magnetic field up to 5 T slightly shifts the peaks
essentially without affecting their profile. The TSC peaks and the electrothermal instabilities
observed atT,15 K are attributed to the excitation of electrons from metastable states into the
conduction band. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00201-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Solid solutions based on In-doped PbTe are intrigu
objects for investigations of unusual impurity states
semiconductors.1 Applied aspects of the problem are asso
ated with the fabrication of photodetection devices utilizi
these compounds for the infrared range of the spectrum2,3

It has been established that the introduction of 0.
2.0 at. % In in PbTe has the effect of fixing the Fermi level
70 meV above the bottom of the conduction band and als
improving the homogeneity of the electrical properties
single crystals. At temperaturesT,TC;20 K long-time re-
laxations of the electron distributions are observed
PbTe~In! upon departure from the equilibrium state.1

The Fermi level can be stabilized in the band gaps
Pb12XSnXTe~In! ~Ref. 1!, Pb12XMnXTe~In! ~Ref. 4!, and
Pb12XGeXTe~In! ~Ref. 5!. For the fabrication of photodetec
tion devices from these alloys it is preferable to use epita
films, which can be prepared by hot-wall epitaxy a
molecular-beam epitaxy, including fabrication on silico
with transition layers.6 Liberal possibilities for varying the
parameters of the energy spectrum are afforded in the in
tigation of Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! alloys.7 However, the
principal advantage of these solid solutions is that the per
tent photoconductivity sets in at the highest temperature
any investigated PbTe~In! alloys: TC;36 K ~Ref. 2!.

According to prevailing notions, an In impurity in PbT
and in alloys containing it induces the formation of de
DX-like centers. Such centers are described by configura
diagrams4,8,9 for a three-level systemEC2E12E2. The EC

level corresponds to the bottom of the conduction band,
E1 corresponds to a metastable one-electron state. The F
level is stabilized on the basis of the two-electronE2 level.
The metallic state occurs in the alloy forE2.EC , and the
dielectric state occurs forE2,EC . In the latter case the ther
mal activation energyEA of the system conductivity corre
sponds toE22EC transitions. According to existing data
this quantity increases in Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! alloys asX
andY are increased.7 In the dielectric state theE1 level can
be situated either higher or lower than theEC level.
61063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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Here we report a series of experiments on the kine
characteristics of nonequilibrium processes with the obj
tive of discerning and analyzing characteristic features of
metastable states of impurity centers
Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! alloys.

INVESTIGATED SAMPLES AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Epitaxial films of composition Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In!
were prepared by hot-wall epitaxy on BaF2 substrates.2 The
mixture used for synthesis came in three compositio
X50.06,Y50.08,CIn51%; X50.1, Y50.1, CIn50.5%; X
50.2, Y50.12, CIn51%. The temperature regime in th
chamber was maintained in such a way as to keep the
strate temperature fixed at 380 °C with a gradient not to
ceed 123 °C in the reaction zone. The growth of the film
lasted 7–8 h under these very nearly equilibrium conditio
The thickness of the resulting films varied from 1mm to
6 mm in this case. Plots of the temperature dependence o
normalized resistances of the films, recorded with
samples completely shielded against phonon radiation an
IR illumination, are shown in Fig. 1. All the samples had
high photosensitivity~the resistance varied from four to si
orders of magnitude at 4.2 K! and a thermal activation en
ergyEA in the range from 4 meV to 44 meV. The variation
EA is attributable to the variation of the compositions of t
film and the raw mixture in the course of several success
synthesis procedures after the mixture of fixed compositi

In the present study, for the most part, we used a s
dard thermal-activation current spectroscopy techniq
whose details are described, for example, in Ref. 10.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Typical profiles of the thermally stimulated curre
~TSC! curves are shown in Fig. 2 for a film with activatio
energy EA;35 meV. A film sample with 132 mm was
cooled down to 4.2 K and was illuminated with IR radiatio
from a miniature incandescent lamp with a maximum rad
tion power up to 30 mW. The voltage on the sample w
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fixed at the 1-V level, and the current was recorded in
sample circuit. The illumination was then turned off, a
prolonged~to several tens of minutes! relaxation of the pho-
tocurrentI was observed. Segment1–2 of the I-t curves in
Fig. 2 corresponds to a certain finite relaxation stage. Un

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistance
Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! film samples having various activation energies
low temperatures with shielding~1, 2, 3! and with IR illumination
~18, 28, 38!.

FIG. 2. Typical profiles of automatic traces of thermally stimulated curre
in the investigated films~see text!.
e

er

the conditions of residual relaxation of the photocurrent,
the time corresponding to point2 the sample began to hea
up at the rate of 1–3 K/s. In this stage TSC peaks w
recorded with maxima in the interval from 6 K to 14 K, an
the shape of the peaks depended on the heating reg
Curves 2–5 and 2, 38, 4, and 58 in Fig. 2 correspond to
heating of the sample at rates of 1 K/s and 2 K/s, resp
tively. In the vicinity of point4 the currentI almost attained
its dark-field value. In segments4–5 and 4–5’ a character-
istic increase in the current is observed in connection w
the thermal activation of conductivity even with shielding

In contrast with abundant existing data,10 TSC peak are
observed in the investigated systems at substantially lo
temperatures. It is evident from the data in Fig. 2 that
TSC peak is unique and does not have any individual pro
nent features.

Earlier papers11,12 have called attention to the extraord
nary behavior of the properties of metastable~paramagnetic!
centers in PbTE-based alloys containing In and Ga imp
ties. In the present study, therefore, we have investigated
distinctive features of the TSC peaks in magnetic fields up
5 T. We have established that the TSC amplitude decre
in a magnetic field, while the maxima of the peaks shift ve
slightly toward lower temperatures~Fig. 3!.

When the applied voltage on the film is increased~to
5 V! in continuous illumination, quasiperiodic current osc
lations are observed~Fig. 4, the edge of curve1 !. Oscilla-
tions of this kind have been studied previously in detail
metastable states in PbTe~Ga!.13 Curve2 in Fig. 4 describes
the short-time variation of the ambient temperature fro
4.2 K to 15 K at the maximum. Here, all other condition

f

s

FIG. 3. Plots of the temperature dependence of thermally stimulated
rents in zero field~1! and in magnetic fields:~2 ! H51 T; ~3! H55 T.
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being equal, the variations of the current through the sam
decrease, and the instabilities vanish.

A bistability effect has been observed in an investigat
of the photoresponse of the samples at 4.2 K. It was fo
that when the illumination intensity is sufficiently small, a
ditional excitation must be introduced in the system to
crease the photocurrent at voltages up to 3 V. This can
done by raising the temperature of the sample or by illu
nating it with radiation from a second source. The gene
scheme of the experiment was as follows. The sample
exposed to weak illumination at 4.2 K, and then the illum
nation was turned off. At a certain time following the start
relaxation of the photocurrent the light was turned back
but this subsequent illumination had absolutely no influe
on the relaxation. Next, after a certain time, either the sam
heater or the second IR source was turned on. It was es
lished that the sample becomes photosensitive again wh
reaches a temperature of 6 K, and the above-described c
is reversibly reproduced from then on.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The experimental results can be interpreted within
framework of the previously described deep-center mo
Unfortunately, only a phenomenological description of t
effects can be proposed, because of the complexity of
investigated multicomponent systems and because of the
set of phase transition in the investigated temperature in
val.

The most logical hypothesis appears to be that the T
peaks correspond to transitions of charge carriers betw
the metastableE1 level and the conduction band. The lig
excitation of the system causes electrons to be excited f
the E2 level into the conduction band. Metastable electro
states with theE1 level are induced in this case. As th
electron distributions relax, a certain number of centers w
energyE1 remain occupied. Heating of the sample cau
electrons localized at these centers to be thermally exc
into the conduction band. Here the sample conductivity
creases at the start of heating, and theE1 levels begin to
depopulate. The rate of transitions of band electrons to

FIG. 4. Electrothermal instabilities of the current in the sample circuit~1!
and their transformation when the ambient temperature is changed~2!.
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E2 level is found to be higher than the rate of their second
trapping at theE1 level. This effect can be attributed to th
much higher number of states at theE2 level than at theE1

level. A further increase in temperature is accompanied
depopulation of both the conduction band and theE1 level.
In the dynamics the entire process described here then
duces a TSC peak. The description of such processes is s
lar to the well-known thermal stimulated currents in wid
gap semiconductors,10 and all that remains is to trace th
analogy between the known sticking levels and the me
stableE1 states.

The qualitative result is that a unique TSC peak is o
served with a maximum at extremely low temperatu
6–14 K. The peak shifts in a magnetic field, but does
split. Exact quantitative calculations of the position of theE1

level are difficult to perform in the TSC method, but approx
mate estimates give transition energies of the order
10–20 meV. The same energies can be obtained by ana
ing the patterns of the electrothermal stabilities at vario
temperatures according to the procedure in Ref. 13. It is a
natural to view the existence of the instabilities themsel
as qualitative confirmation of the proposed model.

We note that observation of a single TSC peak can p
vide information about the phase transition
Pb12X2YSnXGeYTe~In! films. It is evident from Fig. 1 that
the resistance-temperature curves do not exhibit any pro
nent features. The data, taken collectively, indicate t
phase transition can be suppressed in the investigated
tems. Neither should the opposite situation be dismiss
with the large splitting of equivalent valleys, so that only o
lower valley emerges as theEC level.

The position of theE1 level depends on the compositio
of the alloy. The observation of this level forE1.EC is most
likely possible if allowance is made for the existence of
barrier in configuration space between this level and the c
duction band.4,9 Methodologically, however, the observatio
of this phenomenon in alloys with a low activation ener
~to 10 meV! is complicated by the fact that the presence
sources having a temperature higher than 15 K in the ch
ber, together with the sample, imparts a substantial ph
conductivity to the films. At higher activation energie
~above 40 meV! the photocurrent relaxes so rapidly that it
impossible to record the TSC. Consequently, data obtai
in the intermediate interval of activation energies must
deemed the most reliable.

Difficulties are still encountered in the interpretation
experiments on the bistability of the photoresponse and
the magnetic field dependence of the profiles and position
the TSC peaks.

In closing, we note an important consequence of the
ported investigations. The existence of metastable st
which can be partially populated in illumination does in fa
imply that long-wavelength photodetection devices with t
preexcitation of metastable states can be constructed on
basis of the investigated alloys.

This work has been supported in part by the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research, Grants No. 96-02-1627
and No. 96-15-96500.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Charging of deep-level centers and negative persistent photoconductivity in modulation-
doped AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures

V. I. Borisov, V. A. Sablikov, I. V. Borisova, and A. I. Chmil’

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 141120 Fryazino, Russia
~Submitted August 14, 1997; accepted for publication April 14, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 68–74~January 1999!

The relaxation kinetics of persistent photoconductivity in AlGaAs / GaAs modulation-doped
heterostructures due to charging ofEL2- andDX-centers is investigated over a wide range of
temperatures and excitation photon energies. The light-induced charging of these deep
centers was found to lead to accumulation of positive and negative localized charges, which give
rise to positive and negative persistent photoconductivities, respectively. These positive and
negative charges are accumulated in different parts of the heterostructure. Their different
characteristic times, and the different temperature dependences of these times, result in
nonmonotonic time and temperature dependences of the persistent photoconductivity. Charging
of EL2-centers in the GaAs buffer layer leads to negative persistent conductivity in the
temperature range 1802300 K, while the negative photoconductivity observed at the temperatures
below 180 K is caused by excited states ofDX-centers in then1-AlGaAs. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01501-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that structural defects with deep leve
can strongly influence the concentration and mobility
electrons in semiconductors, thereby becoming an impor
factor in determining the electronic characteristics of th
semiconductors and structures based on them. Their in
ence is derived from the fact that charge can accumulat
deep level centers, which changes the potential well of
structure. Well-known defects with deep levels in epitax
layers of GaAs and AlGaAs includeEL2-centers in GaAs
andDX centers in AlGaAs.EL2-centers in GaAs are com
plexes of an antisite defect AsGa and an acceptor impurity
which create deep donor levels.1 The concentration ofEL2-
centers is determined by how the structure was grown
thermally processed.EL2 centers are usually present
structures grown by chemical deposition from metallorga
compound vapors~MOVPE!; however, they are also ob
served in structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy.2 DX-
centers form when AlGaAs is doped with donor impurities
a result of a substitutional impurity atom being excited into
metastable state.3 Both DX and EL2 centers are characte
ized by extremely low probabilities for thermal ejection
the electrons they trap, and therefore a considerable none
librium charge can accumulate in them.

In this study our goal was to investigate photoinduc
processes that charge the deep levels atEL2- and
DX-centers in AlGaAs/GaAs modulation-doped heterostr
tures~MDH! and their effect on the relaxation of persiste
photoconductivity under conditions where this conductiv
is primarily determined by two-dimensional electrons, who
concentration is changed by the charging of deep lev
601063-7826/99/33(1)/6/$15.00
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Photoconductivity in MDH has been widely studie
recently.4–6 The most striking effect connected with chargin
of deep levels is the appearance of negative photocondu
ity, which is observed at the time of illumination, and neg
tive persistent photoconductivity~NPP!, which is observed
after the light is switched off. Negative photoconductivi
was observed in structures with a two-dimensional hole g4

at 4.2 K, while NPP was observed in MDH with two
dimensional electrons at temperatures of 170 to 300 K~Ref.
5!. Its appearance is associated with charging ofEL2-centers
in the GaAs buffer layer.

In this paper we investigate in detail the relaxation
netics of photoconductivity in MDH within the temperatu
range 80 to 300 K and for a wide range of photon energ
As a result, we establish that there are two mechanisms
NPP. One acts at temperatures of 180 to 300 K, and is a
ciated with charging ofEL2-centers in the GaAs buffe
layer, which takes place uniformly over the layer thickne
In the center portion of the layer, theEL2-centers are emp
tied of electrons and a positive charge accumulates on
impurities, which is responsible for the positive persiste
photoconductivity. Near the boundary of the space-cha
layer with the thick buffer, filling of theEL2-centers by
electrons takes place, a consequence of which is the app
ance of NPP. The second NPP mechanism acts at temp
tures of 120 to 180 K. It is caused by charging ofDX-centers
in the strongly dopedn1-AlGaAs.

2. EXPERIMENT

The investigations were carried out on AlGaAs/Ga
MDH grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a substrate ma
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of semi-insulating GaAs. Thicknesses and doping of the l
ers were as follows: an undoped GaAs layer with thickn
;1mm and residual concentration of shallow accept
;1015 cm23; a strongly doped layer ofn1Al xGa12xAs(x
'0.25) with thickness;50 nm and a donor concentration
;1018cm23; and a spacer layer with thickness;15 nm. The
surface of the sample was shielded from contact with
environment by a thin~;50 nm! layer of undoped GaAs
The concentration and mobility of the two-dimensional ele
trons at 77 K were:n2D'531011cm22 and m2D'105

cm2/(V•s). Contacts to the sample were made by m
diffusing In into it in hydrogen atmosphere; the distance
tween contacts was 2 to 5 mm.

In making the measurements, the samples were place
a cryostat of the circulating type with an optical window
After each low-temperature measurement, the sample
heated to room temperature, and then slowly~at a rate of 1 to
4 K/s! cooled in order to make the next measurement.

In order to study the relaxation of the photoconductivi
we illuminated the samples with light pulses with duratio
from ;1 ms to 1 s. As light sources we used an AL-119
infrared light-emitting diode~photon energyhn51.33 eV,
power P'40 mW! and an LGN-207A helium-neon lase
(hn51.97 eV,P'1.5 mW!. We used an MDR-3 monochro
mator (hn5 0.62–2.05 eV! to measure the spectral depe
dence. Light from the light-emitting diode was puls
modulated by feeding the diode voltage pulses, while
electromechanical modulator was used to modulate the l
from the laser or monochromator. In the first case, the
time was determined by the time required to switch off t
diode (,1.5ms!, while in the second case it was determin
by the time for switching on and switching off the ligh
which did not exceed 1 ms.

Figure 1 shows typical photoconductivity kinetics curv
over a wide range of temperatures. The variation of the p
toconductivity represented by these curves exhibits cer
characteristic features both within the illumination time a
during the relaxation period, in the course of which the s
of the persistent photoconductivity changes from positive
negative. The shapes of these curves reveal that there ar
temperature intervals: 180 to 300 K~see Fig. 1a! and 80 to
180 K ~see Fig. 1b! in which the characteristic relaxatio
times are different. As the measurement temperature
creases from room temperature to liquid-nitrogen tempe
ture, the characteristic time it takes the photoconductivity
relax after switching off the light increases strongly, and a
temperature of;180 K NPP nearly disappears. As the tem
perature decreases further, a new NPP segment arises w
considerably smaller characteristic time, which also
creases strongly under cooling. This indicates that two ty
of capture center are involved in the relaxation. The fi
type, which lies deeper in energy, dominates the relaxa
kinetics of the photoconductivity for temperatures in t
range 180 to 300 K, while the second, shallower cen
dominates at low temperatures. Judging from the magnit
of the NPP effect, the number of centers of the second typ
larger than the first. We have established that defects of
first kind areEL2-centers, while defects of the second ki
are probablyDX-centers.
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3. CHARGING OF EL2-CENTERS

In the temperature range 180 to 300 K, the behavior
the photoconductivity deppends strongly on the photon
ergy. Whenhn is less than the band gap of GaAs, lon
period relaxation of the photoconductivity and NPP are o
served ~Fig. 1a!. When it is greater, i.e., when interban
absorption can occur, the photoconductivityDs/s0 relaxes
within a short time, i.e., there is little positive persistent ph
toconductivity, whereas the NPP amplitude is nearly
same as it is under illumination by impurity-energy photo
~Fig. 2!. This implies that illumination by the latter emptie
electrons fromEL2-centers in a certain portion of the buffe
layer, resulting in positive persistent photoconductivity, a
leaves theEL2-centers in the rest of the buffer layer occ
pied by electrons. However, illumination with interband lig
can only fill theEL2-centers with electrons, and hence the
is no positive persistent photoconductivity.

Another fact that is important for clarifying the nature
these effects involves the spectral dependence and photo
ductivity kinetics within the illumination time. The spectra
dependence of the photoconductivityDs/s0 ~Fig. 3! corre-
lates qualitatively with the changes in the photoionizati
cross section ofEL2-centers reported in Ref. 7. Photoco
ductivity first appears athn' 0.6 eV, which is probably
connected with ionization of unmonitored defects.

FIG. 1. Relaxation of photoconductivity in two temperature ranges. a—T
5292 ~1!, 250 ~2!, and 200 K~3!. b—T5160 ~4! and 140 K~5!. Photon
energyhn51.33 eV.
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hn' 0.75 eV the light can induce transitions of electro
from the valence band to theEL2-centers. This causes neg
tive charge to begin to accumulate at these centers, whic
turn decreases the concentration of electrons in the quan
well. As hn increases further, the ionization cross section
EL2- centers increases rapidly, which transfers electron
the conduction band. These photoinduced electrons ente
quantum well and increase the conductivity. A similar effe
is apparent in the photoconductivity dynamics during illum
nation by photons withhn51.33 eV ~Fig. 1a!: After the

FIG. 2. Relaxation of photoconductivity excited by pulsed light w
impurity-energy photonshn51.33 eV ~1! and interband-energy photon
hn51.97 eV~2!. T5292 K.

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of photoconductivity.T 5 292 K.
in
m
f
to
the
t

increase in conductivity connected with emptying ofEL2
centers in the center portion of the space-charge layer, t
must be a decrease due to photoinduced filling
EL2-centers by electrons at the edge of the space-ch
layer, where the equilibrium occupation of centers by el
trons is lower than the photoinduced occupation.

4. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOINDUCED CHARGE
IN EL2-CENTERS

Persistent photoconductivity is caused by nonequi
rium electrons in the quantum well, whose concentration
ter the light is switched off is determined by the nonequil
rium charge on the deep centers. The presence of pos
and negative photoconductivity implies that positive a
negative charges accumulate at the centers in different
gions of the GaAs buffer layer. In order to estimate the m
nitude of the persistent photoconductivity and understand
kinetics of its relaxation, it is necessary to know the spa
distribution of photoionized charge of theEL2-centers over
the GaAs layer thickness and the activation energy for em
tying them.

The nonequilibrium filling ofEL2-centers by electrons
under illumination is determined by two factors: direct ele
tron transitions induced by absorption of impurity-ener
photons, and redistribution of the electronic conductivity
the buffer layer, which takes place due to photoinduc
changes in the potential~Fig. 4!. We find the distribution of
charge in the buffer layer by solving the Poisson equatio

]2w

]x2
5

4pe

«
@n~x!1Na2Nt

1~x!2p~x!#, ~1!

where n(x) is the electron concentration,p(x) is the hole
concentration,Na is the concentration of shallow acceptor
and Nt

1 is the concentration of positively charge
EL2-centers. This concentrationNt

1 is determined by the
equations of charging kinetics, with whose help we can
pressNt

1 in terms of the concentration of free charge carrie
and the flux of photonsF as

Nt
15NS 11

spF1ep1cnn

snF1en1cppD 21

, ~2!

FIG. 4. Band diagram of heterostructure.
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FIG. 5. Plots of occupation ofEL2-centersf t

versus buffer layer thicknessx during illumi-
nation ~solid curve! and in darkness~dashed
curve!. a: Nt51.331015 cm23, n05102

cm23, hn51.33 eV. b: Nt51.331015 cm23,
n05108 cm23, hn51.33 eV. c: Nt51.0
31015 cm23, n05102 cm23, hn51.33 eV. d:
Nt51.331015 cm23, n05102 cm23,
hn51.0 eV. In all casesNa51.531015 cm23,
T5250 K.
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wheresn and sp are cross sections for electron transitio
from an EL2-center to the conduction band and from t
valence band to anEL2-center,en andep are coefficients of
thermal emission of electrons from the center to the cond
tion band and holes to the valence band, andcn andcp are
capture coefficients.

The distribution of the concentrationsn(x) and p(x) is
determined by the condition of quasiequilibrium~i.e., con-
stancy of the quasi-Fermi levelsFn andFp) transverse to the
buffer layer. In this case, for holes and also for electrons
the bulk of the buffer layer we can use expressions deri
from the Boltzmann distribution:

n5n0 exp$ew~x!/kBT%, p5p0 exp$2ew~x!/kBT%,
~3!

wheren0 andp0 are concentrations of electrons and holes
from the heterojunction, which are related by the condit
of electrical neutrality:

n01Na2Nt
1~n0 ,p0!2p050. ~4!

The concentrationn0 of minority carriers is determined b
the effective lifetime, and consequently depends on the
of recombination at the boundary with the substrate and
transport of electrons in the plane of the heterostructure
the current contacts. Henceforth we will treat the magnitu
of n0 as a variable, and choose it in such a way as to ach
the best agreement with measurements. For a fixedn0 we
determinep0 from Eq. ~4!, and thus find the quasi- Ferm
levels.

In solving the Poisson equation, we model the tw
dimensional electron gas in the quantum well as a laye
thicknessd with a uniform distribution of electron density
Taking into account the lowest quantum levelE1, the surface
electron concentrationns is determined from the expressio

ns5DskBT lnF11expS Fn1ews2E1

kBT D G , ~5!
c-

n
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r
n

te
n
to
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whereDs is the two-dimensional density of states, andws is
the potential at the heterojunction relative to the bulk. T
thicknessd and energyE1 are calculated using the model o
a triangular quantum well.8

The boundary condition at the left boundary of th
buffer layer was formulated by assuming that the chargeQs

in the layer of strongly doped AlGaAs does not change un
illumination. We justify this assumption by noting that
high temperatures the long-period relaxation of the pho
conductivity is connected with charging of theEL2-centers
in the GaAs, whereas theDX-centers in the AlGaAs charg
much more rapidly.

Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 5, wh
we plot the spatial distribution of the population ofEL2-
centers f t5Ne /Nt in the equilibrium state~the dashed
curves! and under illumination. In these calculations we us
values of the photoionization cross section ofEL2-centers
taken from Ref. 7:sn51.5310216cm2 and sp52310217

cm2 for hn51.33 eV, andsn54310217cm2 and sp55
310217cm2 for hn51.0 eV. Following Ref. 9, we calcu
lated the capture and thermal emission coefficients from
following expressions:cn51.531028T1/2exp(20.066/kBT),
cp51.9310212T1/2, en52.833107T2 exp(20.814/kBT),
andep53.33104T2 exp(20.813/kBT). Here the capture co
efficientscn andcp in units of @cm3/s# and emission coeffi-
cientsen and ep in units of @s21# were obtained by substi
tuting T in @K# and kBT in @eV#. An optical flux of
F51017cm22

•s21 was used.
It is clear from Fig. 5a that light removes electrons fro

the EL2-centers in the central portion of the buffer lay
(0.3,x,0.65mm!, resulting in an accumulation of photoin
duced positive charge. At the edge of the space-charge l
(x.0.7mm! theEL2-centers are occupied by electrons, a
here a negative charge accumulates. The nonequilibr
charge accumulated in the buffer is compensated by n
equilibrium electrons in the quantum well, thereby affecti
the photoconductivity. When the light is switched off, th
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nonequilibrium charge in the buffer relaxes as follows. T
positive charge is neutralized by electrons ejected by
quantum well into the buffer and trapped byEL2-centers.
This involves a broad spectrum of activation energies; hen
no well-defined activation energy is observed during the
laxation of the positive persistent photoconductivity. Rela
ation of the negative charge, which is responsible for N
takes place by thermal ejection of electrons fro
EL2-centers into the conduction band. The activation ene
of this process is higher than the energy for thermal ejec
from the quantum well; therefore, it is slower. The chara
teristic relaxation time for NPP is determined by the quan
en , which according to calculations atT5250 K equals
731025 s21, which is close to the observed relaxation tim

The magnitude of positive and negative charge accu
lated in deep centers during illumination allows us to e
mate the values of positive and negative persistent photo
ductivity that can be observed experimentally. Th
according to Fig. 5a, the surface concentration of accu
lated positive charge is;2.431010cm22, while the negative
charge is;23109 cm22. If we take into account that the
equilibrium concentration of two-dimensional electrons
;531011cm22, then the positive persistent photoconduct
ity is ;5% of the equilibrium photoconductivity and th
NPP is ;0.5%, which agrees with experiment. Here it
worth noting that this ratio of values of positive and negat
persistent photoconductivity is achieved by choosing the
gree of compensation, i.e., the ratioNt /Na , and the electron
concentrationn0. If n0 is greatly increased, e.g., by a fact
of 102 ~see Fig. 5a!, to ;108 cm23, the NPP decreases b
more than an order of magnitude~see Fig. 5b!. The fact that
the concentration of nonequilibrium electrons in the bulk
the buffer layer turns out to be so low implies that in th
structure the potential barrier in the buffer layer is proba
short-circuited, because the contacts used to measure
photocurrent short out the rear surface of the buffer~adjacent
to the substrate! and the two-dimensional electron layer. D
creasing the degree of compensation~i.e., decreasing the ra
tio Nt /Na) also leads to a significant decrease in the mag
tude of the NPP~see Fig. 5c!.

The NPP effect is strongly modified when the ratio
EL2-center ionization cross sectionssp /sn is changed. Spe
cifically, increasing this ratio leads to an increase in NP
This situation is illustrated by Fig. 5d, where we plot t
calculated center population under illumination by photo
with hn51.0 eV.

5. LOW-TEMPERATURE NPP „CHARGING OF DX-
CENTERS…

At temperatures below 180 K, the relaxation ofDX-
center photoconductivity is qualitatively similar to th
EL2-center case discussed above~Fig. 2b!. The primary
quantitative difference arises from the fact that at low te
peratures the activation energy ofDX-centers is smaller in
magnitude. Another difference is the large number of defe
in the AlGaAs layer compared withEL2-centers, and henc
the larger persistent photoconductivity.

The main features of the low-temperature decay kine
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of the photoconductivityDs/s0 can be seen in Fig. 6, which
shows the relaxation for interband and impurity photoexc
tion. It is clear that the increase in photon energy, and t
the absorption coefficient of light, leads not to an increase
photoconductivity, which we would naturally expect, b
rather to a decrease. This implies that the photoconducti
is primarily due to absorption of impurity-energy photons.
hn51.33 eV the photoconductivity is found to be larger b
cause light penetrates deeper into the sample and cause
ization of EL2-centers over a larger portion of the spac
charge layer. In this case the contribution ofEL2-centers to
the photoconductivity is almost time-independent since
temperature is low. Consequently, the nonmonotonic re
ation of the photoconductivity in Fig. 6 is due to charging
impurities in the AlGaAs layer, where the primary defec
areDX-centers.

The main effect of chargingDX-centers at moderate
temperatures~;150 K! is NPP, which, as far as we know
has not been discussed previously. We assume that the
effect in this case is related to metastable excitation of st
of the DX centers. Known states of aDX-center are: the
~singly charged! ground stateDX2, a neutral stateDX0 ~the
result of a single photoionization!, and an ionized stateDX1.
In this state, theDX-center can be converted into a shallow
donor stateN1.3,10 It has been established elsewhere10 that a
high energy barrier inhibits the thermal ionization of th
DX0 state to theN1 state, so that photoexcitation ofDX2

states results in an accumulation of centers in the stateDX0,
which have one electron apiece. After the light is switch
off, free electrons start to be trapped by the defects, form
DX2 centers. If we assume that this trapping occurs m
rapidly than thermal ionization of the equilibriumDX0

FIG. 6. Relaxation of photoconductivity excited by impurity-energy photo
hn51.33 eV~1! and interband-energy photonshn51.97 eV~2!. T5160 K.
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65Semiconductors 33 (1), January 1999 Borisov et al.
states, then theDX2 centers that form bind more electron
than are generated by the light. As a result, the quasi-Fe
level for electrons in the AlGaAs is lowered, causing a ba
flow of electrons from the quantum well to the AlGaA
layer. This results in NPP, which relaxes at the same rat
thermal ionization of theDX0 states. Unfortunately, there i
not enough data available at present on the photoexcita
and relaxation of states ofDX-centers to allow us to analyz
this NPP mechanism quantitatively.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our studies of photoconductivity relaxation kinetics
the temperature range 80 to 300 K and photon energy ra
from 0.6 to 2.1 eV for the excitation light has led to th
following results.

1. In modulation-doped AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructu
there are two processes that lead to negative persistent
toconductivity. One of them, which operates in the tempe
ture range 180 to 300 K, is caused by charging ofEL2-
centers. The other is observed at lower temperatures~below
180 K!, and is associated with excited states ofDX-centers.

2. Photoinduced charging of deep centers can lead
accumulation of positive and negative charge and in this w
causes positive and negative persistent photoconductivity
spectively.
i
-

as

on

ge

s
ho-
-

to
y
e-

3. These positive and negative impurity center char
accumulate in different portions of the heterostructure bu
layer and are characterized by different relaxation tim
which also have different temperature dependences. T
leads to nonmonotonic time and temperature dependenc
the persistent photoconductivity.
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Conductivity of thin nanocrystalline silicon films
V. G. Golubev, L. E. Morozova, A. B. Pevtsov, and N. A. Feoktistov
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It is shown in this paper that thin~200–250 Å! hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon films have
low longitudinal conductivity, comparable to that of undoped amorphous silicon, and
high transverse conductivity. These films can be used as doping layers in barrier structures with
low surface current leakage. It was found that film conductivity decreases by 8–10 orders
of magnitude along the layer as the layer thickness is reduced from 1500 to 200 Å. The observed
dependence of the conductivity on thickness can be explained~in terms of percolation
theory! by destruction of a percolation cluster made up of nanocrystallites as the layer thickness
is decreased. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01601-4#
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There are a number of devices based on hydrogen
amorphous silicon (a-Si : H) and nanocrystalline silicon
(nc-Si : H) that need low-conductivity doping layers alon
the film surface. This is true of, e.g., vidicons, low-lig
photoelements,1 and space-time optical modulators.2 In these
devices it is necessary to prevent leakage of current along
doping layers of thep2 i 2n structures. This can be partiall
achieved by decreasing the level of doping of thep- andn-
layers. However, decreasing the concentration of doping
purities leads to degradation of the parameters of then– i or
p– i barrier, and accordingly to degradation of the loadi
characteristics of the photoelements and the photosensit
and speed of the space-time optical modulator.

In this paper we show that thin~200–250 Å! nanocrys-
talline silicon films used as doping layers possess low le
age along the surface.

These synthetic films essentially consist of a system
crystalline quantum dots embedded in an amorphous h
The nanocrystallite-amorphous host interface is a heteroju
tion with a tunneling insulator.3 The crystallites can have
sizes from 20 to 100 Å, and their volume fraction varies
the range from 0– 50%.4–7 On the other hand, it was show
in Refs. 7 and 8 that the abrupt change in conductivity
served in nanocrystalline silicon as the volume fraction
the crystallites increases can be explained within the fra
work of a phenomenological representation taken from p
colation theory which does not involve the consideration
quantum effects. The volume fraction of nanocrystallit
upon reaching a critical value of the order of 16% in nan
crystalline silicon, for example, forms a percolation clus
made up of nanocrystallites, and the conductivity of the fi
rises abruptly. In this case, the current percolates through
system of nanocrystallites, which possess a conducti
more than an order of magnitude higher than the amorph
host. If the volume fraction is below the critical value, whic
corresponds to the percolation threshold, a percolation c
ter does not form and the conductivity is determined by
properties of the amorphous phase.

However, it is incorrect to treat thin films, i.e., whos
thickness is comparable to the size of a crystallite, as th
661063-7826/99/33(1)/3/$15.00
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dimensional systems in percolation theory problems. N
that two-dimensional systems~with respect to the size of a
crystallite! require considerably larger volume fractions
nanocrystallites to create a percolation cluster: it is know8

that for the conducting hard-sphere model the percola
threshold is reached when the critical volume fraction oc
pied by spheres is roughly 16% for a three-dimensional s
tem and 50% for a two-dimensional system. Thus, t
~quasi-two-dimensional! films of nc-Si : H, in which a bulk
percolation cluster has not formed, i.e., there is no high l
gitudinal conductivity present, and which at the same ti
have a fairly high transverse conductivity~determined by the
properties of individual crystallites and the heterojunctio
between them! can be used as doping layers forp– i –n
structures.

Nanocrystalline silicon is made by plasma-enhanc
chemical vapor deposition, or PE CVD, from silane strong
diluted with hydrogen.4 The parameters for the fabricatio
process are as follows: concentration of silane in hydro
2–3%, working pressure of the mixture 0.2–0.4 Torr, o
flow of working mixture 10– 20 cm3/min, substrate tempera
ture 200–300 °C, rf power density 0.3 to 1 W/cm2, and fre-
quency 17 MHz.

The films were deposited by standard diode PECVD,
which an rf voltage is applied to an rf electrode with th
substrate located on a heated second electrode. This he
electrode is grounded with respect to the rf component
can be given a dc negative bias of 0–300 V. Forin situ
monitoring of the growth rate and optical parameters of
film, we used laser interferometry with the laser beam n
mal to the substrate. To obtain doped films of nanocrystal
n-typenc-Si : H, phosphene is added to the gas mixture@with
PH3 /(SiH41PH3);1%].

Both quartz and crystalline silicon were used as s
strates. The growth rate of the film was 0.3 to 1.0 Å/s. T
volume fraction and dimensions of the crystallites, det
mined by numerically processing Raman scattering spe
with allowance for spatially confined phonons,7 were;30%
and ;40 Å, respectively. Film thicknesses ranged fro
1500 to 200 Å.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Doped layers ofa-Si : H were also fabricated in order t
compare the thickness dependence of the conductivity
nanocrystalline and amorphous films. The correspond
deposition took place at silane concentrations in the gas m
ture of more than 10% and decreased rf power dens
(,0.1 W/cm2). The conductivity of the samples was me
sured in a planar configuration between deposited si
paste electrodes about 3 mm long and separated by a
tance of order 1 mm.

Figure 1 shows the thickness dependence of the con
tivity for films with various compositions: nanocrystallin
films, both undoped and doped with phosphorus, and
weakly doped amorphous films~PH3 /SiH4;0.01%). It is
clear from this figure that the nanocrystalline films exhibi
very strong dependence of the conductivity on thickne
with the magnitude of the conductivity decreasing by mo
than nine orders of magnitude as the thickness decre
from 1500 to 200 Å. At the same time, varying the thickne
of the amorphous layers within the same limits changes
conductivity by less than an order of magnitude. This diff
ence in behavior of the conductivities of nanocrystalline a
amorphous films allows us to associate the observed
crease in conductivity in thin films ofnc-Si : H with the de-
struction of a percolation cluster as the system goes f
three-dimensional to quasi-two-dimensional with respec
the size of a crystallite. In fact, if the diameter of the nano
rystallites is 30 to 40 Å, only 5–6 nanocrystallites can fit
the transverse direction with respect to the substrate fo
film with thickness 200–250 Å. At the same time, the fil
can accommodate more than 105 crystallites in the longitu-
dinal direction.

In order to confirm this interpretation, we used t

FIG. 1. Plots of conductivity versus thickness for nanocrystalline~2, 3! and
amorphous~1! silicon films doped~1, 3! and undoped~2! with phosphorus.
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Monte Carlo method to numerically calculate the percolat
thresholdxc for the site problem (xc5W/h, whereW is the
critical volume fraction, andh is the packing density!. In
these calculations we assumed a simple cubic lattice.
magnitudes of the percolation threshold in the limiting ca
of bulk (50350350) and planar (5035031) lattices~see
the inset in Fig. 2! came to 0.31 and 0.59 respectively, whic
coincide with values ofxc reported in the literature9 for
simple cubic and square lattices. The calculated depend
of xc on the number of layers of the lattice along the dire
tions X, Y ~longitudinal conductivity! is shown in Fig. 2.

From this analysis it follows that in thin films~less than
10 crystallite diameters! a percolation cluster will not appea
in the longitudinal direction until the volume fraction of th
nanocrystalline phase exceeds a critical value that is la
that the value for the three-dimensional case (;16%). As
we have already noted, this value is bounded from above
the value for a planar~two-dimensional! system, or;50%.
Thus, from the point of view of percolation theory, w
should treat films ofnc-a-Si : H as quasi-two-dimensiona
when their thickness becomes comparable to the size
nanocrystallite.

Our estimates indicate that the volume fraction of nan
rystallites in these samples is;30%; this is virtually inde-
pendent of the film thickness, i.e., considerably smaller th
the critical value of 50% for percolation in the two
dimensional case. This result is in agreement with our in
pretation of the observed giant falloff in conductivity, i.e
that it is due to destruction of a percolation cluster during
transition from bulk to a thin quasi-two-dimensional layer
nc-Si : H ~thin with respect to the size of a nanocrystallite!.

Let us now consider the behavior of the conductiv
transverse to the layer. Our calculations show that in t

FIG. 2. Calculated dependence of the magnitude of the percolation thr
old xc in the longitudinal (X, Y) direction for a simple cubic lattice on the
number of lattice layers in the transverse (X, Z) direction. Calculations were
made for a cube consisting of 50350350 sites~see the inset! and a step of
1 in the directionsX, Z.
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layers~of order 5–6 crystallite diameters! the transverse con
ductivity should rise rapidly due to the increased probabi
for the formation of a percolation cluster of nanocrystallit
from the upper electrode to the lower. However, we emp
size at the outset that in these experimental studies the
of the upper titanium contact was;1023 cm2, so that for
films that are about 1000 Å thick the measured transve
resistance will substantially exceed the resistance of
lower titanium electrode (;10V) only for conductivity val-
ues less than 1024 V21cm21. This quantity limits the maxi-
mum values of transverse conductivity observed in exp
ment.

This analysis allows us to estimate the volume fract
of crystallites in a film ofnc-Si : H, for which considerable
anisotropy in the conductivity appears. However, it does
allow us to obtain the analytic dependence of the conduc
ity on film thickness. In order to explain the specific form
this function, we probably must invoke the same consid
ations as the authors of the monograph Ref. 10 did in de
ing their analytic expression for the dependence of hopp
conductivity on layer thickness.

It is interesting to note that the longitudinal conductivi
of a phosphorus-dopednc-Si : H film with thickness of 200–
250 Å is only an order of magnitude higher than that
undoped nanocrystallinenc-Si : H, and is considerably lowe
than the conductivity of weakly dopeda-Si : H. In consider-
ing this result, we must take into account that nanocrystal
films are grown under fabrication conditions that diff
greatly from the standard PECVD conditions used to obt
amorphous silicon, which can lead to an increased conc
tration of defects in the amorphous phase. On the one h
this circumstance will facilitate the growth of the nanocry
talline phase since it decreases the energy barrier for nu
ation of crystallites due to the increased static disorder in
amorphous medium,6 while on the other hand it makes th
doping the amorphous host less effective. Moreover,
atomic impurities are themselves additional centers for
mation of crystallite seeds. Because of this circumstance
can argue that the distribution of doping impurity in the fil
should be strongly nonuniform and concentrated in the na
crystalline phase. Since for thin~200–250 Å! layers the vol-
ume fraction of crystallites is insufficient for a percolatio
-
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cluster to appear, the conductivity of the heterophase film
the longitudinal direction will be determined by the prope
ties of the low-conductivity amorphous phase.

Thus, we have investigated the dependence of the c
ductivity of hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon films o
thickness. The conductivity along the layer decreases
8–10 orders of magnitude as the thickness decreases
1500 to 200 Å. The observed thickness dependence of
longitudinal conductivity is interpreted in the framework
percolation theory and is associated with destruction o
percolation cluster as the film thickness decreases. The
~200–250 Å! films of nc-Si : H we have obtained could b
used as doped layers inp– i –n structures, where it is neces
sary to decrease the current leakage along the layer su
while preserving a rather high value of transverse conduc
ity.
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Vertical screening in doped, intentionally disordered semiconductor superlattices
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The energy spectrum of electrons in doped, intentionally disordered superlattices is calculated
with allowance for the Coulomb fields generated by the redistribution of electrons among
the quantum wells. An approach based on density functional theory is used in conjunction with a
numerical technique to investigate the influence of screening on the vertical disorder, in
particular, on the distribution of quantum-well levels in such structures. It is shown that screening
shifts the maximum of the distribution and significantly decreases its width; this effect can
result in delocalization of the electronic states governing the vertical conductivity of the structure.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01701-9#
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INTRODUCTION

There has been growing interest lately in the proper
of the vertical conductivity of intentionally disordered supe
lattices~IDSLs!, i.e., structures containing quantum wells
which the distribution of quantum-well levels can actually
controlled by regulating the thicknesses of the layers dur
growth. Experimental studies of GaAs/GaAlAs IDSLs, pr
eminently by optical methods, have been reported in sev
papers.1–3 They comprise model quasi-one-dimensional s
tems useful for investigating the influence of the magnitu
and type of disorder on the energy spectrum and kin
properties. In particular, for short-period superlattices c
taining only a few wells it has been found possible to acqu
information about vertical~in the direction of the superlattic
growth axis! transport of photoexcited nonequilibrium
charge carriers.1 Richter et al.4 have performed direct elec
trical measurements of the temperature dependence o
vertical conductivity of IDSLs which were doped uniform
throughout their volume with silicon and which contained
the order of 102 wells, where random fluctuations of th
widths of the wells created a Gaussian distribution
quantum-well levels. The results of the measurements in
4 have disclosed several nontrivial anomalies of the vert
conductivity at low temperatures; in particular, it has be
found that the vertical conductivity depends weakly on
temperature~quasimetallic behavior!, even in the presence o
large disorder, when the specified width of the random d
tribution of quantum-well levels is significantly greater th
the miniband width, and it is reasonable to assume tha
miniband states are localized. To explain this anomaly in
behavior of the vertical conductivity, the authors of Ref.
hypothesized that it is related to the influence of Coulo
fields produced by a redistribution of electrons among
wells on the energy spectrum of the doped superlattice
this paper we calculate the ground state of doped IDSL
low temperatures and investigate the dependence of its c
acteristics on the parameters of the superlattice and on
doping level.
691063-7826/99/33(1)/3/$15.00
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider a system of quantum wells separated
barriers of constant width with a Gaussian distribution
quantum-well levels calculated in the isolated-well appro
mation. All electrons with donors inside the barriers trans
into the quantum-well regions, producing electric field
which cause the levels to shift; this effect necessitates a s
consistent solution of the problem of calculating the elec
fields and the distribution of electrons among the wells of
superlattice. We confine the discussion to narrow quan
wells and slight overlap of the wave functions of adjace
wells; we can then restrict the discussion entirely to the lo
est quantum-well subband and assume approximately
the charge of the carriers in a quantum well are localiz
in-plane ~this model is analogous to the Vischer–Richt
model of charged layers used in the investigation of scre
ing due to longitudinal charge redistribution in the layers5!.

As long as we are concerned with the region of mod
ately low dopant concentrations, we can disregard exchan
correlation effects and stay within the Hartree approximat
~for low concentrations exchange-correlation effects can
appreciable and result in the formation of superstructures
structural rearrangement of the energy spectrum4,6!. To cal-
culate the spectrum with allowance for the redistribution
electrons among the quantum wells, it is convenient to use
approach based on density functional theory.7 Specifically,
following Refs. 4 and 6, we write the energy of the system
T50 K, E@n# as a density functionaln(z)5( in id(z2 id),
wheren i is the two-dimensional density of electrons in th
i th layer, andd is the period of the superlattice~the confining
potential is taken into account here in the choice of bas!.
We note that the functionalE@n# is simply a function of
many variablesn5$n i% in the given situation. We have

E~n!5(
i

Ei
~0!n i1(

i
~n i

2/2r0!

1~1/2!(
i , j

Vi j ~n i2n0!~n j2n0!, ~1!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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whereEi
(0) is the energy level in thei th well in the absence

of free electrons,r0 is the two-dimensional density of state
in the well, Vi j 522pe2du i 2 j u/«, n05Ndd is the average
two-dimensional electron density in the layer, andNd is the
dopant concentration. The distribution of electrons amo
the quantum wells for the ground state of the system can
determined by minimizingE(n) subject to the additiona
condition ( i(n i2n0)50. The corresponding conditions o
the minimum ofE(n) have the form

Ei
~0!1n i /r01(

j
Vi j ~n j2n0!1m50, ~2!

wherem is a Lagrange multiplier~chemical potential of the
system!, which is determined from the condition( i(n i

2n0)50.

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

The results of the numerical solution of the system
equations~2! are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The distributions
the renormalized levelsEi are calculated with allowance fo
the Coulomb fields produced by the redistribution of carri
among the wells for a given bare Gaussian distribution of
quantum-well levels

P~Ei
~0!!5~1/A2pw!exp$2~Ei

~0!2Em!2/2w2% ~3!

~Fig. 1, curve1! for various doping levels; Fig. 1 shows th
distributions of theEi levels for Nd51017cm23 ~curve 2!
andNd5531017cm23 ~curve3!. The following parameters
are used in the calculations:r05331013eV21

•cm23,
w515 meV, «510, and d533 Å. The character of the
variation of the spectrum of quantum-well levels is read
established by analyzing the shifts of the levels relative
their bare positions; the shift of theEi level in the i th well

FIG. 1. Distribution functions of quantum-well levels in intentionally di
ordered superlattices, calculated with allowance for the Coulomb fields
erated by the spatial redistribution of electrons.~1! Gaussian bare distribu
tion function ~3!; ~2! Gaussian approximation of the results of calculatio
(s) at a dopant concentration 131017 cm23, and curve3 is the same for
calculations (3) at a concentration of 531017 cm23. The arrows indicate
the positions of the Fermi levelsm1 andm2 ; n01 andn02 denote the posi-
tions of the Fermi levels calculated at the indicated concentrations wit
regard for the Coulomb fields associated with redistribution of the char
g
e

f

s
e

o

relative to the bare levelEi2Ei
(0)5Vi is dictated by the po-

tential energy of the electric fieldVi at the site of thei th
well. The dependence ofVi on the position of theEi

(0) level
for curve 2 in Fig. 1 (Nd51017cm23) is shown in Fig. 2.
The figure clearly reveals a trend of the quantum-well lev
to shift toward the renormalized Fermi levelm. The depen-
denceVi(Ei

(0)) can be approximated by the equation

Ei2Ei
~0!5A~Ei

~0!2m!, ~4!

whereA'0.55. If the approximation~4! is adopted for the
‘‘average’’ shift of the bare level, the distribution function o
the renormalized levels also has a Gaussian form of h
width w15Aw with the shifted maximum Em5Em

(0)

1A(Em
(0)2m).

It is evident that Coulomb effects lead to a significa
decrease in the width of the distribution function and a sh
of the Fermi level. To gain insight into the physical reaso
for the modification of the energy spectrum of quantum-w
levels as described by relation~4!, we recall that the depth o
a quantum-well level in a superlattice with one ‘‘defective
quantum well having a different width from the ‘‘regular
wells of the superlattice decreases by the factorb51
14pe2r0d/« as a result of vertical screening due to char
redistribution among the wells. For the above-indicated v
ues of the parameters we haveb'1.9, i.e., the average slop
A in Eq. ~4! is essentially the same as 1/b. The scatter of the
level shifts relative to the linear approximation~4! is attrib-
utable to the significant bearing of fluctuations of wells
the immediate environment on any one given well. This
terpretation is corroborated by a calculation of the renorm
ization of the level spectrum for an ensemble of superlattic
each of which contains only one ‘‘defective’’ well, with th
same level distribution as the bare distributionP(Ei

(0)). For
such an ensemble Eq.~4! is satisfied exactly, and the rando
scatter of the level shifts is zero.

Strictly speaking, the pattern of shifting of levels sit
ated above and below the Fermi level is not symmetric ab
m; i.e., the distributions of the shifts above and belowm are

n-

ut
s.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the shifts of the quantum-well levels due to
redistribution of electrons on the energies of the bare levelsEi

(0) for a
Gaussian distribution of the levels atNd51017 cm23. The solid curve cor-
responds to the linear approximation~4!.
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FIG. 3. Modification of the distribution function of the quantum-well levelsP(Ei
(0)5@1#(1/2w)Q$w2uEi

(0)2E0u% due to the Coulomb fields generated by th
redistribution of electrons among the quantum wells (Nd51017 cm23, w522 meV). ~a! FunctionP(Ei

(0)) ~curve1! and the distribution function~curve2!
obtained from it by piecewise-linear approximation of the distribution of shifts of the quantum-well levels~line with a kink in Fig. 3b!; ~b! dependence of the
shifts of the quantum-well levels on the bare energies of the levels.
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approximated by linear functions of the type~4! with several
different coefficientsA. Because of the strong energy depe
dence of the Gaussian distribution function, this asymme
has little effect on the form of the renormalized distributi
function. The asymmetry of the shifts becomes obvio
however, for a slowly varying distribution function. Figure
3a and 3b show the results of calculations for a bare le
distribution function that is constant in a certain energy
terval and is equal to zero outside it:

P~Ei
~0!!5~1/2w!Q$w2uEi

~0!2E0u% ~5!

~this function is represented by curve1 in Fig. 3a!. The de-
pendence of the shifts of the quantum-well levels on the b
energies of the levels for this case is shown in Fig. 3b. B
in the regionEi

(0),m and in the regionEi
(0).m the level

shifts can be approximated ‘‘on the average’’ by linear fun
tions of type~3! with slopesA1 andA2 , respectively. Here
A1.A2 , i.e., the slope forEi

(0),m is somewhat larger than
for Ei

(0).m. For this reason the level distribution functio
exhibits a characteristic increase at energies lower tham
~curve 2 in Fig. 3a is generated by a piecewise-linear a
proximation of the distribution shown in Fig. 3b!.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Thus, the doping of IDSLs not only imparts a simp
shift to the Fermi level, but also significantly alters the po
tions of the quantum-well levels that correspond to
-
y

,

el
-

re
h

-

-

-
e

minima of the subbands in the individual wells. The levels
adjacent levels merge as a result, and this process ha
effect of, on the one hand, diminishing the disorder govern
by the factorb and, on the other, increasing the overl
integrals of the electron wave functions of adjacent we
i.e., the effective miniband width. These two factors acco
for the trend, discerned in measurements of the vertical c
ductivity of doped superlattices with vertical disorder, t
ward the delocalization of electronic states in the direction
the axis of the superlattices.5
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Infrared absorption in strainedp-type In12xGaxAs/InP quantum wells is investigated for both
possible types of strain~tensile and compressive!. It is observed that the normal-
incidence absorption increases considerably under compressive strain~when the ground state is a
heavy-hole state! and decreases under tensile strain~when the ground state is a light-hole
state!. The peak absorption in the compressed quantum well can attain very large values, on the
order of 5000 cm21 at a hole density;1012cm22; this attribute makes ‘‘compressed’’p-
type quantum wells attractive for IR detection applications. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01801-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental properties and applied aspects of se
conductor quantum-well structures utilizing GaAs/AlGaA
InGaAs/AlGaAs, and InGaAs/InP compounds have been
subject of intensive research in recent years.1–10 One of the
more promising applied trends bears on the utilization
such structures as infrared and far-infrared radiation de
tors. Optical intersubband absorption in quantum wells
attributable to transitions between localized states in
quantum well or between a localized state of the quan
well and delocalized states above the quantum barrier. C
ventional n-type quantum wells1–4 have alluring properties
from the standpoint of IR detection, such as low carrier m
and high mobility. In this case, however, the quantu
mechanical selection rule forbids optical transitions at n
mal incidence and requires the presence of an electric
component perpendicular to the plane of the two-dim
sional electron gas~quantum well!. The efficient generation
of a perpendicularly polarized electromagnetic wave requ
special methods, for example, the formation of structures
the surface of the semiconductor~grooving or a planar me
tallic grid!. A more promising means in this regard is a
forded byp-type quantum wells, which have been receivi
ever-increasing attention lately.5–10 Owing to the quantum-
mechanical mixing of light-hole and heavy-hole states, o
cal transitions between states in quantum wells withp-type
conductivity are allowed for an electromagnetic wave at n
mal incidence, facilitating the fabrication of IR dete
tors.11–14

Since the energy spectrum, wave functions, and ma
elements of hole-state optical transitions in quantum w
are highly sensitive to deformations of the crystal lattice,15,16

IR properties can be effectively controlled by the applicat
of external uniaxial compression or ‘‘built-in’’ strain
~stressed structures!. The effects of built-in stress produce
721063-7826/99/33(1)/8/$15.00
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by mismatch of the substrate and quantum well latt
parameters have been investigated theoretically7,17 and
experimentally10 in GaInAs/AlInAs systems. Xieet al.7

have theoretically predicted a substantial increase
IR absorption in a strained system of compositi
Ga0.7In0.3As/Al0.48In0.52As, which corresponds to tension o
the quantum well material.

In this paper we report the results of an experimen
study of the effect of a built-in strain on infrared absorpti
in quantum wells based on In12xGaxAs/InP. The cases o
tension (x.0.47) andcompression (x,0.47) areexam-
ined. In Sec. 2 we briefly describe the theory of quant
hole states and IR absorption in stressed quantum wells
allowance for the error in the parameters of the valence b
in the quantum well and the barrier. In Sec. 3 we present
results of numerical calculations of the matrix elements
the optical transitions for various polarizations of light. Th
results of calculations of the absorption spectra of IR rad
tion are discussed in Secs. 4 and 5.

2. ENERGY SPECTRUM AND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS IN
STRESSED QUANTUM WELLS

In this paper we discuss a typical strained struct
~quantum well! formed by a layer of semiconductor materi
~solid solution! In12xGaxAs with band gapEg(x)50.5
21.0 eV, contained between two insulating InP barrier la
ers, which is characterized by a considerably larger band
~1.4 eV!. By varying the atomic fraction of galliumx in the
well layer it is possible to alter the physical parameters~in-
cluding the lattice constanta! and to control the strain cre
ated in the zone of the In12xGaxAs/InP interface~exact
matching of the well and barrier lattice parameters and,
cordingly, zero strain are achieved forx'0.47). We assume
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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below that the elastic stress generated by mismatch of
well and barrier lattice constantsaw and ab are localized
entirely in the quantum well layer.

For the ensuing analysis we choose the direction
growth of the semiconductor structure~perpendicular to the
plane of the layers! as thezaxis. The energies and wav
functions of the valence band states can be obtained by s
ing the following system of equations by the effective ma
method:14–20

(
n

@Hmn1Vh~z!dmn# Fn~ki ,z!5E~ki!Fm~ki ,z!, ~1!

where the indicesm andn denote the Bloch statesu3/2, 3/2&,
u3/2, 1/2&, u3/2,21/2&, u3/2,23/2&, respectively,Hmn is the
434 Luttinger Hamiltonian, andVh(z) is the potential of the
quantum well. Since the quantum well potentialVh(z) is a
function of the coordinates, the wave vectorkz in Eq. ~1!
must be replaced by the operator (1/i )(]/]z). The compo-
nents of the wave functionsFm(ki , r ) have the form

Fm~ki , r !5Fm~ki , z!exp~ iki , r i!, ~2!

whereki denotes the hole wave vector in the plane of
quantum well.

Since the parameters of the effective mass tensor in
~1! are functions of the coordinates, all operators of the fo
A(z)(]2/]z2) and B(z)(]/]z) in the Luttinger Hamiltonian
must be replaced by the symmetrized expressi
(]/]z)A(z)(]/]z) and 1/2@B(z)(]/]z)1(]/]z)B(z)# to en-
sure the Hermitian property.22

We invoke the unitary transformation18,20,15,16for block
232 diagonalization of the initial 434 Luttinger Hamil-
tonian. We also use the axial~relative to thezaxis! approxi-
mation18,20 for simplicity. The transformed HamiltonianHmn

can be written in the form15,16

Hmn5FHU 0

0 HLG , ~3!

where

HU5FH11
U H12

U

H21
U H22

U G ,

H11
U 5

\2

2m0
3F ~g11g2!ki

21
1

i

]

]z
~g122g2!

1

i

]

]z
1jG ,

H12
U 5

\2

2m0
3FA3gki

22 iA3kiS g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D G ,

H21
U 5

\2

2m0
3FA3gki

21 iA3kiS g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D G ,

H22
U 5

\2

2m0
3F ~g12g2!ki

21
1

i

]

]z
~g112g2!

1

i

]

]z
1jG ,

~4!

HL5FH11
L H12

L

H21
L H22

L G ,
he

f

lv-
s

e

q.

s

H11
L 5

\2

2m0
3F ~g12g2!ki

21
1

i

]

]z
~g122g2!

1

i

]

]z
1jG ,

H12
L 5

\2

2m0
3FA3gki

22 iA3kiS g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D G ,

H21
L 5

\2

2m0
3FA3gki

21 iA3kiS g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D G ,

H22
L 5

\2

2m0
3F ~g11g2!ki

21
1

i

]

]z
~g112g2!

1

i

]

]z
1jG .

~5!

In the case of a strained quantum structure~e.g.,
In12xGaxAs with the lattice constanta(x), grown on InP
with the lattice constanta0) the stress energyj in Eqs. ~5!
can be expressed in terms of the biaxial strain«5@a0

2a(x)#/a(x) asj52b@112c12/c11)]«. The hole potential
energy is written in the form15,16

Vh~z!5H 2avS 12
c12

c11
D «

hydrostatic strain energy
in the well region,

DEv in the barrier region,

~6!

whereDEv is the height of the quantum barrier.
The conditions for matching the solutions at the quant

well-barrier interface can be obtained by integrating Eqs.~1!
in the region close to the interface. The explicit bounda
conditions express the requirement of continuity of the c
umn functions15,16,22

FF1~z!

F2~z!
G , FF3~z!

F4~z!
G ~7!

and

F ~g122g2!
]

]z
A3g3ki

2A3g3ki ~g112g2!
]

]z
G FF1~z!

F2~z!G ,

F ~g112g2!
]

]z
A3g3ki

2A3g3ki ~g122g2!
]

]z
G FF3~z!

F4~z!G . ~8!

The absorption coefficient for optical transitions betwe
hole subbandsn andn8 is given by the expression

ann8~v!5
4p2e2

n0vcV(
ki

@ f n~ki!2 f n8~ki!#

3u^n8ue• v̂un&u2d~En82En2\v!, ~9!

wheren0 is the refractive index,e is the light polarization
vector, andf n(ki) is the hole distribution function. In the
envelope function approximation the hole velocity opera
can be specified as
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v̂5
1

\

]H

]k
. ~10!

The final result for the velocity components can be written
the form
r

A
bl

m
o

in
ti
v̂ i5F v̂ i
U 0

0 v̂ i
L G , F v̂z

U 0

0 v̂z
L G , ~11!

where the operatorsv i
U and vz

U have the symmetrized Her
mitian form
v i
U5

\

2m0 F 2ki~g11g2! 2A3ḡki2A3
1

i S g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D

2A3ḡki1A3
1

i S g3

1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
g3D 2ki~g12g2! G , ~12!

vz
U5

\

2m0 F 1

i

]

]z
~g122g2!1~g122g2!

1

i

]

]z
2 i2A3g3ki

1 i2A3g3ki
1

i

]

]z
~g112g2!1~g112g2!

1

i

]

]z
G , ~13!
and
the
of

d is
l

pa-

the

s in

y of
hear
of
li-

tes
g’’

and
andv i
L andvz

L are the Hermitian conjugates of the operato

v i
U andvz

U , respectively. The matrix elementsm0^n8ue–v̂un&
can be written in the form14

m0e• v̂nn85m0^n8uev̂un&5e(
nn8

~Pnn8Onn8
nn81Qnn8Dnn8

nn8!,

~14!

where the coefficients of the matricesPnn8Qnn8 can be ob-
tained directly from Eqs.~13! and~14!. The elements of the

overlap matrixOnn8
nn8 and the dipole matrixDnn8

nn8 are defined
as

Onn8
nn85E Fn8

* Fndz ~15!

and

Dnn8
nn85E Fn8

* S A~z!
1

i

]

]z
1

1

i

]

]z
A~z!FnDdz

5E A~z!FFn8
*

1

i

]Fn

]z
1FnS 1

i

]Fn8
]z D * Gdz. ~16!

Note that the matrixPvv8 is linear inki , andQvv8 does not
depend onki ~Ref. 14!.

3. HOLE ENERGY SPECTRUM AND MATRIX ELEMENTS OF
OPTICAL TRANSITIONS IN STRAINED QUANTUM
WELLS

The physical parameters used for the materials Ga
InAs, and InP in the calculations are summarized in Ta
I.15,16,27All the materials for the solid solution In12xGaxAs
have been calculated by linear interpolation of the para
eters of InAs and GaAs with the exception of the width
the band gap for the strained materialEg(In12xGaxAs)
50.41810.614x10.487x2 eV ~Refs. 15 and 16!. A difficult
quantity to determine in analyzing the effects of strain
quantum structures is the partial distribution of the elas
s

s,
e

-
f

c

potentials and the energy barriers between the valence
conduction bands. In our calculations we have used
simple model described in Refs. 15 and 16. The fraction
the hydrostatic potential associated with the valence ban
assumed to be 1/3 (av5a/3), and the height of the potentia
barrier for holes is taken to beDEv50.64DEg . The energy
spectrum and the wave functions are calculated by the pro
gation matrix method.15,16

Figures 1a and 1b show the calculated structure of
hole states for a quantum well~80 Å! having the composition
In12xGaxAs/InP for various atomic fractions of Ga~x!. For
the unstrained quantum well the first hole subbandH1 is the
lowest, because heavy holes have a large effective mas
the direction of the growth axis of the structure~quantum-
well effect!. With the onset of compression (x,0.47) the
energy of heavy-hole states decreases, and the energ
light-hole states increases under the influence of the s
potential. It is evident from Fig. 1a that the effective mass
the lowest state in the plane of the quantum well is ‘‘faci
tated’’ in this case.

In the case of a tensile-strained structure (x.0.47) the
deformation potential lowers the energy of light-hole sta
and raises the energy of heavy-hole states, ‘‘competin

TABLE I. Physical parameters of semiconductor materials GaAs, InAs,
InP.

Parameter GaAs InAs InP

Lattice constanta, Å 5.653 6.058 5.869
Band gapEg , eV 1.519 0.418 1.424
g1 6.85 20.4 4.95
g2 2.1 8.3 1.65
g3 2.9 9.1 2.35
c11 , 1011 dyn/cm2 11.89 8.83 10.11
c12 ,1011 dyn/cm2 5.38 4.53 5.61
ac2av , eV 29.77 26.0 28.6
b, eV 21.7 21.8 22.0
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FIG. 1. Structure of the valence bandE(ki) for an
In12xGaxAs/InP quantum well of width 80 Å, calculated
for various compositions:~a! x50.47 ~zero mismatch of
the lattice parameters for the barrier and quantum w
materials!, x50.32 ~compressive strain!; ~b! x50.57, x
50.32 ~tensile strain!. Light-hole states are marked.
c

ss
in

und
the

al
ts
with the quantum-well effect and resulting in strong intera
tion and mixing of states of the lower subbandsH1 andL1
in the ‘‘transition’’ composition interval (x>0.520.6). This
phenomenon produces a region of negative effective ma
in the plane of the quantum well. With a further increase
-

es

the tensile strain, the light-hole subband becomes the gro
state, characterized by a ‘‘heavy’’ mass in the plane of
quantum well.

The results of calculations of the probabilities of optic
transitions ~squares of the moduli of the matrix elemen
s
FIG. 2. Calculated values of the squares of the moduli of the dipole matrix elements (m0/2)u^nuvzun8&u2 for z-polarization optical transitions and variou
In12xGaxAs/InP compositions:~a! x50.32 ~compression!; ~b! x50.47 ~no strain!; ~c, d! x50.57 ~tension!, x50.67 ~tension!. Width of the well 80 Å.
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FIG. 3. Calculated values of the squares of the moduli of the dipole matrix elements (m0/2)u^nuvzun8&u2 for x-polarization optical transitions and variou
In12xGaxAs/InP compositions:~a! x50.32 ~compression!; ~b! x50.47 ~no strain!; ~c, d! x50.57 ~tension!, x50.67 ~tension!. Width of the well 80 Å.
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m0e–v̂nn85m0^n8ue–v̂un& are shown in Fig. 2~the vectore is
parallel to thezaxis — z-polarization! and Fig. 3~light at
normal incidence, the vectore is parallel to the plane of the
quantum well —x-polarization! as functions of the modulu
of the wave vectorki . The results are shown only for tran
sitions from the ground state, because the latter is usually
only filled state in typical experimental situations. The sel
tion rules for various intersubband transitions can be infer
from an analysis of Eqs.~12!–~14!. The probabilities of tran-
sitions for wave vectors in the vicinity ofki50 are given by
the matrix elementsQvv8 .

It is evident from Figs. 2 and 3 that the selection ru
differ markedly for different polarizations. For small value
of the wave vectorki the dominant transitions are parity
allowed intersubband transitions betweenHH andLH states
(H1→L2 or L1→H2,H4) in the case ofx-polarization and
in-band transitions (H1→H2, H1→H4, or L1→L2) in the
case ofz-polarization. The matrix elements of the intersu
band transitions increase considerably when the ground
is a light-hole state~under tensile strain!, because the prob
ability of such transitions is inversely proportional to th
square of the effective mass in thez-direction.

For x-polarization, as is evident from Fig. 3, the pro
abilities of intersubband transitions in the vicinity ofki50
he
-
d

s

-
te

increase significantly if the ground state is a heavy-h
state. This property is associated with the different degree
penetration of the wave functions of the light-hole a
heavy-hole ground statesFv(z) into the region of the quan
tum barrier. Figure 4 bears witness to the fact that the lig
hole wave function is considerably ‘‘smoother,’’ which a

counts for the smaller dipole matrix elementsDvv8
nn8 .

As the wave vectorki increases, the heavy-hole an
light-hole states mix, and transitions between any states
come possible. For sufficiently largeK i both matricesPvv8
andQvv8 contribute to the transition probability. Looking a
the important case of light at normal incidence~x-polari-
zation!, we can see that all the transition probabilities i
crease substantially in compression~Ga contentx,0.47),
when the ground state is a heavy-hole state. In contrast
optical transition matrix elements decrease in tensionx
.0.47), when the ground state is a light-hole state. It
evident from Fig. 3c that the transition probabilities are e
pecially small in the interval of compositionsx>0.520.6,
when the lowest state is highly mixed. The above-descri
influence of stress on optical transitions is easy to unders
when the variation of the effective mass in the plane of
quantum well is taken into account. Since the transit
probabilitywnn8 for x-polarization is governed by the matri
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elements^n8ue• v̂xun&, in the first approximation we can
write wnn8(ki);vxn(ki)5]En(ki)/]ki . As a matter of fact,
a comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 with Fig. 1 reveals that h
transition probabilities correspond to a large inverse effec
mass ]E1(ki)/]ki in the presence of compressive stra
~heavy-hole ground state!, and low transition probabilities
correspond to small values of]E1(ki)/]ki ~light-hole ground
state!.

The variance of the ground state]E1(ki)/]ki is particu-
larly small for strong mixing of the lower states (x;0.5
20.6), which drastically reduces the absorption of light
normal incidence. We also mention two other factors t
significantly affect the intensity of hole intersubband optic
absorption in the InGaAs system: an increase in the Luttin
parameters and an increase in the depth of the quantum
when the In fraction (12x) is increased (DEv5390 meV for
x50.47, andDEv5486 meV forx50.32).

Consequently, the intensity of optical intersubband tr
sition in strained quantum wells increases significantly
the x-polarization ~normal incidence of light!, when the
ground state is a heavy-hole state, and for thez-polarization,
when the ground state is a light-hole state.

4. INTERSUBBAND ABSORPTION SPECTRA IN A
STRAINED In12xGaxAs/InP QUANTUM WELL

To determine the absorption coefficient, it is necess
to sum the intensities of transitions between the individ
mth andnth subbands:

a~v!5(
m,n

amn~v!. ~17!

In this paper we consider the case of zero tempera
for simplicity, assuming that the distribution function in E
~9! has the valuesf (ki)51 for E,Ef and f (ki)50 for
E.Ef . The following replacement of thed-function is made
in Eq. ~9! in calculations of the normalized Lorentz functio
d(E)5(G/2p)(E21G2/4)21 with a typical width of the

FIG. 4. Calculated wave functions for the lower heavy-hole and light-h
states in an unstrained In12xGaxAs/InP quantum well,x50.47, ki50,
w580 Å.
h
e

t
t
l
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contourG58 meV. To investigate the effects of stress, w
calculate the normal-incidence spectra for an 80
In12xGaxAs/InP quantum well for various values of the p
rameterx. In the integration overki the two-dimensional
hole density in the quantum well is assumed to be fixed
equal to 1012cm22.

The calculated normal-incidence spectra for vario
compositions of the In12xGaxAs system are shown in Figs
5a and 5b. The spectra have a similar appearance for
unstrained (x50.47) and compressed (x,0.47) lattices~see
Fig. 5a!, and the dominant transitions areH1→H3 (hn
;100 meV) andH1→L2 (hn;2002300 meV). The ab-
sorption in the spectral regionhn;100 meV (l;10mm),
which is important from the applications point of view, in
creases significantly as the compression is increased, ow
to an increase in the dipole matrix elements of the opti
transitions~see the preceding section!. It is evident from Fig.
5a that the peak absorption coefficient attains val
aL;0.005, which correspond to large bulk absorpti

e

FIG. 5. Optical absorption spectra in a quantum well at normal incidence
various In12xGaxAs/InP compositions atT50 K. ~a! x50.47 ~unstrained
lattice!, x50.42, 0.37, 0.32~compression!; ~b! x50.47 ~unstrained lattice!,
x50.52, 0.57, 0.67~tension!. The hole density is constant and equal
1012 cm22.
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a5aL/L;6000 cm21. The pronounced shift of the dom
nant H1→L2 peak toward higher frequencies is caused
an increase in the energy gap between the heavy-hole
light-hole subbands.

The pattern changes radically in tensile stra
(x.0.47). It is evident from Fig. 5b that the total IR absor
tion in a highly tensile-strained quantum well (x50.67) is
much lower than in the unstrained structure, consistent w
the smaller values of the optical matrix elements~see Fig.
3d!. It is evident from Fig. 3c that the optical transition pro
abilities drop sharply in the presence of small tensile stra
(x50.520.6). The observed effect is obviously attributab
to strong interaction and mixing of the lower hole statesL1
andH1 ~‘‘anticrossing’’; see Fig. 1b!, which causes the op
tical matrix elements to decrease considerably~see the pre-
ceding section!. Moreover, the strong mixing of hole state
produces an electronlike effective mass near the origin
k-space~Refs. 21,15, and 16 As a result, at low temperatu
holes occupy the lowest energy states for nonzero value
the wave vectorki50.0320.04 Å21, where the matrix ele-
ments are much smaller than forki;0. With a further in-

FIG. 6. Optical absorption spectra in a quantum well at normal incidence
various In12xGaxAs/InP compositions atT50 K. ~a! x50.47 ~unstrained
lattice!, x50.37, 0.32 ~compression!; ~b! x50.47 ~unstrained lattice!,
x50.57, 0.67~tension!. The Fermi level is constant and equal to 6 meV.
y
nd

th

s

in
s
of

crease in the tension (x.0.6) the pure light-hole state
emerges as the ground state, and the transitionsL1→H3 and
L1→H4 become dominant.

The results discussed above have been obtained on
assumption of a constant two-dimensional hole den
(1012cm22). In some papers the influence of strain on t
optical absorption has been analyzed on the assumption
fixed Fermi level.7 To compare the results of the two diffe
ent approaches, we also calculate the absorption coeffici
for a fixed energy of the hole Fermi level~6 meV!, which
corresponds to a variation of the two-dimensional density
the hole gas in the interval 101121012cm22 ~Fig. 6!. It is
evident from Fig. 6b that when the Fermi level is fixed, t
IR absorption in the tensile-strained quantum well increa
considerably at photon energies of the order of 100 m
exactly as in Ref. 7. It is obvious that the observed incre
in the absorption is associated with an increase in the den
of states of the lower light-hole subband~see Fig. 1b!
~at a fixed Fermi level of 6 meV the variation of the atom
fraction of Ga from 0.47 to 0.67 corresponds to an incre
in the hole density nh from 2.531011cm22 to 2.2
31012cm22). Thus, a comparison of the absorption spec
calculated at a fixed Fermi level reveals primarily a sign
cant variation of the density of states of the lower hole s
band. Since the hole density in typical quantum structu
created for infrared applications depends on the doping le
of the quantum well region and not on the built-in strain, t
analysis of the absorption spectra calculated at a fixed h
density is deemed more suitable.

Calculations of the absorption spectra for various fix
hole densities in the rangenh5101021012cm22 and Fermi
levels Ef55220 meV reveal qualitatively the same stra
dependences as above.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted a theoretical investigation of inf
red absorption in strainedp-type In12xGaxAs/InP quantum
wells for both possible types of strain~tension and compres
sion!. We have found that the absorption at normal inciden
increases considerably under compressive strain~when the
ground state has a heavy-hole character! and decreases in
tensile deformation~when the ground state is a light-ho
state!. The peak absorption in the quantum well in compre
sion can attain very large values of the order of 5000 cm21 at
hole densities;1012cm22, lending a definite appeal to th
application of ‘‘compressed’’p-type quantum wells for IR
detection.

This work has received financial support from the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~No. 96-02-18593! and
the FTNS Interindustrial Scientific-Technical Program~No.
97-1048!.
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Influence of composition and anneal conditions on the optical properties of „In, Ga…As
quantum dots in an „Al, Ga …As matrix
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The optical properties of structures containing InGaAs quantum dots in GaAs and AlGaAs
matrices grown by molecular-beam epitaxy are investigated. It is shown that increasing the In
content in the quantum dots has the effect of raising the energy of carrier localization and
increasing the energy distance between the ground state and the excited states of carriers in the
quantum dots. An investigation of the influence of postgrowth annealing on the optical
properties of the structures shows that the formation of vertically coupled quantum dots and the
use of a wide-gap AlGaAs matrix enhances the thermal stability of the structures. Moreover,
high-temperature (830 °C) thermal annealing can improve the quality of the AlGaAs layers in
structures with vertically coupled InGaAs quantum dots in an AlGaAs matrix. The results
demonstrate the feasibility of using postgrowth annealing to improve the characteristics of quantum
dot lasers. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01901-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of structures with ordered arrays
In~Ga!As quantum dots in an~Al !GaAs matrix and their in-
vestigation are pursuits of great current importance in
day’s physics and technology of semiconductors.1–3 The
most intensive research is aimed at the formation of quan
dots by the spontaneous morphological transformation
strained layers as they are deposited onto the surface
crystal having a different lattice constant. There is inter
both in fundamental studies of the physical properties as
ciated with size quantization and in the feasibility of devi
applications for such structures.3,4 For example, lasers hav
now been fabricated using quantum dots in the sys
InGaAs/AlGaAs ~Ref. 5!, which is characterized by ex
tremely high temperature stability of the threshold curren6

exceeding the theoretical limit for quantum-well lasers.7

It has been shown in several papers2,3 that the formation
of dense (.531010cm23) arrays of coherent InGaAs quan
tum dots on the surface of GaAs or~Al, Ga!As in molecular-
beam epitaxy takes place only under certain growth con
tions. For example, the ratio of the fluxes of arsenic
gallium atoms should not exceed 5–10, and the surface t
perature is usually held in the interval 4502500 °C. Growth
at higher substrate temperatures leads to a drastic redu
in the density of the quantum dot array, an increase in
probability for the formation of dissociated clusters, and
reevaporation of In atoms from the surface. Consequen
the deposition of quantum dots and their initial overgrow
~capping! by the matrix material~GaAs or AlGaAs! must
take place at relatively low substrate temperatures. On
other hand, we know that the growth of high-quality Ga
and especially AlGaAs layers requires that substanti
higher substrate temperatures (6002700 °C) be maintained
801063-7826/99/33(1)/5/$15.00
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to preclude the formation of point defects. Hence, the o
mum temperature for the deposition of quantum dots a
their initial overgrowth does not coincide with the optimu
temperature for growth of GaAs and AlGaAs. Two fund
mental questions arise in this regard: Is it impossible to
prove the quality of wide-gap barriers by postgrowth anne
ing of the structures and, on the other hand, does not
growth of passive regions of a laser at elevated temperat
influence the geometrical dimensions, composition, a
shape of the quantum dots.

To address these issues, we have undertaken an inv
gation of the thermal stability of quantum dots by means
postgrowth annealing. It has been shown previously8–10 that
the high-temperature thermal annealing of InAs quant
dots in GaAs shifts the emission line of the quantum d
structures toward higher photon energies~the phenomenon
of disordering of quantum dots as a result of the diffusion
atoms across the quantum dot boundary at high temp
tures!, but does not significantly improve the luminescen
characteristics of the structures. The quantum dots incre
in size, thereby lowering the average In concentration; t
behavior has been confirmed by transmission electron mi
scope data.10 Moreover, the quantum dot photoluminescen
line narrows as a result of the weaker influence of varia
of the quantum dot size on the optical transition energy
size of the quantum dots increases. A decrease in the en
of carrier localization in quantum dots increases the pr
ability of thermal emission of carriers and, in the case
laser applications, raises the threshold current and detr
from the temperature stability of the device. Consequentl
detailed study of the influence of annealing processes on
properties of structures containing quantum dot arrays is n
essary in order to optimize the regimes of growth and po
growth processing of laser structures. So far, however, st
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Conditions of quantum dot formation.

Sample No. of quantum In content,x InGaAs Matrix Tg , °C To, °C
dot tiers thickness, Å

1 1 0.23 66 Al0.15Ga0.85As 500 600
2 1 0.37 22 Al0.15Ga0.85As 500 600
3 1 0.50 17 Al0.15Ga0.85As 500 600
4 3 0.50 12 Al0.15Ga0.85As 485 700
5 1 0.37 22 GaAs 500 600
6 1 0.50 17 GaAs 500 600
7 1 1.0 8 GaAs 500 600
8 6 0.55 12 GaAs 500 600
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be
tures involving InAs quantum dots in a GaAs matrix ha
been investigated for the most part, whereas currently
best results in terms of the performance characteristics
quantum dot lasers have been achieved for~In, Ga!As quan-
tum dots in an~Al, Ga!As matrix. This fact mandates th
need for detailed studies of the influence of postgrowth
nealing on the properties of the structures in this system
cifically and also for the assessment of common patterns
differences in comparison with the case of InAs and InGa
quantum dots in GaAs.

2. EXPERIMENT

The investigated samples were grown by molecu
beam epitaxy on GaAs~100! substrates. In structures wit
InxGa12xAs quantum dots in GaAs and Al0.15Ga0.85As ma-
trices, AlAs/GaAs superlattices were grown after the depo
tion of a GaAs buffer layer to prevent carrier leakage into
substrate. This operation was followed by the deposition o
GaAs or Al0.15Ga0.85As layer of thickness 100 nm. Then th
active zone was grown. The indium content, the effect
thicknesses of the InGaAs layer, and the quantum dot de
sition temperature (Tg) are shown in Table I. Since the crit
cal thickness at which quantum dots begin to form increa
as the mole fraction of InAs~x! is decreased, the effectiv
thickness of the InGaAs layer was decreased for sam
having a lowerx. After the deposition of the quantum do
and a 100-Å GaAs~Al0.15Ga0.85As) layer the growth tem-
perature was raised, and a GaAs (Al0.15Ga0.85As) layer and
an AlAs/GaAs superlattice were grown to prevent surfa
recombination. The overgrowth temperatures (To) are also
given in Table I.

We have also grown samples containing several qu
tum dot layers. The growth conditions for these samples c
responded to those for the samples with a single laye
quantum dots. The active zone consisted of three or six qu
tum dot layers separated by 50-Å barriers of the matrix m
terial. Since the total quantity of InGaAs in these structu
had been increased, the InGaAs layer thickness was dim
ished in the upper quantum dot layers to prevent dislocat
from forming. The mole fraction of InAs, the effective thick
ness of the InGaAs layer, the quantum dot deposition te
perature, and the overgrowth temperature for these struct
are also given in Table I

Photoluminescence was excited by an Ar1 laser beam
~wavelength l5514.5 nm and power densityP5100 W/
e
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cm2). The luminescence signal was recorded by a coo
photomultiplier or a germaniump-i-n photodiode. The
samples were annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere for va
durations at temperatures of 6002850 °C.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the photoluminescence spectra
samples with various mole fractions of InAs~x! in an Al-
GaAs matrix at various temperatures. It is important to n
that a variation of the mole fraction of InAs alters the m
match between the lattice parameters and, accordin
changes the dimensions and shape of the quantum dots
formation of quantum dots for all the structures was mo
tored according to the variation of the fast-electron diffra
tion pattern. It is evident from Fig. 1 that increasingx from
0.23 to 0.37 causes the photoluminescence band~QD! to
shift ;65 meV toward lower photon energies. A further i
crease inx does not produce any appreciable shift of t
photoluminescence line. In addition, the photoluminesce
bandwidth increases. Another prominent feature is the
that when the temperature is raised, the decrease in the
photoluminescence intensity of a sample with In0.23Ga0.77As
quantum dots is far more pronounced than for structures h
ing a high concentrationx. This behavior of the photolumi-
nescence can be explained as follows. An increase in
mole fraction of InAs causes the energy of carrier localiz
tion in the quantum dots to increase, and this process, in t
has the effect of shifting the photoluminescence line tow
lower photon energies. As a result, the geometrical dim
sions of the quantum dots also influence the electron sp
trum and the optical transition energy, thereby increasing
nonuniform broadening of the emission line. Moreover,
increase in the degree of carrier localization lowers the pr
ability for the thermal emission of carriers and thus weake
the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence in
sity.

An increase in the temperature leads to the suppres
of new lines~QD* ) on the short-wavelength side of the spe
trum, owing to the increase in the population of excit
quantum dot states. For a structure withx50.23 the energy
distance between the QD and QD* optical transition lines is
;45 meV. For a sample withx50.5 this distance increase
to ;90 meV. In the case of the structure withx50.5 no
appreciable change in the profile of the spectrum is obser
up to room temperature. However, this result can also
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of samples containing quantum dots with different mole fractions of InAs in an Al0.15Ga0.85As matrix at various
temperatures.~a! Sample 1:~1! T515 K; ~2! 40 K; ~3! 70 K; ~4! 100 K; ~5! 140 K; ~6! 180 K; ~7! 210 K; ~8! 240 K; ~9! 280 K. ~b! Sample 2:~1! T
515 K; ~2! 40 K; ~3! 70 K; ~4! 100 K; ~5! 140 K; ~6! 180 K; ~7! 210 K; ~8! 240 K; ~9! 300 K. ~c! Sample 3:~1! T515 K; ~2! 40 K; ~3! 70 K; ~4! 100 K; ~5!
140 K; ~6! 180 K; ~7! 210 K; ~8! 250 K; ~9! 300 K. Inset: photoluminescence spectrum of sample 4 atT577 K.
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identified with an increase in the photoluminescence ba
width and the masking of new lines by nonuniform broade
ing. Consequently, an increase inx further weakens the tem
perature dependence of the shape of the photoluminesc
spectrum.

The following conclusion can be drawn from our resul
For the investigated samples the quantum dots in a struc
with x50.5 are characterized by the maximum degree
carrier localization and a substantial energy distance betw
the ground stae and the excited electron states. Thes
tributes make such structures promising for applications
the active zone of semiconductor injection lasers. Howe
the large photoluminescence bandwidth (;180 meV) can
work against the attainment of low threshold current den
ties. It has been shown11,12 that one way to monitor and
regulate the size and shape of quantum dots is by replica
i.e., by depositing several tiers of quantum dots separate
narrow ~of the order of the height of the quantum do!
~Al !GaAs barriers. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the photolum
nescence spectrum of a sample with three In0.5Ga0.5As quan-
tum dots in an Al0.15Ga0.85As matrix. Clearly the photolumi-
nescence spectrum has narrowed considerably to;75 eV,
indicating that the system of quantum dots has become m
homogeneous in vertical allocation. The small shift of t
photoluminescence maximum toward shorter waveleng
for the given structure is probably attributable to the sma
effective thickness of the InGaAs layer in each success
deposition cycle.

It has been shown12,13 that a wide-gap AlGaAs matrix
can be used to enhance carrier localization in quantum
and thereby lower substantially the threshold current den
in injection lasers. We have investigated the postgrowth
nealing of structures with quantum dots in GaAs a
AlGaAs matrices with a view toward studying the influen
of the matrix material and the In content on the therm
stability of quantum dots. Figure 2 shows photoluminesce
spectra recorded before and after the postgrowth annealin
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samples containing InGaAs quantum dots with various
concentrations in a GaAs matrix. The anneal tempera
was maintained atTa5700 °C, and the anneal time wa
30 min or 90 min. It is evident that the photoluminescen

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of samples containing quantum
with different mole fractions of InAs in a GaAs matrix without annealin
~solid curves! and after 30-min~dashed curves! and 90-min~dotted curves!
anneals atTa5700 °C. Measurement temperatureT577 K. ~a! Sample 5;
~b! sample 6;~c! sample 7.
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line shifts toward higher photon energies after annealing,
dependently of the In content in the quantum dots. This p
nomenon has been observed by many research groups8,9 and,
as mentioned above, is attributed to the diffusion of In a
Ga atoms across the quantum dot boundary, which low
the effective In content in the quantum dots. We note, first
all, that the smallest shift of the photoluminescence pe
occurs for In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dots. Second, the spec
recorded after 30-min and 90-min anneals scarcely diffe
all. At 700 °C, therefore, the diffusion processes have a sh
duration, and any subsequent changes are of little sig
cance. Since the adopted anneal conditions are consi
with the conditions for the high-temperature growth of wid
gap emitters in injection lasers, this result is indicative o
major modification of the shape and dimensions of the qu
tum dots in a GaAs matrix in the active zone of lasers.

The results of previous studies12,13 have shown that
structures with several tiers of quantum dots separated
narrow ~of the order of the dot height! barriers ~so-called
structure with vertically coupled quantum dots! can be used
not only to diminish the size variance, but also to achie
greater gain in lasers and to prevent gain saturation in las
through the ground state in quantum dots. Figure 3 shows
photoluminescence spectra for a structure with vertica
coupled InGaAs quantum dots in a GaAs matrix under va
ous anneal conditions. We see that only for anneal temp

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra of a structure without annealing~1! and
after a 30-min anneal at various temperatures:~2! Ta5700 K; ~3! 750 K; ~4!
800 K; ~5! 850 K. Measurement temperatureT577 K.
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turesTa.800 °C does the short-wavelength shift of the ph
toluminescence line for such a structure become apprecia
whereas annealing at lower temperatures leaves the pos
of the line essentially unchanged. We therefore assume
structures with vertically coupled quantum dots have grea
thermal stability. This result is probably attributable to
effective increase in the size of the carrier localization zo
in the case of vertically coupled dots. Diffusion process
which tend to ‘‘smear’’ the quantum dot boundaries, no
exert a far weaker influence on the quantum dot elect
spectrum and, hence, on the optical transition energy. T
result shows that high-temperature emitter growth, at wh
the density of point defects is small and the optical proper
of the structure change only slightly, can be employed
growing laser structures with an active zone utilizing ver
cally coupled quantum dots.

We have shown previously11 that the high-temperature
annealing of structures containing InGaAs quantum dots
an AlGaAs matrix influences the optical characteristics of
structures to a lesser extent than structures with quan
dots in a GaAs matrix. Figure 4 shows the photolumin
cence spectra of structures containing vertically coupled
GaAs quantum dots in an Al0.15Ga0.85As matrix. We note
that for the structure with quantum dots in the syste
InGaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As the top AlGaAs capping layer wa

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of structure 4 without annealing~1! and
after a 30-min anneal atTa5850 °C ~2!. Measurement temperature:~a!
T577 K; ~b! T5300 K.
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grown at a temperature of 700 °C. During growth, therefo
the structure was subjected to a 10-min anneal at higher
peratures than in the annealing of structures with quan
dots in a GaAs matrix. It is evident that for this structure
30-min postgrowth anneal at the temperatureTa5830 °C
slightly shifts the photoluminescence line~by 20 meV! to-
ward higher photon energies without altering the lo
temperature photoluminescence intensity or the linewid
This outcome is probably attributable to the suppression
diffusion processes by virtue of the lower mobility of A
atoms. On the other hand, annealing significantly increa
the photoluminescence intensity at a temperature of 30
We attribute this phenomenon to a significant decrease in
density of point defects in the AlGaAs layer immediate
adjacent to the quantum dots, which was deposited at a
temperature. The result is a decrease in the probability
nonradiative recombination at room temperature.

We have thus shown that the high-temperature ther
annealing of structures containing vertically coupled InGa
quantum dots in an AlGaAs matrix can significantly impro
the quality of the structure, essentially without affecting t
energy of carrier localization in the quantum dots relative
the barrier. This result also shows that annealing during
growth of laser structures with InGaAs quantum dots in A
GaAs can be augmented with postgrowth annealing at hig
temperatures, thereby improving the characteristics of the
ser structures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the influence of the mole fract
of InAs and high-temperature postgrowth thermal annea
on the luminescence properties of structures containing
GaAs quantum dots in GaAs and AlGaAs matrices. We h
shown that increasing the mole fraction of InAs from 0.23
0.5 for quantum dots in an AlGaAs matrix raises the ene
of carrier localization in the quantum dots and increases
energy distance between the ground state and the ex
states. Nonuniform broadening of the photoluminesce
line increases as the mole fraction of InAs is increased, b
can be diminished by depositing several planes of quan
dots separated by narrow barriers to improve the size un
mity of the quantum dots and stimulate effective electro
interaction between the quantum dots in adjacent tiers. F
thermore, the replication of quantum dot layers separated
thin barriers enhances the thermal stability of the structu
in comparison with those containing a single layer of qu
tum dots. For structures with InGaAs quantum dots in
,
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AlGaAs matrix the quality of the AlGaAs layers can be im
proved by high-temperature annealing (Ta5830 °C), essen-
tially without altering the energy spectrum of the structu
These results demonstrate the feasibility of using postgro
annealing to improve the quality of laser structures.
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Nonradiative recombination at shallow bound states in quantum-confined systems
in an electric field
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The one-phonon recombination of carriers at shallow impurity states in parabolic quantum wells
in a longitudinal electric field is investigated. It is shown that one-phonon recombination
processes are more active in quantum-confined systems than in the bulk material. The possibility
of electrically induced one-phonon transfer in a confined system is discussed. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02001-3#
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1. In doped, quantum-confined systems~quantum films
and single quantum wells! the onset of resonance states in
allowed band1 and the existence of size-induced bou
states2,3 ~bound states that do not exist in the bulk materi!
can significantly influence kinetic phenomena.

If an electric field of strengthF is directed along the
spatial quantization axis, the band electron energy for p
bolic quantum wells is given by the relation

Enk'
5

\2k'
2

2m
1\vS n1

1

2D2D, ~1!

where\v is the spatial quantization energy — ifEc is the
depth of a quantum well of width d, then
\v5@8\2Ec /md2#1/2, \k' is the quasimomentum of a
electron of massm in the plane perpendicular to the spat
quantization axis, andD5e2F2/2mv2. It follows directly
from Eq. ~1! that a static electric field merely shifts the ca
rier energy into the forbidden range, so that carrier hea
effects do not occur.

With present-day technology utilizing computers
monitor the molecular-beam shutter it is possible to gene
various profiles of the potential of quantum wells. An arti
cial parabolic quantum well was first obtained by Gossard5 in
the confined system GaAs/AlxGa12xAs. In the system
Al xGa12xAs/GaAs Wanget al.6 have created high-quality
parabolic wells, in which they clearly observed optical tra
sitions from high quantum-well levels atd54500 Å. Equiva-
lent quantum-well levels occur for sufficiently wid
parabolic wells, making systems of this kind highly prom
ing for optoelectronic device applications. F
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs parabolic well parametersEc50.255 eV
and m50.06m0 it is found that \v54.6 meV for d53
3103 Å.

We can infer from the form of the electron potenti
energyU(z)5(mv2/2)z22eFz that the minimum of the po-
tential of a parabolic quantum well in a longitudinal elect
field shifts in the opposite direction fromF ~the displacemen
d05eF/mv2) and drops by the amountD. This behavior of
the parabolic well potential in an external field specifica
affects nonradiative carrier trapping in quantum-confin
systems. If an impurity is located at the center of a quant
851063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
a-

g

te

-

-

d
m

well, the overlap of the wave functions of band electrons a
bound states decreases asF increases, thereby lowering th
recombination rate. But if the potential energy minimum a
proaches a local center asF is increased, the increase in th
overlap integral of the free-carrier and bound-state wa
functions causes the recombination rate to increase.
quantum-confined systems, therefore, a static electric fi
can significantly influence processes of nonradiative trapp
of free carriers.

In the present article we investigate the characteristic
single-phonon trapping of carriers by shallow impurity sta
in a parabolic quantum well in a longitudinal electric fiel
We discuss in detail the influence of scattered waves on n
radiative recombination time.

2. In the zero-range potential model the wave functi
Cs(r ) and the bound-state energyE of the parabolic well in
the presence of a longitudinal electric field are known.4 In
particular, if E0 is the zero-field binding energy in the bul
material, then forE0 /\v@1

E52E02
\v

2
1\v

j2

2
; j25

mv

\
~z01d0!2. ~2!

The impurity is situated at the point with coordinat
r0(0, 0,z0).

The band-electron wave function is determined from
Lippmann-Schwinger equation and in the zero-range po
tial model7 is described by the relation

Cnk'
~r !5Cnk'

~0! ~r !1
V0C̃nk'

~0! ~z0!

12V0G̃nk'
~z0 ;z0!

Gnk'
~r ,z0!, ~3!

Ã~z0 ;z0!5F11x
]

]x
1y

]

]y
1~z2z0!

]

]zGA~r ,z0!Ux5y50
z5z0

,

whereV0 is the power of the potential well, corresponding
E0. The second term in Eq.~3! is the result of taking scat
tered waves into account; it will be shown below that sc
tering determines the magnitude and temperature de
dence of one-phonon recombination.

For a parabolic well in a longitudinal electric field
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Cnk'

~0! ~r !5
1

ALxLy
S l

p D 1/4ei ~k'r!

A2nn!

3expH 2
l

2
~z1d0!2J HnFl2 ~z1d0!G . ~4!

Herel5mv/\, (k'•r)5kxx1kyy, Hn(z) denotes Hermite
polynomials,Gnk'

(r , z0) is the Green’s function,

Gnk'
~r , z0!5 (

n,p'

Cnp'

~0! ~r !Cnp'

~0!* ~z0!

Enp'
2Enk'

1 id
, d→10,

andLx andLy are the dimensions of the quantum well alo
thex andy axes, respectively. The following inequalities a
assumed to hold in our subsequent calculations:

eFd

8Ec
!1, Amv

\

d

2
.1,

e2F2d2

Ec
,E.

The first inequality implies that we are considering elect
fields of such a magnitude that many quantum-well levels
retained in the shifted quadratic potential of the quant
well. The satisfaction of the second inequality means that
can use quantum oscillator wave functions in a static elec
field for the ensuing calculations. The last inequality impl
that tunneling processes of an electron from a bound sta
the continuous spectrum do not occur in an external fie
We calculate the matrix element

Ms,k'n5E Cs* ~r !eiq•rCnk'
~r !dr

~q is the phonon wave vector! for the low-temperature case
when electrons are situated in the lower quantum-well c
duction band (n50). If the thickness of the quantum well i
such thatE/\v@1, we have

uMs,k0u2>
1

LxLy
S 2

«0

\

mv
A2p

«0
D e2j2

3
@12A11~qa0!2#2

@11~qa0!2#2u12V0G̃k'0~z0 ,z0!u2
, ~5!

E05
\2

2ma0
2

; «05
E0

\v
1

1

2
.

The Green’s functionG̃«(z0 , z0) is calculated in the usua
way.7 As a result, we obtain («,1)

12V0G̃«~z0 ,z0!511S \v

2pE0
D 1/2H I 0~j!2A2p~12«!

1exp~2j2!ln
12«

«
1 ipexp~2j2!J ,

~6!
re

e
ic
s
to
.

-

I 0~j!5E
0

`dt

t
et«H exp@2j2/~et11!#

A12e22t
21

2e2tFexp~j2!

A2t
21G J exp~2j2!.

The values of« («5\k'
2 /2mv) for which the real part of

expression~6! vanishes determine the size-impurity state
But if the imaginary part of~6! is much smaller than unity
the size-impurity states strongly influence nonradiative
combination processes.

3. We now consider the transition of an electron fro
the conduction band to a local state with the emission of
acoustic phonon of energy\vq5\y (y is the sound velocity
in the semiconductor material!. Using Eq.~5!, we obtain the
following expression for the nonradiative trapping time wh
the natural inequalitymy2/E0!1 holds:

1

tak
5

1

tak
0

Fa~j,b\v!
4

p2F\v

Ed
G1/2

; ~7!

1

tak
0

>
p2nsE1

2

2mrv3a0

;

Fa~j,b\v!5exp~2j2!E
0

` e2\vbt\vb

u12V0G̃t~z0 ,z0!u2
dt;

Ed5\2/md2,

wherens is the density of local centers,E1 is the deforma-
tion potential constant,r is the density of the crystal
b51/k0T, T is the absolute temperature, andtak

(0) is the life-
time for the bulk material.8 The temperature dependence
Fa(j, b\v) for various values ofj2 is shown in Fig. 1.
Curves1, 2, and 3 are plotted forj250, 1, 2, respectively,
and (\v/2pE0)1/250.1. The temperature dependence of t
lifetime in connection with the emission of an acoustic ph
non is the result of taking into account scattering by t

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the probability of one-phonon tran
~in arbitrary units! of an electron to shallow impurities with the emission
an acoustic phonon.~1 ! j250; ~2 ! j251; ~3 ! j252.
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short-range potential@second term in Eq.~3!#. Since
(\v/Ed)@1 for realistic parabolic well thicknesses (d'3
3103 Å!, one-phonon recombination processes can be m
active in the quantum well than in the bulk material. F
typical parameters of GaAs/AlGaAs parabolic we
(m50.06m0, E155 eV, y553105 cm/s,Ec50.255 eV! to-
gether with E50.02 eV, ns51015cm23, d533103 Å, j
50, and T520 K we have tak'3.6310211s (tak

(0)'0.6
310210s!. As j2 increases~implying an increase in the elec
tric field if the impurity is located at the center of the wel!,
tak increases, because the minimum of the potential ene
moves away from the impurity site, diminishing electro
impurity interaction.

The carrier trapping time from the lower quantum-w
conduction band to a bound state with the emission of
optical phonon of energy\v0 can be calculated analogousl

1

t0n
5

1

t0n
~0!

~3p28!

2p S \v0

E0
D S \v

EdbD D 1/2

F0~j!. ~8!

Here we have the notation

1

t0n
~0!

5
4pApe2C0b\ns

m
AbDe2bD,

F0~j!5e2j2 1

u12V0G̃D/\v~z0 ,z0!u2
,

C0
215 «̃0

211«`
21 , D5\v02E>0;

«̃0 and«` are the low-frequency and high-frequency perm
tivities of the medium, respectively, andt0n

(0) is the nonradi-
ative trapping time of a band electron in the bulk material.9 It
follows directly from Eq.~8! that 1/t0n exhibits a nonmono-
tonic dependence onT as the temperature increases~Fig. 2!.
The dependence ofF0(j) on D/\v for various values ofj2

(j250, 1, 2 for curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively! and
(\v/2pE0)1/250.1 is shown in Fig. 3. It follows from this
figure thatt0n increases as the electric field increases~pro-
vided that the impurity is located at the center of the pa

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the reciprocal carrier trapping tim~in
arbitrary units! in a bound state with the emission of an optical phonon.
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bolic well!, owing to the diminution of electron-impurity in
teraction. For \v050.02 eV, C051.4831022,
ns51015cm23, D50.01 eV, andT520 K (d533103 Å! we
have tan510211s (tan

(0)'2.5310211s!. Consequently, the
lifetime associated with the emission of an optical phonon
a parabolic quantum well can be shorter~under like condi-
tions! than in the bulk material. For zero electric fie
(F50) the quantityj2 depends only on the position of th
impurity in the parabolic well@see Eq.~2!#. If the impurity is
situated at the center of the quantum well (j50), the pro-
cesses of nonradiative recombination with the emission o
optical phonon are more active than in the bulk mater
When the impurity is farther from the center of the well, th
overlap of the bound-state wave functions and the conti
ous spectrum diminishes, resulting in the phenomenon
lifetime ‘‘stretching’’ @the presence of the factor exp(2j2) in
Eqs.~7! and ~8!#.

If E.\v0, processes involving the emission of a sing
optical phonon are impossible, and only low-probability tw
phonon processes occur. However, asF is increased, the
bound-state energy decreases@see Eq.~2!# and, beginning
with a certain thresholdFcr , E can become smaller tha
\v0, so that one-phonon trapping processes are allow
Such electric field-induced one-phonon recombination p
cesses can significantly influence the kinetic properties
quantum wells. The critical electric fieldFcr is determined
from the natural condition

\v

2
j25E2\v0 .

For E50.025 eV,\v050.02 eV, andd523103 Å we have
Fcr5104 V/cm.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the probability of transfer of an electron~in arbitrary
units! to a bound state with the emission of an optical phonon on the fi
shift D5\v02E. ~1 ! j250; ~2 ! j251; ~3 ! j252.
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Radiative tunneling recombination and luminescence of trapezoidal d-doped
superlattices
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Radiative recombination is investigated in the authors’ previously proposedd-doped superlattice,
which can be grown from one of several well-known single-crystal semiconductors of the
type InSb, InAs, or GaAs. The energy diagram of the superlattice consists of alternating trapezoidal
n-type andp-type potential wells for electrons and holes. An equation for the radiative
recombination rate is derived for such a trapezoidal superlattice, and it is shown that, owing to
the spatial separation of electrons and holes, the radiative lifetime can attain values of the
order of 1 ms, and that it depends weakly on the temperature. This result is attributable to the fact
that radiative recombination in a trapezoidal superlattice is governed by optical tunneling
transitions of electrons from states near the bottom of then-type wells to states near the bottom
of the p-type wells. An expression is obtained for the luminescence spectrum of the
superlattice, where the spectral maximum corresponds to a photon energy much smaller than the
width of the semiconductor band gap and can be situated in the far-infrared range. It is
noted that such a trapezoidal superlattice can be an efficient converter of thermal radiation into
very long-wavelength radiation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02101-8#
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1. We have previously1–3 proposed a trapezoida
d-doped superlattice~TSL! and analyzed its interband ab
sorption spectra. This type of TSL can be grown from any
the better-known homogenous single-crystal semiconduc
A superstrong built-in electric field is produced in the th
regions between the oppositely chargedd-doped layers of
the TSL. We have shown1,4 that InSb and InAs TSLs absor
radiation efficiently up to the far-infrared range as a resul
the Franz–Keldysh effect5,6. Notably, in classical doped su
perlattices of then-i-p-i type, proposed in the eighties an
investigated by Neustroev and Osipov,7–10 nonequilibrium
electrons and holes can acquire extremely long lifetimes
virtue of their spatial separation, but far-IR radiation
weakly absorbed in them.11,12 Another phenomenon that oc
curs in TSLs is the spatial separation of nonequilibrium el
trons and holes, making it reasonable to expect that the n
equilibrium carriers in them will also be capable of attaini
long lifetimes. In contrast with classical doped superlattic
however, the recombination of spatially separated electr
and holes is dictated mainly by diagonal~indirect in real
space! radiative tunneling transitions, because of the pr
ence of thin regions endowed with a superstrong elec
field in the TSL. In this paper we derive expressions for
nonequilibrium carrier lifetime, the radiative recombinatio
rate, and the luminescence spectrum governed by such
sitions due to radiative tunneling, and we investigate the
tistics of electrons and holes in a TSL.

2. A TSL is formed in a single-crystal nondegenera
891063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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semiconductor by alternatingd-doped donor and accepto
layers characterized by surface densities of atomssd and
sa , respectively. One period of the TSL spans two pairs
such oppositely chargedd-doped layers, and the energy di
gram of the TSL consists of alternating trapezoidal poten
wells for electrons and holes~see Fig. 1!. We refer to the
latter as n-type and p-type wells, respectively. We hav
previously1 analyzed the conditions that must be satisfied
the parameters of the TSL.

In equilibrium, of course, the law of mass action holds
each point of the TSL for nondegenerate electrons and ho
np5ni

25NcNvexp$2Eg /kT%, whereNc andNv are the effec-
tive densities of states in the conduction and valence ba
respectively;ni is the carrier density in the intrinsic semicon
ductor,Eg is the width of the semiconductor band gap ,k is
the Boltzmann constant, andT is the absolute temperature
However, the longitudinal conductivity of the TSL and th
recombination rate in it depend on the spatially separa
nonequilibrium carriers or, more precisely, on the numb
of electrons and holes in then-type andp-type wells, respec-
tively. The widths of these wellsl d and l a satisfy the
conditions1 aeffl d!1 andaeffl a!1, whereaeff is the effec-
tive ~averaged over the period! long-wavelength IR absorp
tion coefficient in the TSL. Consequently, the Fermi qua
level Fn or Fp for electrons or holes can be regarded
independent of the coordinate in eachn-type or p-type po-
tential well. Moreover, for the investigated TSL we ha
l d , l a@ l ad ~see Fig. 1!, and the height of the potential barrie
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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satisfies the conditionqVb@kT ~q is the electron charge!, so
that within small error limits the numbers of nondegener
electrons~N! and holes~P! in the corresponding potentia
wells per unit area are

N5Ncl d exp$~Fn2Eg!/kT%,

P5Nvl a exp$~qVb2Fp!/kT%, ~1!

whereFn andFp are referred to the edge of the valence ba
in an n-type potential well, and the numbersN and P have
the dimensions of surface density. In thermodynamic eq
librium it follows from Eq. ~1! that

NP5NcNvl dl a exp$~qVb2Eg!/kT%[Ni
2 . ~2!

Consequently, the numbers of separated nondegenerate
trons and holes localized inn-type andp-type potential wells
of the TSL, respectively, are formally governed by the s
tistics of the nondegenerate electron gas in a certain ho
geneous narrow-gap semiconductor with a band gap ha
an effective widthEg

eff5Eg2qVb . This result is to be ex-
pected, becauseEg

eff characterizes the long-waveleng
threshold of interband absorption of radiation in the TS
i.e., it is also the effective optical width of the TSL ban
gap.1–4

It follows from the periodicity of the TSL that the elec
troneutrality condition must hold for each period, i.e
P1Ndl d12sd5N1Nal a12sa . When Ndl d12sd2Nal a

22sa!Ni , the relationN5P5Ni holds, and such a TSL is
aptly called intrinsic. In reality,sd andsa are much larger
than Ndl d and Nal a and are not equal to each other. F

FIG. 1. Doping profile~a! and energy diagram~b! of a trapezoidald-doped
superlattice.~a! sd andsa are the surface densities of atoms in thed-doped
donor-type and acceptor-type layers, respectively;Nd andNa are the donor
and acceptor densities, andl d ,l a , and l ad are the thicknesses of the TS
layers;~b! the arrow indicates the tunneling~indirect in real space! electron-
hole recombination with the emission of a photon of energy\v.Eg

eff ,
whereEg

eff is the effective width of the TSL band gap.
e

d

i-

lec-

-
o-
ng

;

example, whensa.sd , we haveP52(sa2sd)@Ni . In
the given TSLsa and sd are approximately equal to (2
25)31012cm22, and the thickness of thep-type well is
l a.100 Å ~Ref. 1!, so that the hole density in thep-type well
can be of the order of 1018cm23, which comes close toNv
for InSb.

3. The radiative recombination of nonequilibrium carr
ers in the TSL is determined by radiative tunneling tran
tions, indirect in real space, of electrons fromn-type wells
into p-type wells. For nondegenerate electrons and holes
corresponding radiative recombination rate can be written
the form

Rr5ANP. ~3!

The differential radiative recombination rate isR5Rr2Gt ,
where Gt is the rate of thermal generation of carriers.
thermodynamic equilibrium Rr05Gt5AN0P05ANi

2 ,
whereN0 and P0 are the equilibrium numbers of electron
and holes inn-type andp-type potential wells, respectively
andNi

2 is given by Eq.~2!. Let the incrementsDN andDP
of the carrier densities in the potential wells be small
comparison with their equilibrium values. Then, taking in
account the relationsDN5DP andGt5ANi

2 and relying on
Eq. ~3!, we can writeR in the form R5ADN(N01P0)
[DN/tR ; i.e., the radiative lifetime of nonequilibrium car
riers is

tR5Ni
2/Gt~N01P0!, ~4!

and the radiative recombination rate is

Rr5GtNPNi
22 . ~5!

Enlisting an idea of Van Roosbroeck and Shockley,13 we
can write the rate of thermal generation of carriers in o
period L of the TSL per unit area of the face in thermod
namic equilibrium in the form

Gt5LE
0

`

vgaeff~\v!
d@N~\v!#

d~\v!
d~\v!, ~6!

wherevg5c/ñ is the group velocity of photons in the sem
conductor,ñ is the refractive index of the semiconductor,c is
the speed of light in empty space,\v is the photon energy
N(v) is the number of equilibrium photons, determine
from Planck’s formula,aeff(\v) represents the average ov
the TSL period of the long-wavelength absorption coefficie
a(\v) due to the Franz–Keldysh effect5,6,14 in the regions
occupied by the built-in electric field of the TSL. We hav
shown previously1 that

aeff52a~\v!~\v2Eg
eff!/qEL, ~7!

where

a~\v!5pRA\vE E
b

`

Ai2~x!dx, ~8!

R5(2m/\2)3/2(2q2Pcv
2 )/(m2cñv), vE5(qE)2/3/(2m\)1/3,

b5(Eg2\v)/\vE , and E54pqs/« is the electric field
between the oppositely chargedd-doped layers (« is the di-
electric constant of the semiconductor!, s5sd5sa , m is the
free-electron mass,m215mc

211mv
21 is the reduced effec-
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tive mass, Ai(x) is an Airy function, Pcv is the interband
matrix element of the momentum operator and for semic
ductors exhibiting Kane dispersion is given by the expr
sion Pcv

2 5m2Eg(Eg1Dso)/3mc(Eg1 2
3Dso), and Dso is the

spin-orbit splitting.15 We have shown1 that superstrong elec
tric fields can be generated in a TSL, where the lon
wavelength electronic absorption is governed by tunne
optical transitions of electrons mainly from the heavy-ho
subband of the conduction band~in contrast with moderately
high fields, where the electronic absorption is governed
light holes5,6,14!. In this case the far-IR absorption coefficie
in the superstrong electric field regions of the TSL is close
the interband absorption coefficient and is weakly frequen
dependent up to a photon energy of the order ofEg

eff . We
note that the effective optical band gapEg

eff!Eg in the in-
vestigated TSLs, and the light-hole spectrum in the co
sponding potential wells is highly quantized, so that lig
holes do not contribute to the absorption of far-IR radiat
with \v.Eg

eff . The long-wavelength absorption coefficie
in the superstrong electric fields is given by the equation1

a~\v!5G2~2/3!RA\vE/4p, ~9!

wherem.mc , andG(x) is the gamma function. Substitutin
the Planck distribution into Eq.~6!, we obtain

Gt5
2ñ 2

p2c2\3qE
E

Eg
eff

Eg
~\v!2~\v2Eg

eff!a~\v!

3exp$2\v/kT%d~\v!5
2ñ 2

p2c2\3qE
expH 2

Eg
eff

kT J
3E

0

`

a~Eg
eff1E!~Eg

eff1E!2E expH 2
E

kTJ dE. ~10!

Here we have made allowance for the fact thatEg
eff@kT and

Eg@Eg
eff . It is evident from Eq.~9! that in very strong elec-

tric fields the electronic absorption coefficienta(Eg
eff1E) is

high for E50, depends weakly onEg
eff , and at moderately

high temperatures is a much smoother function ofE than
exp$2E/kT%. We can take advantage of these properties
estimate the integral in Eq.~10!, whereupon we obtain

Gt5
2~ ñkTEg

eff!2

p2c2\3qE
a~Eg

eff!expS 2
Eg

eff

kT D . ~11!

Equations~11!, ~5!, ~4!, and~2! give the radiative tunneling
recombination rate and the corresponding lifetime. The l
time is

tR5
p2c2\3qE

2~ ñkTEg
eff!2

NcNvl dl a

N01P0
a~Eg

eff!21. ~12!

It is evident from Eq.~12! that the radiative tunneling
recombination timetR in the TSL depends comparative
weakly on the temperature, in contrast with classical do
superlattices, where the carrier lifetimetR}exp$qVb /kT%
~Refs. 7–10!. Here tR increases with decreasing electron
absorptiona of photons with energy\v5Eg

eff!Eg . In real
TSLs the surface densities of dopant atoms in thed-doped
layers cannot be rigorously determined, and the scatter osd
-
-

-
g

y

o
-

-
t

o

-

d

and sa therefore leads to fluctuations ofEg
eff in different

periods of the TSL. However, this scatter ofEg
eff should not

have a significant effect on the values oftR because, accord
ing to ~9!, in strong electric fieldsa}(Eg

eff)21 @the coeffi-
cientR}v21}(Eg

eff)21#, so that, according to~12!, the de-
pendence oftR on Eg

eff is relatively weak.
4. We now interpret the results. Obviously, nondegen

ate electrons and holes have characteristic energies tha
incide ~to within kT) with the energies of the bottoms of th
n-type andp-type potential wells, respectively~Fig. 1!. As
they recombine by radiative tunneling, they emit a phot
with energy\v.Eg

eff1kT, so that the absorption coefficien
for such photons must determine the radiative recombina
rate in the TSL. This assertion essentially follows from E
~10!, ~11!, and~5!. It also implies that the superstrong ele
tric field condition1 in the given situation isE@E0

[(q\)21(2m)1/2(Eg)3/2. When this condition is satisfied
the absorption is at a maximum and is given by Eq.~9!.

We have shown1 that an InSb TSL with parameter
s5531012cm22, l a542 Å, l d5233 Å, and l ad533 Å has
Eg

eff.0.05 eV, which corresponds to the long-wavelength
sorption thresholdlco525mm. A calculation of the lifetime
from Eq.~12! using the expressions fora ~9! ~which is valid
for E@E0) gives the following for a TSL with the indicated
parameters: tR51024@2Ni /(N01P0)# s, where Ni51.7
3109 cm22 at T577 K. In the given TSL, however, the
built-in field E'E0, i.e., one cannot possibly interpret th
the strong electric field condition is satisfied. A calculati
of the lifetime from Eq.~12! using the value ofa evaluated
numerically from the general equation~8! gives tR5(3.6
31024)@2Ni /(N01P0)# s. The lifetime attains a maximum
tRi5360ms in an intrinsic TSL. The same lifetime is en
countered in an InAs TSL with parameters such th
lco525mm ~Ref. 4!. The radiative recombination time ca
be several orders of magnitude shorter in extrinsic, non
generate TSLs withP0'NvI a . It is clear that the built-in
electric field E diminishes ass decreases~and asl ad in-
creases accordingly!, so that the electronic absorption d
creases, while the radiative tunneling lifetime in the TS
increases and can attain huge values.

5. We now discuss the luminescence of the TSL. A
cording to Eqs.~5! and ~10!, the spectral density of the re
combination radiation is

S~v,Eg
eff!5

NP

Ni
2

2ñ 2\v3

p2c2qE
~\v2Eg

eff!a~v!expS 2
\v

kT D .

~13!

According to Eq.~13!, the luminescence spectrum compris
a narrow line having a half-width of the order ofkT and a
maximum corresponding to\v5Eg

eff1kT. It follows, there-
fore, that the luminescence spectral density, in contrast w
the radiative tunneling lifetime, depends exponentially
Eg

eff . As mentioned,Eg
eff varies from one period to the nex

owing to technological scatter of the TSL parameters. It
natural to assume that the fluctuations ofEg

eff fit a Gaussian
distribution P(Eg

eff)5exp$2(Eg
eff2Eg0

eff)2/2D%/A2pD with
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meanEg0
eff and varianceD. Averaging Eq.~13! over this dis-

tribution, we find that the luminescence spectrum of a r
TSL can be written in the form

S~v,Eg
eff!5E

0

\v

S~v,Eg
eff!P~Eg

eff!dEg
eff

5
NP

Ni
2

ñ 2\v3a~v!

p2c2qE
expS 2

\v

kT D H ~\v2Eg0
eff!

3FerfS \v2Eg0
eff

A2D
D 1erfS Eg0

eff

A2D
D G

1A2D

p FexpS 2
~\v2Eg0

eff!2

2D D
2expS 2

~Eg0
eff!2

2D D G J , ~14!

where erf(x) is the probability integral. It is evident from thi
equation that the half-width of the luminescence spectrum
approximately equal tokT for D,kT and depends onD in
the opposite case. The scatter ofEg

eff among the periods o
the TSL can therefore be assessed from the width of
luminescence spectrum.

6. We have thus established that the radiative lifetime
nonequilibrium carriers in a TSL, depending on its para
eters, can vary over a wide range and attain enormous va
because of the spatial separation of electrons and holes
timates show that Shockley-Read recombination is stron
suppressed in TSLs for this reason. Owing to the tunne
nature of recombination, the radiative lifetime depends re
tively weakly on the temperature. Such a TSL therefo
holds considerable promise for the design of photodetec
operating over a broad range in the far infrared. Indeed,
have shown in a preceding paper that an InSb TSL abs
radiation efficiently in the wavelength range up
252100mm ~Ref. 1!. We have learned that the lumine
cence spectral maximum corresponds to a photon en
\v.Eg

eff!Eg ~Fig. 1! and lies in the far-IR range, and it
l

is

e
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position can be varied between wide limits by varying t
parameters of the TSL. The radiative lifetime in the TSL is
minimum in this case; i.e., luminescence is most efficient
a TSL whose parameters are such that the built-in elec
fields in it are superstrong, and the density of holes~or elec-
trons! is large. We emphasize that a TSL having such para
eters and existing at a sufficiently low temperature is an
ficient converter of room-temperature (T.300 K! thermal
radiation into very far-infrared radiation.

The research described in this publication was made p
sible in part by Award #RE1-287 of the U.S. Civilian Re
search and Development Foundation for the Independ
States of the Former Soviet Union~CRDF!.
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Influence of thermal annealing on the intensity of the 1.54- mm photoluminescence band
in erbium-doped amorphous hydrogenated silicon

A. A. Andreev, V. B. Voronkov, V. G. Golubev, A. V. Medvedev,
and A. B. Pevtsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 28, 1998; accepted for publication April 28, 1998!
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Erbium-dopeda-Si:H films are prepared by magnetron sputtering of a Si-Er target at a deposition
temperature of 200 °C. The films are then subjected to cumulative thermal annealing. A
sharp increase (;50-fold! in the photoluminescence intensity at a wavelength of 1.54mm is
observed after a 15-min anneal at 300 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere. At an anneal
temperature>500 °C the photoluminescence signal decreases essentially to zero. The influence
of thermal annealing processes is discussed in the context of the model of partial
transformation of the structural network of amorphousa-Si~Er!:H films. © 1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02201-2#
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INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed a consistent preoccup
with semiconductor materials doped with rare-earth me
~REMs!, in keeping with the development of fiber-opt
communication techniques.1 These materials are intriguing i
that REM ions in semiconductors behave like efficient
center, narrowband infrared emitters. In particular, for
trivalent erbium ion (Er31) the radiative optical transition
4I 13/2→4I 15/2(4 f 11) takes place at a wavelength of 1.54mm,
which corresponds to minimum attenuation and dispersio
quartz optical fibers.2 The principal advantage of erbium
doped materials is the weak dependence of the radia
wavelength on the host matrix to the erbium dopant,
excitation conditions, and the temperature. The combina
of these properties, which have important bearing on opt
engineering, with the feasibility of the electronic pumping
REM ions in semiconductor structures opens the door to
design of amplifiers and generators of highly monoch
matic, thermally stable radiation.

In recent years considerable attention has been dev
to the preparation of erbium-doped single-crystalli
silicon.3 Silicon is the principal material used in semicondu
tor electronics, but it is shunned as an optoelectronic mate
because of its indirect-band energy structure, which is a
drance to efficient interband radiative recombination. T
possibility of obtaining light-emitting structures usin
erbium-doped silicon holds considerable promise for
implementation of optoelectronic integrated circuits bas
entirely on silicon technology. The fabrication of silicon o
toelectronic devices is further beset by a number of pr
lems, mainly the low limit of attainable densities of optical
active erbium ions and strong temperature extinction of
radiation intensity at a wavelength of 1.54mm.

The above-stated problems can be solved by us
erbium-doped amorphous hydrogenated silicona-Si~Er!:H.
First, the electronic properties of this kind of material me
the requirements imposed on semiconductor devices.
931063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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ond, thea-Si~Er!:H thin-film deposition technology is highly
sophisticated and compatible with silicon integrated-circ
technology. Third,a-Si~Er!:H exhibits a high intensity and
weak temperature extinction of photoluminescence a
wavelength of 1.54mm in comparison with crystalline
silicon.4,5 Nonetheless, many problems pertaining to optim
zation of the production of efficiently radiatinga-Si~Er!:H
have yet to be solved completely. One such problem is
influence of thermal annealing ofa-Si~Er!:H films to im-
prove the emission properties of Er31 ions.

The objective of the present study is to investigate
influence of thermal annealing on the intensity of 1.54-mm
photoluminescence and the physicochemical processes
companying this treatment. The main efforts are aimed
obtaining films whose deposition and subsequent annea
to stimulate maximum enhancement of the photolumin
cence intensity take place atT<300 °C. This endeavor is o
fundamental value from the standpoint of compatibility wi
silicon integrated-circuit technology.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The a-Si~Er!:H films were deposited by cosputtering o
Si and Er targets with simultaneous decomposition of
reactive gas in the plasma of a dc magnetron discharge.
magnetron system was of the planar type and utilized Sm
permanent magnets. One target of diameter 60 mm was m
from a p-type Si plate with a resistivityr510215V•cm.
The zone of intense sputtering was carefully overlaid w
high-resistance intrinsic silicon wafers withr.kV•cm. This
structure inhibited the generation of surface charges on
target and ensured stable burning of the discharge. An
target in the form of one or two wafers having dimensio
931 mm2 was placed in the zone of intense discharge in
gap between the high-resistance silicon wafers in the ra
direction. The target-substrate distance was 60 mm. The
sputtering gas and the reactive gas with components in
ratio @SiH4#/@SiH41H2#520% were delivered from differ-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ent sources. The partial pressure of the silane-hydrogen
ture in the discharge chamber was;1.531023 Torr, and the
Ar pressure was;(8230)31023 Torr. The minimum oxy-
gen content depended on the tightness of the vacuum sys
The discharge current was chosen near the threshol
stable burning and was varied in the interval 15–30 mA. T
substrate temperature was 200 °C. The substrates were
of alkali-free glass, fused quartz, and crystalline silicon. T
deposited layers had thicknesses of 0.521.0mm.

The properties of the films were monitored according
the following set of optical parameters: the energy posit
and slope of the optical absorption curve and the Urb
characteristic energy. By varying the conditions of the te
nological process and the ratio of the areas of the erb
wafers and the silicon target it was possible to obtain fil
with a set of parameters close to the standard characteri
of a-Si:H: Eg51.7 eV, B5700 cm21

•eV21/2, and
E0560 meV. HereEg is the optical width of the band gap a
determined by the Tauc procedure, andE0 is the Urbach
parameter.

The amorphousness of the films was monitored aga
Raman spectra. Only a wide band centered aro
480 cm21, typical of a purely amorphous film structure, w
observed for both the as-prepared and the thermally anne
layers.

The impurity concentration in the films was determin
by secondary-ion mass spectrometry~SIMS! and for Er had a
value;531020cm23. The oxygen concentration from natu
ral leakage into the reactor also did not exce
531020cm23.

The photoluminescence was investigated during exc
tion by an Ar1 laser operating at a wavelength of 488 nm
liquid-nitrogen temperature and room temperature. The
ceiver was a cooled germanium photodiode. The meas
ment channel comprised a high-sensitivity narrow band a
plifier, a phase detector, and a computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The amplitude of the photoluminescence peak
l51.54mm was no more than four or five times the noi
level in the as-prepared samples. It is important to note
variation of the set of technological parameters did not p
duce any radical changes in the photoluminescence sign
was found, however, that a decrease in the growth rate o
layers to less than 1 Å/s tended to increase the photolumi
cence intensity. A possible explanation for such behavio
the nonequilibrium of the investigated system. The ad
tional technological operation of thermal annealing of t
films was therefore instigated. They were annealed by in
menting the temperature in sequential steps~cumulative pro-
cess! in a nitrogen atmosphere at standard pressure. In
first step the temperature was set equal toTa5300 °C for a
duration of 15 min. The sample was then cooled to ro
temperature and annealed repeatedly atTa5400 °C for
15 min. The temperature in the successive steps
Ta5500, 600, and 700 °C.

The results of the influence of thermal annealing on
photoluminescence are shown in Fig. 1. The first annea
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step already produces a sharp, approximately 50-fold
crease in the photoluminescence intensity (I PL). However,
the next annealing step atTa5400 °C causes the intensity o
the photoluminescence peak to decrease. The third anne
step causes the signal to decrease or vanish altogether
pending on the specific characteristics of the originally p
scribed technological deposition regime. This behavior of
photoluminescence ina-Si~Er!:H has been establishe
previously.6–8 In Ref. 6, however, the object of investigatio
was a-Si:H prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical va
deposition~PECVD! and doped by erbium ion implantation
Cumulative annealing was carried out for 2 h. The inves
gated material in Refs. 7 and 8 wasa-Si~Er!:H prepared by rf
cathode sputtering of Si and Er in an argon and hydro
atmosphere. Cumulative annealing was carried out in an
gon atmosphere for 15 min. It is known from practice in t
deposition ofa-Si:H that a change of technology leads to t
production of somewhat different structural modifications
a-Si:H. Accordingly, a difference shows up in the behav
of the photoluminescence as a function of the anneal t
perature~Fig. 2!. In our case attention is called to the critic
nature of the choice of anneal temperature, as oppose
Ref. 6, where the temperature interval of effective annea
is more spread out, and in Ref. 7 it is shifted into the reg
of higher temperatures,;500 °C.

We also note that efficient photoluminescence has b
observed after annealing atTa5300 °C in a-Si~Er!:H pre-
pared by a standard PECVD procedure using the fluor
containing metal-organic complex Er~HFA!3•DME@HFA5
CF3C~O!CHC~O!CF3, DME5CH3OCH2CH2OCH3] ~Refs.
9 and 10!.

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra ofa-Si~Er!:H at T577 K plotted as a
function of the cumulative annealing temperature.~a! as-prepared sample
~b! annealing atTa5300 °C; ~c! annealing atTa5300 °C1400 °C. The an-
nealing procedure is explained in the text.
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The physics of the structural transformation proces
taking place in thermal annealing is well understood. It h
been established that the breaking of Si–H–Si bonds, the
liberation of hydrogen, and its efficient diffusion and part
separation take place in the structural network ofa-Si:H in
the temperature interval 300–400 °C~Refs. 11 and 12!. The
structural network acquires an additional degree of freed
for partial reorganization in this case. If the structure is i
tially insufficiently close to equilibrium, structural transfo
mation during thermal annealing leads to more comp
saturation of the chemical bonds for all constituent com
nents of the lattice, including erbium and residual oxygen

It is a well-known fact2,3 that erbium in silicon can exis
both in a silicon environment̂Si(12)& and in an oxygen
environment̂ O(6)&. Only in the latter case, however, is th
configuration of the erbium environment optimal for the fo
mation of an optically active center that emits efficiently a
wavelength of 1.54mm. In light of these considerations, t
account for the abrupt increase in the photoluminescence
tensity, we can assume that the potential instability of
structural network ofa-Si:H is conducive to a decrease in th
density of nonradiative recombination centers and to
change in the nearest-neighbor environment of erbium.
important factor here could be the property of erbium as
oxygen getter. In other words, as far as erbium is concern
the Er–O bond could be preferred over the Er–Si bo
Atomically ionized hydrogen diffusing efficiently at 300 °

FIG. 2. Normalized photoluminescence intensity atl51.54 mm as a func-
tion of the anneal temperature.~a! data of the present study at a measu
ment temperatureT577 K; ~b! data of Ref. 6,T5295 K; ~c! data of Ref. 7,
T577 K.
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and filling the structural network ofa-Si~Er!:H in a concen-
tration up to 10% can act as a catalyst for this process.
narrowness of the region of structural transformation in
nealing in our case attests to the narrowness of the distr
tion of heights of the diffusion barriers for mobile impuritie
This conclusion is corroborated by the small width of t
photoluminescence peak. The set of structural defects in
planted samples,6 judging from all appearances, is more d
verse, so that the interval of optimal thermal annealing
broader and shifts toward higher temperatures. In regar
the distinctly nonequilibrium method of rf cosputtering,7,8

the dominant type of bond in this case is found in the str
ger passivating Si–H bonds, whose breaking tempera
corresponds roughly to 500 °C. The decrease of the phot
minescence intensity essentially to zero in our films
T>500 °C is attributable to the loss of hydrogen by the m
terial and, as a result, a high concentration of dangl
bonds, which are centers of nonradiative recombination
electron-hole pairs formed by the pump source.

We also note that the problem of obtaining the optim
density of optically active Er31 ions can be solved only in
conjunction with metered predoping of the films with ox
gen. The erbium and hydrogen concentrations in our fil
were approximately equal, whereas the optimal ligand en
ronment for erbium ions, as mentioned, consists of six o
gen atoms.

CONCLUSIONS

We have thus shown thata-Si~Er!:H films emitting ra-
diation at a wavelengthl51.54mm with optical parameters
close to those of standard amorphous hydrogenated sil
can be prepared by the magnetron cosputtering of Si an
in an argon-silane atmosphere with strong dilution of t
silane with hydrogen. We have discovered that the photo
minescence intensity increases approximately 50-fold a
thermal annealing of the films. It should be noted that b
deposition and optimal thermal annealing have been car
out at low temperatures: 200 °C and 300 °C, respectiv
making it possible to reconcile the technological process
veloped in this study with standard silicon electronic tec
nology. We have proposed a mechanism for the struct
transformation of the amorphousa-Si:H network during an-
nealing as the mechanism responsible for the observed
hancement of the photoluminescence intensity.

This work has received support from the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Project No. 98-02-17350!.
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Amorphous hydrogenated silicon films exhibiting enhanced photosensitivity
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Amorphous hydrogenated silicon~a-Si:H! films with photoconductivities as high as 106, i.e.,
exceeding the photoconductivity of ‘‘standard’’a-Si:H by two orders of magnitude, are
investigated. The dark conductivity (sd) of the films has an activation energyDE50.85
21.1 eV. The photoconductivitysph is measured at a photocarrier generation rate of
1019cm23

•s21 and photon energy«52 eV. Several distinctive characteristics are ascertained in
the behavior ofsph andsd as functions ofDE and also in the spectral curve and decay
kinetics ofsph during prolonged illumination. It is concluded that the investigated material holds
major promise for photovoltaic device applications. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02301-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A well-known characteristic of intrinsic amorphous si
con ~a-Si:H! is the activation energy of the dark conductivi
(sd) DE5(«c2«F)T5050.85 eV («c is the edge of the con
duction band, and«F is the Fermi level!, and its room-
temperature photoconductivity (sph/sd) is approximately
equal to 104 ~the photoconductivitysph is evaluated for a
carrier generation rateG51019cm23

•s21 and an incident-
light photon energy\v52 eV, Ref. 1!. More recently, how-
ever, there have been reports of the preparation of intrin
a-Si:H with sph/sd.106 ~Refs. 2–5!. The authors of Refs
2–4 have attributed the elevated value ofsph/sd to the pres-
ence of ordered-structure domains with dimensions of
order of 1 nm in the amorphous matrix. In Refs. 2–4a-Si:H
films were deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical va
deposition using an rf glow discharge~rf PECVD! from
strongly hydrogen-diluted SiH4 . In contrast, Azumaet al.,5

after preparing films by ESR-assisted remote hydro
plasma deposition6 from SiH2Cl2 , have attributed the high
values ofsph/sd observed by them to the formation of void
with a filling ratio of 2–4 vol. %. In their opinion, the pres
ence of voids tends to reduce the local voltages in the
structural network and, in turn, to lower the density of d
fects ~dangling Si–Si bonds!.

Departing from Refs. 2–5, we have investigated am
phous hydrogenated silicon with a high photoconductiv
deposited by rf PECVD from 100% SiH4 with variation of
the position of the Fermi level:DE50.8521.10 eV. The
objective of the study is to obtain information about the el
tronic properties of the material, which, in our opinio
would be useful in lending insight into the factors respo
sible for the enhanced photoconductivity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 showsd and sph (T5300 K) as func-
tions of DE for ‘‘standard’’ a-Si:H having a photoconduc
tivity ( sph/sd) close to 104 at DE50.8521.1 eV and also
for a-Si:H having a high photoconductivity — according
971063-7826/99/33(1)/4/$15.00
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the data of our study and Refs. 2–4. Also shown in the fig
are data for ana-Si:H sample prepared in Ref. 7 by hot-wir
deposition from Si:H4 ~the objective of Ref. 7 was to obtai
and investigate nanocrystalline silicon samples, and sila
hydrogen mixtures were used for this purpose!. The authors
of Ref. 5 give only the ratiosph/sd , but not the separate
photoconductivities orDE.

It follows from Fig. 1 that the points corresponding
the high-photoconductivitya-Si:H samples prepared by dif
ferent techniques fit the general curve fora-Si:H. The rela-
tion sd5emNexp(g/k)exp(2DE/kT) is well known; herem
is the mobility of electrons in the conduction band,N is the
number of states in this band in the interval of energies of
order ofkT, andg is the temperature coefficient of the ga
«c2«F . Assuming thatN andg are constant, we infer from
the results in Fig. 1 that the mobilitym in high-
photoconductivitya-Si:H does not depend onDE and is ap-
proximately an order of magnitude higher than in stand
a-Si:H.

We now analyze the photoconductivity data~Fig. 2!. We
know that for standarda-Si:H sph decreases monotonicall
asDE increases, where the density of defectsND increases
in the intervalDE50.8521.10 eV, and the dependence
sph on ND can be written assph;1/ND ~Ref. 1!. For high-
photoconductivitya-Si:H, on the other hand, thesph data are
too scattered for the dependence ofsph on DE to be deter-
mined. Sincesph;mt (t is the electron lifetime! and
m>const, it is obvious that the scatter ofsph (DE) is caused
by the scatter of the lifetimest, which nonetheless are muc
longer than the lifetimest in the standarda-Si:H. All other
conditions being equal, therefore,sph/sd;t, so that whent
increases approximately by a factor of 102, the defect density
ND can be expected to decrease accordingly. This beha
suggests the existence of additional recombination cen
whose density is not directly related to the position of t
Fermi level.

Investigations of the defect density in films wit
enhanced photoconductivity by the constant-photocurr
method have shown that forDE5const the densityND de-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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creases by less than an order of magnitude relative to
defect density in the standarda-Si:H. It is ascertained from
the absorption spectra in Fig. 3 that for the film endow
with the largest ratiosph/sd of all the films prepared by us
(33106), for which DE51.05 eV, the defect density i
ND51016cm23, whereas for the standarda-Si:H films ~with
the same position of«F) we haveND5531016cm23. It is
important to note the situation reported in Refs. 2–4, wh
ND was observed to decrease in a high-photoconducti

FIG. 1. Dependence of the dark conductivitysd at T5300 K on its activa-
tion energyDE. ~A! ‘‘Standard’’a-Si:H; ~B! a-Si:H with an enhanced pho
toconductivity. The experimental points represent data from:~1! our study;
~2! Refs. 2–4;~3! Ref. 7.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the photoconductivitysph at T5300 K (G
51019 cm23

•s21, «52 eV) on the dark-conductivity activation energyDE.
The solid line is plotted for standarda-Si:H; the experimental points are
plotted fora-Si:H with an enhanced photoconductivity (sph /sd) from data
in: ~1! our study;~2! Refs. 2–4;~3! Ref. 7.
he
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film from the value ofND in standarda-Si:H, but also within
order-of-magnitude limits. The authors of Ref. 5, on t
other hand, have found for their films thatND5(225)
31015cm23, which is close to the minimum densityND

attained in standarda-Si:H ~Ref. 1!. Consequently, there is
no foundation for a radical decrease inND in films having an
enhanced photoconductivity.

The results of experimental studies of the curre
illuminance diagram for our films with a high photocondu
tivity sph/sd show that the current-illuminance diagram
the wavelength of the incident light, 630 nm, is described
a power law with power exponent close to unity; this beha
ior is inherent in standarda-Si:H with a low defect density.
The spectral curve, on the other hand, has a distinctive
ture in the presence of a secondary maximum at 540 nm
addition to the maximum at 620 nm~Fig. 4!.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the relative varia
of sph on the elapsed time during a total 5-h exposure
light having a powerW5100 mW/cm2 and l,0.9mm at
room temperature. Three films were investigated with clo
values ofDE ~0.89–0.92 eV!. The first film, deposited at a
temperatureTs5380 °C, had a high photoconductivity an
contained 8 at. % hydrogen.1! The other two films were stan
darda-Si:H deposited atTs5380 and 300 °C and containe
4 at. % and 8 at. % hydrogen, respectively.8 It is evident that

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra for a standarda-Si:H film ~1! and for a high-
photoconductivity film atDE51.05 eV~2!.
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the kinetics of the decay ofsph accelerates as the hydroge
content is increased. On the other hand, for the high-ph
conductivity film sph decreases much more rapidly than t
value of sph for standarda-Si:H with the same hydrogen
content. After illumination, however, the value ofsph for
this film is approximately an order of magnitude higher th
the photoconductivity of the standard film. We note th
similar facts affecting the decay kinetics ofsph in exposure
to light have also been established in studies of hi
photoconductivity films.2–4

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

For films with an enhanced photoconductivitysph/sd

we now briefly summarize their main properties that dif
from the properties of standarda-Si:H films ~in either case
for DE50.8521.1 eV):

FIG. 4. Spectral curve of the photoconductivity of ana-Si:H film having an
enhanced photoconductivitysph /sd .

FIG. 5. Relative variation of the photoconductivitysph(t)/sph as a function
of the illumination time (t) for W5100 mW/cm2, l,0.9mm for: ~1! films
having an enhanced photoconductivity;~2! standard films. Hydrogen con
tent: ~1! 8 at. %;~2! 4 at. %;~3! 8 at. %.
o-

t

-

r

• an order-of-magnitude higher electron mobility ind
pendent ofDE;

• a lengthened~by as much as two orders of magnitud!
electron lifetime, in contrast with the less than order-o
magnitude increase in the defect density determined by
constant photocurrent method;

• a large scatter of the lifetimest asDE is varied;
• an excess hydrogen content in comparison with

hydrogen content of standarda-Si:H at the same film depo
sition temperature;

• accelerated decay kinetics ofsph under the influence of
prolonged illumination in comparison with that observed f
standarda-Si:H with the same hydrogen content;

• two maxima on the spectral curve, one the same as
standarda-Si:H, and the other observed at a higher ene
~2.3 eV!, which is close to the width of the band gapEg for
nanocrystalline silicon.9

The sum-total of these properties indicates that our
vestigated films are structurally similar to the films describ
in Refs. 2–4: Thea-Si:H matrix contains small-size~nano-
meter-order! crystalline silicon inclusions whose boundari
are passivated in varying degrees by excess~at a given depo-
sition temperature! hydrogen. Since a characteristic band
the Raman spectra~at ;520 cm21) for the given films is not
observed, we conclude that the dimensions of the crystal
inclusions do not exceed 7 nm~Ref. 10!. If both phases con-
tribute to carrier transport processes, the electron lifetimt
is found to be far more sensitive than the mobilitym to the
presence of nanocrystalline inclusions and also to the de
of hydrogen passivation of their boundaries. Hydrogen at
inclusion boundaries probably forms weaker bonds with
than hydrogen in the amorphous phase; this conjectur
supported by the accelerated kinetics ofsph under the influ-
ence of prolonged illumination.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Hydrogenated silicon films with photosensitivities of th
order of 106, prepared by different technologies in differe
laboratories, are new and important objects of investigat
The primary need from the scientific point of view is fo
further research on their distinctive structural characterist
and next in priority is the construction of electron-transp
and photoconduction models; obviously the discussion
Sec. III is merely phenomenological in character. We n
that a model of electron transport in films containing
amorphous phase and a crystalline phase is nonexiste
present.11 From the application standpoint, films having
high photoconductivitysph/sd are of unquestionable inter
est for the design of photovoltaic devices.2–4 Indeed, despite
the higher ‘‘degradation rate’’ ofsph, it still has a higher
value after prolonged illumination than the photoconduct
ity sph for standarda-Si:H.
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Polytechnique, France! for sending preprints.
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1!The hydrogen content in the film was determined by V. Kh. Kudoyaro
using infrared spectroscopy.
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